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Abstract 

 

This arts-based research project responds to the denial of Indigenous sovereignty and 

ongoing processes of colonisation in Australia from a white non-Indigenous 

perspective. The intimate relationship between colonisation and landscape painting is 

highlighted through identifying a thread of uncertainty, disquiet, doubt, and discomfort 

in Australian landscape painting history. This establishes a legacy of white non-

Indigenous responsiveness to colonisation within which to contextualise my own visual 

responses. The cited examples in this legacy routinely distance and depersonalise 

colonisation in spatial, temporal, and corporeal ways, which omits from consideration 

the fact that colonisation is an everyday process perpetrated by everyday people living 

their everyday lives. Analysis of the whiteness studies and white anti-racism discourses 

laid foundations for my understanding of some of the dilemmas associated with 

centering ‘the personal’ in my visual responses to colonisation. Subsequently, utilisng 

writings by Clare Land and Donna Haraway, I position whiteness as a detail of my 

specific subjective, locational, and historical situatedness that actually compels, 

constrains, shapes, informs, binds and limits the nature of my own responses to 

colonisation. I contend that a personal white non-Indigenous response to colonisation 

has the capacity to address how colonisation facilitated my existence on stolen 

Indigenous lands, how colonisation manifests in the shape and appearance of my 

personal surroundings, and how I sustain colonisation while living my everyday life. 

Works by contemporary white non-Indigenous artists Mark Shorter, Joan Ross, and 

Helen Johnson are analysed to reveal what might be described as common strategies 

for a critical responsiveness to colonisation. Namely: ‘critical ambiguity’, collage 

methods, humour and attendance to issues of subjectivity. However, while issues of 
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subjectivity are raised by all three artists, the personal and everyday nature of 

colonisation is obscured in various ways, which continues the depersonalization of 

colonisation identified in Australian landscape painting history. The visual outcomes 

of this research utilise digital collage, painting, and focus on my own life. That is, they 

derive from a personal photographic archive of ‘details’ relating to colonisation as it is 

evident in my own backyard, habits, and possessions. Both the process of gathering this 

archive and the process of making collage-paintings from it, can be understood in 

relation to Haraway’s terms of ‘staying with the trouble’. That is: I have chosen the 

awkwardness of intensely inhabiting and documenting the specificities of my own 

body, time, and place in order to respond. The collage-paintings that are the outcomes 

of this research, locate and visualise everyday manifestations of colonisation in order 

to acknowledge that colonisation is an everyday process perpetrated by everyday 

people living their everyday lives. These works are visual manifestations of my 

personal situatedness in relation to, or rather my white non-Indigenous relationship 

with, colonisation. This research, both written and visual, does not claim to resolve 

tensions, answer questions, offer solutions, or ameliorate disputes. Nor does it exist in 

the interests of overcoming Australia’s colonial past and present. Rather it might be 

apprehended in terms of ‘living with’ this colonial past and present in material and 

symbolic terms.  
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Introduction 

Somehow, this fraught history must be inherited, must be re-membered.1  

 

This exegesis addresses my arts-based research inquiry, which has evolved through a 

critical awareness of the problems of representing place/space/landscape2 in light of the 

British Empire’s original theft of Indigenous sovereign lands and continued processes 

of colonisation in Australia. Specifically, the research has been undertaken between 

2016 and 2020 within a small tract of “taken but never ceded”3 Jagera and Turrbal4 

lands (around Brisbane/Meanjin)5 by a white non-Indigenous researcher, me. The 

written aspect of the thesis contextualises, complements, and complicates my studio 

research in which my everyday life is used as a site from which to explore how the 

denial of Indigenous sovereignty and ongoing processes of colonisation are 

experienced as contemporary and personal dilemmas.  

Denial of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (hereafter Indigenous Australian) 

ownership of land is a problem lying at the heart of all non-Indigenous cultural 

expressions in Australia. This manifests in, affects perceptions of, and demands 

                                                
1 Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2016), 27.  
2 In the preface to the second edition of Landscape and Power, W. J. T. Mitchell states: “if a place is a 
specific location, a space is a “practiced place,” a site activated by movements, actions, narratives, and 
signs, and a landscape is that site encountered as image or ‘sight’.” See W. J. T. Mitchell, Landscape 
and Power, 2nd edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), x. 
3 Alexis Wright, Carpentaria (Sydney: Giramondo Publishing, 2006), 6. 
4 Jagera also spelled ‘Jagara’ and ‘Yuggera’; Turrbal also spelled ‘Turubul’ and ‘Churrabool’. See 
Desmond Crump, “Aboriginal Languages of the Greater Brisbane Area,” State Library of Queensland 
2015, accessed September 4, 2020, https://www.slq.qld.gov.au/blog/aboriginal-languages-greater-
brisbane-area. 
5 “History,” Turrbal Aboriginal Nation: Traditional Owners of Meanjin (Brisbane) 2020, accessed 
September 4, 2020, http://dakibudtcha.com.au/Turrbal/index.php/history/. 
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responses in relation to everyday life. This research focusses on my own surroundings 

in order to explore the visual clues of my “response-ability”6—the complexities, limits, 

and contingencies informing my ability to respond—latent in my possessions, my 

personal habits, “the shape of my life”,7 and the appearance of my life as expressions 

of my subjectivity. The thesis argues that the details of this lived ongoing colonisation 

are best recognised by white non-Indigenous people as personal and contemporary if: 

the ongoing effects of colonisation are to be properly understood; the ways in which 

non-Indigenous Australians contribute to and benefit from colonisation are to become 

clearer; and non-Indigenous responses to ongoing colonisation are to be informed and 

effective.  

 

I undertake this research through the mutable, conditional, and ambiguous processes of 

visual art practice alternatively called an arts-based research (hereafter ABR) 

methodology. ABR hinges on the notion of knowing-through-making; it is a set of 

methodological tools that utilise the principles and processes of visual art practice in 

order to “... address social research questions in holistic and engaged ways in which 

theory and practice are intertwined”.8 In ABR, theory and praxis (that is, “doing”9) “co-

construct one another in an ongoing cycle of cause resulting in effect, and effect 

regenerating cause”.10 Making, reflecting, and adapting in this way has the capacity to 

magnify the complexities and subtleties of the world around us rather than confirm 

certainties. Consequently, the knowledge that is revealed or produced through ABR is 

                                                
6 Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 2.  
7 Clare Land, Decolonizing Solidarity: Dilemmas and Directions for Supporters of Indigenous 
Struggles (London: Zed Books, 2015), 232–233. 
8 Patricia Leavy, Method Meets Art: Arts-Based Research Practice (New York: The Guilford Press, 
2009), 3. 
9 James Rolling Jr., Arts-Based Research Primer (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2013), 1. 
10 Rolling Jr., Arts-Based Research, 3. 
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often ambiguous, contradictory, multiplicitous, tacit, or derived through invented 

means. ABR can “... intervene in historically oppressive processes of representation”11 

and highlight the often interlocking and entangled (or sympoetic12) nature of contesting 

identities and histories. Because ABR favours “partial, situated, and contextual truths”13 

it has the capacity to highlight the historically contingent, provisional, and conditional 

nature of any individual’s understanding of—or response to—a given phenomenon or 

problem. And because ABR accepts “a universe of variances and … local 

interpretation[s]”14 it encourages commitment to varied and local responses to said 

universe. The open, intimate, and unfixed nature of this approach recognises the 

positive potential of uncertainties, seeks to make visible those aspects of critical 

engagement that are unresolved or ambiguous, and is dedicated to—as Donna Haraway 

writes—“staying with the trouble”15 in order to harness the productive possibilities of 

an individual’s capacity for response. 

 

I consciously choose to move away from the distanced criticality that characterises both 

pure historical revisionism and political or theoretical oppositionality in relation to the 

subject of colonisation. This is to say that while I acknowledge the importance of 

frameworks such as postcolonialism (“distinguished … by its critical reaccentuation of 

colonial and anticolonial languages”16) and decolonisation (“the bureaucratic, cultural, 

linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power”17), I can champion neither 

                                                
11 Rolling Jr., Arts Based Research, 225. 
12 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 58–103. 
13 Leavy, Method Meets Art, 16. 
14 Rolling Jr., Arts Based Research, 5. 
15 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 1. 
16 Nicholas Thomas cited in Catherine Howell, “Views from Van Diemen’s Land: Space, Place and the 
Colonial Settler Subject in John Glover’s Landscapes,” in Five Emus to the King of Siam: Environment 
and Empire, ed. Helen Tiffin (New York: BRILL, 2007), 210.  
17 Linda Tuhiwai-Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (London: 
Zed Books, 1999), 98. 
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completely. This is because as a white non-Indigenous person, I operate from within 

the structure that I critique: I am part of the system of colonisation. Consequently, 

through this research, I aim to engage in critical self-reflection about my position in 

relation to colonisation which is informed by both historical situatedness and my 

present-day subjectivity as a white non-Indigenous person living on stolen Indigenous 

lands. In so doing, I aim to establish a readiness (an ability) to respond (visually) to the 

denial of Indigenous sovereignty and ongoing processes of colonisation in Australia. I 

aim to identify a canon of works by non-Indigenous Australian artists (historical and 

contemporary) whose treatment of land as subject matter engages with the subject of 

colonisation but nevertheless distances and depersonalises it. In response to this, I aim 

to develop highly personal visual responses to ongoing colonisation and demonstrate 

how such responses—though fraught with their own dilemmas—have the potential to 

illuminate aspects of the machinations of ongoing colonisation that predominantly 

historical, archival, popular, or theoretical responses cannot.  

In order to achieve these aims, this exegesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 

(The Trouble with Landscape) will outline how British invasion, Australia’s federation, 

and successive Australian governments’ failure to recognise Indigenous Australians as 

the first and continuous custodians of these lands has rendered landscape painting a 

contested site bound up in narratives of conquest, dispossession, genocide, and racism. 

Reference will be made to artworks by Joseph Lycett, John Glover, Eugene von 

Guérard, E. Phillips Fox, Tom Roberts, Margaret Preston, Sidney Nolan, Russell 

Drysdale, Albert Tucker, and Fred Williams, and to the scholarly writings of Bernard 

Smith, Ian McLean, Ian Burn, W.J.T. Mitchell and others. Chapter 2 (Theoretical 

Context) will provide a theoretical context for analysing the effectiveness of 

contemporary white non-Indigenous responses to the problem (the denial of Indigenous 
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sovereignty and ongoing colonisation), through a consideration of whiteness and white 

anti-racism literature. Analysis of colonisation’s ongoing contingencies as presented in 

this discourse, will be compared, contrasted and used as a departure point for discussing 

Clare Land’s Decolonizing Solidarity: Directions and Dilemmas for Supporters of 

Indigenous Struggles18 and Donna Haraway’s Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in 

the Chthulucene19 in relation to my studio experiments during this research. Chapter 3 

(Visual Arts Context) examines the approaches of contemporary white non-Indigenous 

Australian artists Joan Ross, Helen Johnson, and Mark Shorter. I draw from Helen 

Johnson’s Painting as a Critical Form20 in order to identify some of the strengths and 

shortcomings of these visual responses to the key defined problem. Works by other 

artists including Abdul Abdullah, Fernando Do Campo, and Soda_Jerk will also be 

briefly discussed in order to provide a matrix of references through which to define a 

provisional field in which to situate my own practice. Chapter 4 (Studio Outcomes) will 

examine stages of production within my own studio practice in relation to key aspects 

of the context I have delineated; as well, I outline the significant outcomes of this 

research.   

                                                
18 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity. 
19 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble. 
20 Helen Johnson, Painting as a Critical Form (Dja Dja Wurrung [Muckleford], Vic: 3-ply, 2015). 
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Chapter 1: The Trouble with Landscape 

 
 

It is not a country where you can rest. It is a black man’s country: sharp stones, rocks, sticks, 
bull ants, flies. We can only move around it like tourists. The blackfeller can rest but we must 

keep moving.21 
 

 

 

Terra Nullius 

The Australian government has never recognised Indigenous Australians22 as the first and 

continuous custodians of the lands now called Australia. As Bill Gammage illuminates in The 

Biggest Estate on Earth: How Aborigines Made Australia, historical written records indicate 

that to those arriving on the Endeavour, “the country looked very pleasant and fertile; and the 

trees, quite free from underwood, appeared like plantations in a gentleman’s park.”23 Gammage 

argues that what appeared to the outsiders as a gentleman’s park ready for ploughing was 

actually the result of tens of thousands of years of “planned, precise, fine-grained local caring 

… they did not see, but their own records show how carefully made, how unnatural was 

Aboriginal Australia.”24 This was the sustained work of the oldest continuous culture on Earth, 

guided by philosophies such as:  

think long term; leave the world as it is; think globally, act locally; ally with fire; control 
population. They were active, not passive, striving for balance and continuity to make 
all life abundant, convenient and predictable. They put the mark of humanity firmly on 
every place. They kept the faith. The land lived. Its face spoke … this is possession in 
its most fundamental sense.25 

 

                                                
21 Peter Carey, Illywhacker (St. Lucia, Qld: University of Queensland Press, 1985), 323. 
22 Throughout this document, I will refer to the many and distinct First Nations of Australia (including 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples) collectively as Indigenous Australians, except where reference to 
specific nations is required. 
23 Sidney Parkinson cited in Bill Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth (Crows Nest, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 
2011), 5. 
24 Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, 4. 
25 Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, 323.  
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This possession was halted by the invasion of new people, animals, plants, diseases, 

technologies, and ideas in 1770. Since then, no treaty has ever been attempted between the 

Australian Government and Indigenous Australians.26 The Australian constitution ignores the 

presence of Indigenous Australians prior to European invasion.27 Often, the provisions of the 

Native Title Act 199328 are not sufficient to provide land rights nor recognise Indigenous 

sovereignty in its full sense.29 Indigenous Australians have variously suffered/endured/adapted 

to over two hundred years of occupation of their lands by governments, private companies, 

individuals and institutions who disregard Indigenous sovereignty while digging, drilling, 

blasting, extracting, polluting, and desecrating.30 Contemporaneously, Indigenous Australians 

experience disproportionate rates of incarceration, morbidity, suicide, mortality, police 

                                                
26 Note John Batman’s 1835 ‘negotiations’ via written contract with Wurundjeri elders for 240,000 hectares of 
Victoria, almost the entirety of Kulin Nation ancestral lands. By all appearances, the ‘negotiations’ were 
deceptive, misleading, and potentially fraudulent: “another hoax of the white man,” according to William 
Buckley, a respected member of the Wathaurung community and translator to Batman. See “Batman’s Treaty,” 
State Library of Victoria: Ergo, 2019, accessed August 2, 2019, http://ergo.slv.vic.gov.au/explore-
history/colonial-melbourne/pioneers/batmans-treaty. 
27 Various governments have raised the question of conditional constitutional recognition of Indigenous 
Australians; however, none have successfully delivered on this proposal. Additionally, Indigenous Australians 
have raised concerns over the appropriateness and efficacy of constitutional recognition. For example, see 
Katharine Murphy, “Indigenous Australians Must Back Constitutional Recognition Plan or Labor Won’t 
Either,” The Guardian, August 4, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/aug/04/indigenous-
australians-must-back-constitutional-recognition-plan-or-labor-wont-either; Nathan Towney, “Closing the Gap: 
Real Action or Just More Words?” Newcastle Herald, August 7, 2020, accessed September 1, 2020, 
https://www.newcastleherald.com.au/story/6866849/closing-the-gap-real-action-or-just-more-words/. 
28 Native Title Act (1993) (Commonwealth). 
29 Natalie Cromb, “Native Title Is Not Land Rights” NITV June 22, 2017, 
https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2017/06/22/native-title-not-land-rights 
30 Marica Langton insists that the mining industry has been a site of economic progress and agency for 
Indigenous Australians since the establishment of the Native Title Act (contradicting the “relentless, tiresome 
critique, much of it ill-informed or downright deceptive, depicting Aboriginal people as the hapless victims of a 
voracious and brutal mining industry.” Marcia Langton, “Introduction,” in The Quiet Revolution: Indigenous 
People and the Resources Boom (Sydney: Harper Collins, 2012), 12. Nevertheless, numerous recent examples 
of the mining industry’s mistreatment of Indigenous sovereign lands and disregard for Indigenous sovereignty 
give credence to such a critique. For example, see Calla Wahlquist, “Rio Tinto Blasts 46,000-Year-Old 
Aboriginal Site to Expand Iron Ore Mine,” The Guardian, May 26, 2020, 
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/may/26/rio-tinto-blasts-46000-year-old-aboriginal-site-to-
expand-iron-ore-mine; Rangi Hirini, “Rio Tinto ‘Not Sorry’ For Cave Blast as Investigation Opens into Newly 
Destroyed Sacred Site,” NITV, June 15, 2020, https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/nitv-news/article/2020/06/15/rio-
tinto-not-sorry-cave-blast-investigation-opens-newly-destroyed-sacred-site; Ben Doherty, “Queensland 
Extinguishes Native Title over Indigenous Land to Make Way for Adani Coalmine,” The Guardian August 31, 
2019, accessed September 1, 2020, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/aug/31/queensland-
extinguishes-native-title-over-indigenous-land-to-make-way-for-adani-coalmine. “We Want Them Out': 
Traditional Owners Block Road To Adani Coal Mine in Central Queensland,” SBS News, August 24, 2020, 
accessed September 1, 2020, https://www.sbs.com.au/news/we-want-them-out-traditional-owners-block-road-
to-adani-coal-mine-in-central-queensland. 
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brutality, removal of children, racism, exoticisation and cultural appropriation.31 This is to say, 

Indigenous Australians have endured two and a half centuries of colonisation, a process that 

continues to this day.  

 

Sovereignty 

Indigenous sovereignty was never ceded. But what does this mean? Indigenous sovereignty—

as political scholar Raia Prokhovnik explains—is connected to 

“the idea of a sovereign people or peoples who never surrendered to the British 220 years 

ago”.32 More than this, Aileen Moreton-Robinson states, Indigenous sovereignty “is carried by 

the body … grounded within complex relations derived from the intersubstantiation of 

ancestral beings, humans and land,”33 or, as Philip Morrisey states, “sovereignty manifests as 

a corporeal fact.”34 These definitions are distinct from Western expressions of sovereignty 

“grounded in concrete material practices of dispossession, the practical work of 

disenfranchisement, and the creation of legal regimes of difference.”35 A 2016 exhibition titled 

Sovereignty36 highlighted the diversity and mutability of concepts, practices, and embodiments 

of sovereignty in contemporary and historical art from South-East Australian Indigenous 

peoples. Paola Balla’s curatorial essay ‘Sovereignty: Inalienable and Intimate’, states that 

expressions of sovereignty “can be found buried within artistic works, gently emerging from 

                                                
31 See for example Calla Wahlquist, “Indigenous Babies Being Removed from Parents at Rising Rates, Study 
Finds,” The Guardian, February 25, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/australia-
news/2019/feb/25/indigenous-babies-being-removed-from-parents-at-rising-rates-study-finds; Angus 
Thompson, “'Institutional Racism': Aboriginal Land Rights Impeded by NSW Government,” The Sydney 
Morning Herald, August 15, 2020, https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/institutional-racism-aboriginal-land-
rights-impeded-by-nsw-government. 
32 Raia Prokhovnik, “From Australian Sovereignty to Sovereignty in Australia,” Political Studies 63 (2015): 
422. 
33 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, “Introduction,” in Sovereign Subjects: Indigenous Sovereignty Matters, ed. Aileen 
Moreton-Robinson (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2007), 142.  
34 Phillip Morrissey, “Dancing with Shadows: Erasing Aboriginal Self and Sovereignty,” in Sovereign Subjects, 
73. 
35 Yarimar Bonilla, “Unsettling Sovereignty,” Cultural Anthropology 32, no. 3 (2017): 332. 
36 Sovereignty, exhibition at Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne, curated by Paola Balla and 
Max Delany, 17 Dec 2016–26 Mar 2017. 
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inherited practices, or boldly spelled out in new artistic forms adorned with confident lines, 

camouflage, electric lights and bling.”37 Indigenous sovereignties are multilayered and 

contingent webs that reflect diverse Indigenous cosmologies: what Ian McLean describes as 

“the ‘whole carnal stereophony’ of the embodied phenomenological now.”38 I raise these points 

not to generalise, speculate or theorise about what might or might not constitute Indigenous 

sovereignty, but rather to recognise that Indigenous sovereignty, like Native Title, “can’t be 

destroy[ed] … while there is one Aboriginal person still alive who knows the law”.39  

 

These assertions attest to the ongoing existence, endurance, and evolution of Indigenous 

sovereignties even as they are “occluded”40 by the colonial state. These assertions refute those 

fictions of sovereignty imposed by empire (maintained by the state, institution, and individual), 

and complicate my own sense of being-at-home. They productively disrupt any assumptions 

of sovereignty that I inherited as a white non-Indigenous person, assumptions which are the 

basis of white Australian national identity and “an obstacle that is actively stalling progress 

toward treaty, bill of rights and/or … recognition of Aboriginal sovereignty”, according to 

Fiona Nicoll.41 Nicoll insists that “white sovereignty circumscribes and mitigates the exercise 

of Indigenous sovereignty”.42 While this research springs from my awareness of the denial of 

Indigenous sovereignty, it also proceeds through my recognition of the belief that as Tony 

                                                
37 Paola Balla, “Sovereignty: Inalienable and Intimate,” in Sovereignty, ed. Paola Balla and Max Delany, ex. cat. 
(Melbourne: Australia Centre For Contemporary Art, 2016), 11. 
38 Ian McLean, Rattling Spears: A History of Indigenous Australian Art (London: Reaktion Books Ltd, 2016), 
22. 
39 Galarrwuy Yunupingu cited in Sheila Collingwood-Whittick, “Ways of Seeing ‘Country’: Colonial, 
Postcolonial, and Indigenous Perceptions of the Australian Landscape” Literature in North Queensland 35, no. 
1 (2008): 73. 
40 João NacKle Urt describes “the practice of limiting an existing and legitimate sovereignty to the point where 
it presents the appearance of a non-sovereignty as occlusion.” See “How Western Sovereignty Occludes 
Indigenous Governance: The Guarani and Kaiowa Peoples in Brazil,” Contexto Internacional 28, no. 3 (2016): 
866. 
41 Fiona Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective: White Knowing, Seeing, Curating, and Being at 
Home in and against Indigenous Sovereignty,” in Whitening Race: Essays in Social and Cultural Criticism, ed. 
Aileen Moreton-Robinson (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2004), 18.  
42 Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 19. 
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Birch insists, Indigenous sovereignty persists regardless of the impositions of colonisation.43 

In this light, I am to some degree contrarily at home in a context of enduring Indigenous 

sovereignty, an experience that could be described as belonging in un-belonging, or being 

unsettled on Indigenous lands. These lands—which had been “made”44 and “manipulated”45 

over tens of thousands of years of Indigenous Australian land management—were taken by the 

British Empire by force and subsequently surveyed, mapped, settled, repurposed, reimagined, 

re-presented, and redistributed. This refashioning lies at the heart of the Australian landscape 

painting tradition, which began “at the moment when terra nullius came.”46  

 

Australian Landscape Painting 

The trouble with landscape painting—which is both distinct from, and entangled with, 

Indigenous cultural formations that relate to or represent Indigenous lands47—is that, as W.J.T. 

Mitchell states: “landscape is a particular historical formation … intimately bound up with the 

                                                
43 Tony Birch, “Our Red Sands Dug and Sifted: Sovereignty and the Act of Being,” in Sovereignty, exhibition 
catalogue, ed. Paola Balla and Max Delany (Melbourne: Australia Centre For Contemporary Art, 2016), 17. 
44 Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, 4, 138, & 280. In one evocative passage, Gammage explains that 
before 1788, “Indigenous Australians continue[d] spiritual and ecological life with ease … they had plenty of 
spare time, and spent it nourishing the mind more than the body. Art was voluminous and intricate: imagine a 
dot painting on sand several metres square, composed of different coloured feathers, most of them tiny, stuck 
down with blood. Songs were long, corroborees might last months, initiations years … this hardly reflects 
people constantly on the edge of want. They cannot have been the scavenging, chance-dominated savages 
Europeans thought them. A rich and time-eating spiritual life builds on abundance … in the driest and most fire-
prone continent on earth, abundance was not natural. It was made by skilled, detailed and provident 
management of country” (my emphasis) (p. 138). 
45 See Bruce Pascoe, Dark Emu, Black Seeds: Agriculture or Accident? (Broome, WA: Magabala Books 
Aboriginal Corporation, 2014), 4. Pascoe writes, “the journals and diaries of explorers and colonists … revealed 
a much more complicated Aboriginal economy than the primitive hunter-gatherer lifestyle we had been told was 
the simple lot of Australia’s First People. Hunter-gatherer societies forage and hunt for food, and do not employ 
agricultural methods or build permanent dwellings; they are nomadic. But as I read these early journals, I came 
across repeated references to people building dams and wells; planting, irrigating, and harvesting seed; 
preserving the surplus and storing it in houses, sheds, or secure vessels; and creating elaborate cemeteries and 
manipulating the landscape – none of which fitted the definition of a hunter-gatherer.” 
46 Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, 323. 
47 For a detailed history of Indigenous Australian art, see McLean, Rattling Spears. For an account of 
Indigenous Australian contemporary art, see Ian McLean, How Aborigines Invented the Idea of Contemporary 
Art: Writings on Aboriginal Contemporary Art (Brisbane: Institute of Modern Art, 2011). It is also important to 
note that, as Ian McLean argues, “Aboriginality has always been inscribed within the idea of the West … it is 
necessary to study how Aboriginal culture has effected, not just how it has been affected by, the West … from 
the beginning, the settler and the Aboriginal have been inextricably bound at the site of colonial oppression and 
repression: the frontier” (Ian McLean, “White Aborigines: Cultural Imperatives of Australian Colonialism” 
Third Text 7, no. 22 (1993): 18). 
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discourses of imperialism”.48 This intimacy is rather stark in the history of Australian landscape 

painting with its recurrent depictions of stolen Indigenous lands erased of Indigenous 

Australian presence. In The Spectre of Trugannini Bernard Smith proposed that the exclusion 

of Aborigines should characterise Australian art history as a history of repression and loss. 

Smith wrote:  

Since the beginnings of white settlement, Aborigines have been steadily 
dispossessed of their lands upon which their well-being, self-respect and survival 
have depended. It is a story of homicide, rape, the forcible abduction of children 
from their parents; and it is remembered in the folklore of the survivors. But for 
most white Australians it is a nightmare to be thrust out of mind.49  

To keep this “great moral tragedy … thoroughly out of [white Australians’] minds”, Smith 

continued, Indigenous Australians were “removed as a visible element from the landscape.”50 

This policy of elimination saw Indigenous Australians massacred51 or forced from their lands 

into missions or reserves, thus destroying their moiety systems and separating their families. 

They were rendered effectively invisible, which consequently cast “a white blanket of 

forgetfulness across the central tragedy of Australian settlement.”52 Indigenous Australians 

thus erased, the Australian landscape could be rendered anew or, to use Smith’s words, early 

Australian “painters and their successors were now able to consolidate the pastoralist dream of 

a sun-kissed Arcadia … as if the Aborigine had never existed.”53  

The repressed tragedy that Smith describes lying at the heart of Australian settlement can be 

identified in all Australian cultural expressions, especially in those expressions that take land 

as a subject matter. As Ian McLean subsequently argued, Australian landscape painting has its 

                                                
48 W. J. T. Mitchell, “Imperial Landscape,” in Landscape and Power, 5–9. See also Petra Halkes, Aspiring to the 
Landscape (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006), 10.  
49 Bernard Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” in The Spectre of Truganini (Melbourne: Hedges and 
Bell, 1980), 17.  
50 Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” 21. 
51 See Lyndall Ryan, “Colonial Frontier Massacres in Australia, 1788-1930,” University of Newcastle, 2019, 
accessed August 15, 2019, https://c21ch.newcastle.edu.au/colonialmassacres/map.php. 
52 Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” 22. 
53 Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” 22–23. 
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roots in failed redemption and the omnipresence of Aboriginal ghosts.54 Referring to John 

Glover’s pastoral arcadias—the landscapes that depict his new home, Patterdale Farm (1840, 

figure 1) for example—McLean explains:  

there stirs the unhomely, as if Glover is unable to forget the uncanny presence of a 
paradise lost – that is, of the exclusion of Aborigines. However, the uncanny 
presence of Aborigines ... means that redemption falters. Rather than transcending 
the Palawa claims on the land, his paintings of Patterdale are haunted by their 
Aboriginal doubles ... as he gazes over his land he sees Aboriginal ghosts in the 
landscape, an ethereal presence that now haunts rather than owns and works the 
place. The haunting is at its most palpable in the melancholy solitude of the wooded 
ranges that frame his scenes like a looming amphitheatre that watches over him 
with all the sublime terror of an absolute unbounded other.55  

McLean further emphasises that the ethereal presence of ghosts in the landscape signals the 

“uncanny presence of a paradise lost—that is, the exclusion of Aborigines … [which] became 

a distinctive feature of Australian landscape art.”56 Exclusion of Indigenous Australian figures 

persisted through mid-century colonial landscape painting (for example, in Eugene von 

Guerard’s sublime vistas) through to the “Heidelberg School”57 or “Australian 

Impressionists”58 who, as McLean (and Smith before him) identified, were engaged in the 

broader nation-building project of the time: the project of deliberate forgetting.59 McLean’s 

and Smith’s remarks follow a critical trajectory that suggests: “the impressionists … sought a 

transcendence which completely forgot the slaughter, destruction and melancholy of colonial 

                                                
54 Ian McLean, “Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination,” in Double Vision: Art Histories and 
Colonial Histories in the Pacific ed. Nicholas Thomas and Diane Losche (Cambridge and New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 131–162. 
55 McLean, “Under Saturn,” 156. 
56 McLean, “Under Saturn,” 156–157. 
57 Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” 22; Ian Burn, “Beating about the Bush: The Landscapes of the 
Heidelberg School,” in Dialogue: Writings in Art History, ed. Ian Burn (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1991), 19–
36. 
58 Ian McLean, “The Bad Conscience of Impressionism,” in White Aborigines (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 52–73. 
59 McLean, White Aborigines, 59. 
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history”60 in favour of a “sunnier disposition as the sign of an independent national 

consciousness”.61  

Ian Burn argues that no landscape imagery implies a sense of ‘Australian-ness’ better than 

these images of ‘the bush’ produced around the time of Federation.62 Burn notes that hard 

labour, harshness, the threat of bushfires, drought, heat, and Aboriginals (all elements 

suggesting a lived experience of the bush) are absent from these pictures. In Tom Roberts’s 

The Artists’ Camp (1896, figure 2) for example, “the bush is ‘nice and cosy’, fresh, clean and 

tamed; it displays its attractive and recreative qualities for people who do not live there.”63 

These aren’t just images of landscape, Burn argues, but depictions of particular social (“urban, 

educated, capitalist”64) relationships to land: non-Indigenous and white to the exclusion of all 

others. In McLean’s words, the painters of the Heidelberg School “sought an uncommonly 

intimate communion with nature … [they] wanted to be in the landscape,” a desire which might 

be partly explained by a “new-found nationalism which sought an Indigenous identity.”65 The 

Heidelberg pictures evidence a desire to forget colonial history, replace the pre-existing 

Indigenous identity, and claim its accompanying relationship to land.  

Uncertainty, Disquiet, Doubt, Discomfort  

With the notable exception of Joseph Lycett’s paintings of Indigenous Australians working 

their lands66 (for example, Aborigines Hunting Waterbirds (1775-1825, figure 3)) and John 

                                                
60 McLean, White Aborigines, 55. 
61 McLean, White Aborigines, 54; Smith, “The Mechanisms of Forgetfulness,” 22. Smith states: “between 1880 
and 1914 the foundations of a new white Australian culture were laid down … it was a closed house into which 
the first inhabitants of this country were not invited to enter”. 
62 Burn, “Beating about the Bush,” 19.  
63 Burn, “Beating about the Bush,” 21. 
64 Burn, “Beating about the Bush,” 35.  
65 McLean, White Aborigines, 54. 
66 Paintings such as this were used by Gammage when writing The Biggest Estate on Earth, because “if a scene 
was painted before Europeans changed it, as these scenes were, it can be immensely valuable in showing how 
Aborigines shaped Australia” (19). See also, John Maynard, True Light and Shade: An Aboriginal Perspective 
of Joseph Lycett’s Art (Canberra: National Library of Australia, 2014). Maynard states: “we owe a great deal to 
Lycett and his artistic work in recording so much of the rich local Aboriginal cultural lifestyle. His work 
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Glover’s imagined pre-invasion scenes of Indigenous Australian existence67 (for example, A 

Corroboree of Natives in Mills’ Plains (1832, figure 4)), the pre-Second World War Australian 

landscape painting tradition was dominated by the absent presence of Indigenous Australians 

on stolen Indigenous lands. This is not to say that white non-Indigenous artists were oblivious 

to Indigenous Australians (see for example, Aborigines Met on the Road to the Diggings by 

Eugene von Guérard (1854, figure 5)), nor that they were unaware that the colonising process 

was fraught (see for example, E. Phillips Fox’s The Landing of Captain Cook at Botany Bay 

1770 (1902, figure 6)).68 As McLean notes, in Glover’s Australian Landscape with Cattle, The 

Artist’s Property Patterdale (1835, figure 7), the giant tree could be read: 

as an emblem of an Aboriginal Tasmania, for the painting pictures a recently 
colonised space in which this tree seems the last reminder of precolonial days. The 
tree assumes a genealogical significance: it serves as a symbol of Glover’s 
inheritance.69  

                                                
captures Aboriginal land, the importance of Country, ceremony and culture, and his observations provide insight 
into early Aboriginal life pre-colonisation, which in turn adds to our understanding of the present and the future. 
In many respects Joseph Lycett[‘s] … artwork has been responsible for lifting the veil on many aspects of 
traditional Aboriginal life; for that we owe him a great debt of gratitude” (20). 
67 Several scholars have noted that Glover’s depictions of Indigenous Australians were made after the so-called 
Black Wars, during which time the Indigenous survivors of Lutruwita were exiled on Flinders Island. In this 
light Glover’s depictions are (unlike Lycett’s) imaginings rather than observations. See Tim Bonyhady, “An 
Aboriginal Arcadia,” in Images in Opposition: Australian Landscape Painting 1801–1890, ed. Tim Bonyhady 
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press Australia, 1985), 31; Howell, “Views from Van Diemen’s Land,” 210. Ian 
McLean however notes that “while based on eye-witness accounts, and on his own observations of both the 
Palawa and other Aborigines brought down from New South Wales, Glover places his Aborigines in a 
precolonial scene … the Palawa become mythical antecedents cast back into an indefinite past” (McLean, White 
Aborigines, 38–39). In this light, while Glover’s depictions of Palawa might be based on observations, his 
depictions of the details of their existence are imagined. More severely, Bernard Smith notes that “Glover’s 
attitude to the Tasmanian native is revealed quite clearly in his paintings of them … they are represented as 
small, dark, naked, and unattractive little people who dance and leap with quick angular movements and 
grotesque gesticulations; he represents them, we might say, as the little black devils to be removed from his 
southern paradise.” Bernard Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific 1768-1850 (Oxford: University of 
Oxford Press, 1960), 201. 
68 In this painting, two Aboriginal figures can be seen in the top right-hand corner of the painting, while in the 
foreground three armed marines take aim at them as the grandiose figures of Cook and Joseph Banks make their 
advance. Fox’s treatment of Indigenous Australians in this picture evidences on the one hand the popular Social 
Darwinist belief that Indigenous Australians were destined to die out or disappear, and on the other hand, it 
evidences their forcible removal by the colonial regime who believed the land was theirs for the taking.  
69 McLean, White Aborigines, 41. 
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In other words, the giant tree figures as a symbol of Glover’s cognisance of what had come to 

pass on stolen Indigenous lands.  

Visible signs of Indigenous Australians in Australian landscape painting increased during the 

Second World War. More specifically, a taste for Indigenous Australian cultural expressions 

is evident in the oeuvre of Margaret Preston, whose incorporations of Indigenous Australian 

flora, fauna, artefacts, and motifs (for example in Aboriginal Still Life (1940, figure 8)) have 

been often discredited on the grounds of cultural appropriation. Preston deliberately avoided 

the complexity of country in favour of generalised superficial presentations of surface imagery, 

according to Cara Pinchbeck who notes that Preston: 

eliminated the particular references to place and time inherent in the art she drew 
from, misunderstanding and erasing the very foundation from which Aboriginal 
artists drew inspiration … informed by but devoid of Aboriginal sensibilities and 
cultural authenticity.70  

Gamilaroi scholar Donna Leslie adds that Preston’s approach was more troubling than the 

modernist primitivism71 emerging in European art at the time. In her essay ‘Margaret Preston 

and Assimilation’, Leslie analyses Preston’s own essays72 to conclude that Preston’s 

approaches and personal attitudes were reflective of sociocultural dynamics, racism, and 

Aboriginal exploitation at the time. Leslie calls Preston’s an “art of assimilation”73 

characterised by the absorption of Aboriginal imagery into white Australian art which—

                                                
70 Cara Pinchbeck, “Margaret Preston: Aboriginal Landscape 1941,” in Making Modernism: O’Keefe, Preston, 
Cossington Smith, ex. cat. (Bulleen, Vic: Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2016), 64. 
71 Ian McLean, “Gordon Bennett: The Joker in the Pack,” in Radical Revisionism: An Anthology of Writings on 
Australian Art, ed. Rex Butler (Brisbane: IMA Publishing, 2005), 273. 
72 See Margaret Preston, “The Indigenous Art of Australia,” Art in Australia Third Series, no. 11 (1925): 44–55; 
and Margaret Preston, “The Application of Aboriginal Designs,” Art in Australia Third Series, no. 31 (1930): 
50–64 (both accessed via Trove, https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-325167134). 
73 Donna Leslie, “Margaret Preston and Assimilation,” Journal of Australian Indigenous Issues 18, no. 3 (2013): 
13. 
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echoing the absorption of Aboriginal people into white society—aimed to remove Aboriginal 

identity.74  

Leslie’s identification of Preston’s problematic desire for aesthetic innovation informed by 

ideologies (and policies) of cultural annihilation challenges other readings of Preston’s work 

as ushering in Australian art’s modernity,75 proudly revolutionising the genre of still life 

painting,76 or stimulating a local market for Aboriginal art.77 Notwithstanding this debate, one 

particular feature of Preston’s approach to painting stolen Indigenous lands is of interest to my 

research. In Aboriginal Landscape (1941, figure 9)—the title of which is noteworthy for 

discussion—a simplified impenetrable picture plane featuring wonky gums pointing the way 

to more of their kind is rendered in distinctive earth-tones. Similarly, I Lived at Berowra (1941, 

figure 10) and Berowra Creek (1943, figure 11) features more ochres, blacks, and greys in a 

flattened plane of pared-back forms depicting small white and red houses thickly framed by 

banksia and grass trees. The title is a reference to Preston’s home at Berowra, a town north of 

Sydney bordering on the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park, which ‘inspired’ many of Preston’s 

Still Life paintings featuring Indigenous Australian flowers. Importantly, these Berowra 

paintings are not Still Life images, but paintings of the place the artist called ‘home’: renderings 

of the artist’s backyard as an Indigenous space. Bearing in mind Glover at Patterdale who, as 

McLean notes, “made a home in a particular spot which he painted again and again in the hope 

of fashioning a redeeming vision,”78 could Preston’s Berowra paintings be read similarly? A 

particular spot painted again and again in the hope of fashioning a sense of home with 

                                                
74 Leslie, “Margaret Preston and Assimilation,” 13. Other examples of this kind of overt cultural theft include: 
Elizabeth Durack’s forging of Aboriginal art under the pseudonym Eddie Burrup; works by the non-Indigenous 
Jindyworobak poets featuring Indigenous Australian languages; and the early paintings by Imants Tillers 
featuring elements taken-without-permission from works by Michael Nelson Jagamara. 
75 Deborah Edwards cited in Lesley Harding, “The Modern Art of Painting Flowers: Reinventing the Still Life,” 
in Making Modernism: O’Keefe, Preston, Cossington Smith, 17. 
76 Edwards cited in Harding, “The Modern Art of Painting Flowers,” 16–35. 
77 McLean, “White Aborigines,” 24. 
78 McLean, White Aborigines, 38. 
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Indigenous land as its focus? In my studio, I too bring the dilemma of colonisation home (to 

my backyard, my surroundings, my own life): rearranging personal references again and again 

in the hope of visualising colonisation with my own life at the focus. 

The ongoing effects of colonisation can be seen in paintings by Sidney Nolan, for example in 

The Hunt (1949, figure 12) (and much later in Untitled (1987, figure 13)) and Arthur Boyd’s 

Bride series (1956–60, figures 14 and 15), made in response to Boyd’s travels through Central 

Australia in the 1950s where he witnessed for the first time the effects of colonisation on 

Indigenous Australians. Russell Drysdale’s Shopping Day (1953, figure 16), features a group 

of Indigenous Australian people clothed and standing together in the centre of a dry rural 

township.79 In my view, these people are not a symbol, a metaphor, frozen in time, or living 

out their last days: they are a living, breathing, shopping, “transculturating”80 people. They are 

borrowing, adapting, and surviving empire even as a monument to conquest watches over them 

from the centre of town. In ‘The Blot on the Landscape: Fred Williams and Australian Art 

History’, Keith Broadfoot borrows from McLean to argue that the history of Australian art 

(characterised by the uncanny presence of ghosts in the landscape) is the dominant subject 

matter in Fred Williams’s landscape paintings. Broadfoot suggests that Williams was “driven 

by the blindness that lies at the origin of Australian art”; the exclusion which for Glover was 

                                                
79 This picture, and indeed those of Nolan and Boyd, although evidencing a growing sense of discontent among 
non-Indigenous artists with the white Australian cultural establishment of the time,  cannot help but be read 
partly in terms of the problematics of representing ‘the Other’. As Edward Said points out, such depictions of 
‘the Other’ by the West not only appropriate it but represent and speak for it. See Edward Said, Orientalism 
(Camberwell, Vic: Penguin, 2003), 174. Said states: “Orientalism can be discussed and analysed as the 
corporate institution for dealing with the Orient—dealing with it by making statements about it, authorizing 
views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for 
dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” (3). As Bob Lingard and Fazal Rizvi note, the 
discourse and institutions of Aboriginalism operate “in much the same way as Orientalism” (see 
“(Re)membering, (Dis)membering: ‘Aboriginality’ and the Art of Gordon Bennett,” Third Text (8) no. 26, 2008: 
75). 
80 See Ian McLean, Rattling Spears for ground-breaking analysis of Indigenous Australian art history as a 
history of transculturation. McLean illustrates the ways in which Indigenous Australians have, in art and in life, 
engaged with and responded to modernity on their own terms, carving out a place in the contemporary art 
discourse and at the same time incorporating modernity into an Indigenous worldview as an endless cycle of 
performative Indigeneity—that is, tangible reconfigurations of ancestral knowledge and cultural practices for 
the altered context of modern Australia.  
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often “cast as a great anamorphic stain across the canvas … for Williams … the stain itself 

became the whole canvas.”81  

 
This small sample of historical exemplars collectively suggest an intimate relationship between 

Australian landscape painting and colonisation. They also suggest a legacy of white non-

Indigenous artists’ awareness of (even, responsiveness to) pre- and post-invasion occupation 

(of the lands now called Australia) by Indigenous Australians. This legacy could be considered 

a thread, not of blindness, but of uncertainty, disquiet, doubt, and discomfort weaving through 

the history of Australian landscape painting. A legacy of white non-Indigenous responsiveness 

to colonisation within which to situate my own visual responses,82 (and those of the 

contemporary artists I will discuss in Chapter 3).  

 

The art-historical examples given above respond to colonisation through: melancholy 

reflections on imagined historical moments located in times gone by (Glover); utilisation of a 

bystander or witness83 vantage point (Nolan, Boyd, and Drysdale); critical engagement with 

past responses (Williams), or; appropriating Indigenous Australian culture (Preston). While 

valuable in their attempts to respond to the tragedy at the heart of Australian settlement (or a 

perceived emptiness at the heart of Australian visual culture in Preston’s and William’s cases) 

all of these methods distance and depersonalise colonisation in corporeal, spatial and temporal 

                                                
81 Keith Broadfoot, “The Blot on the Landscape: Fred Williams and Australian Art History,” Journal of Art 
Historiography 11 (2014): 5–7. 
82 In Decolonizing Solidarity, Land suggests that “self-conscious engagement with the history of non-Indigenous 
support for Indigenous struggles in any particular area is key to the contemporary politics of solidarity by those 
of colonial backgrounds with Indigenous struggles in that area” (50). This echoes the importance of 
understanding how white non-Indigenous artists have attempted to respond to the denial of Indigenous 
sovereignty and ongoing colonisation throughout Australian art history, in order to find ways to respond to 
colonisation in my own art practice. 
83 Given the widespread return to figuration in Western Art following the Second World War, it is not surprising 
that Australian painters were also turning to figuration to process the traumas of war and Australian history 
more broadly. See Morgan Falconer, “Witnesses: Post War Figurative Painting,” in Painting Beyond Pollock, 
ed. Morgan Falconer (New York: Phaidon, 2015) 82–119. 
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ways. This distancing serves to keep colonisation firmly lodged in realms of ‘back then’ and 

‘out there’. More importantly, it suggests that the colonising process—enacted by somebody 

else—impacts the lives of Indigenous Australians but ignores the ways in which colonisation 

shapes and benefits the lives of white non-Indigenous Australians.  

 

An exception to this is Albert Tucker’s Intruder series (1964–8, figures 17 and 18), which 

weaves the thread of uncertainty into a t-shirt-and-slouch-hat-wearing, weathered and parrot-

tormented everyday intruder.84 Tucker’s “persistent fascination with outsiders, [is] here 

conveyed through his haunting depictions of explorers and intruders, tragic and often menacing 

figures who trespass upon the Australian bush.”85 Notably, Tucker’s intruders are not dressed 

in colonial era military, administrative, convict, or aristocratic garb, but what appears to be a 

weathered and threadbare uniform of everyday garments. This intruder is not an historical 

figure but an everyday figure, an everyday trespasser on Indigenous lands.  This echoes 

McLean’s insightful observation that “the deathly waltz which danced across Australia was a 

calculated art practiced by normal law-abiding members of the European community.”86 It is 

this sense of an everyday colonisation practiced by average members of a community that is 

most interesting to me in the context of my research.  

 

Colonisation continues in Australia today through a complex nexus of practices, processes, 

oversights, complicities, ways of knowing, representing, being, and even supporting 

Indigenous struggles, as Land suggests.87 Colonisation is not only the work of governments, 

                                                
84 It is important to note that this series still distances colonisation to the extent that it restages the intrusion 
event ‘out there’ in the dry dust of the harsh unforgiving outback, the space where all the myths and dramas of 
white nationalism were and are staged. 
85 Museum of Modern Art Heide, “Albert Tucker: Explorers and Intruders,” accessed August 25, 2019, 
https://www.heide.com.au/exhibitions/albert-tucker-explorers-and-intruders. 
86 McLean, White Aborigines, 30. 
87 Land states: “non-Indigenous people involved in supporting Indigenous struggles in a colonizing society such 
as Australia must ‘always remember that we act from within the social relations and subject positions we seek to 
change’ … it is not enough to believe oneself to be a political supporter of Indigenous struggles; this intention 
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institutions, and corporations (though it is that too); it is the work of everyday people living 

their everyday lives. Consequently, this research focuses on my own life and surroundings in 

order to explore the potential of a ‘right here right now’ approach and to shift the critical 

responsiveness to my personal space rather than to opt for research modes that continue to 

distance and depersonalise colonisation.  

 

Additionally, although early in this research I collaborated cross-culturally with Japanese 

artists Miyoko Ozaki and Misuzu Kanda to make Tokyo Protocol: The Water Monsters’ 

Summit (2016, figure 19),88 I have deliberately chosen not to attempt to ‘collaborate’ with 

Indigenous Australian artists. In the catalogue essay for the exhibition Black White & Restive,89 

curator Una Rey states that “cross cultural engagements between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous artists come with powerful taboos … these are noisy frontiers, rampant with dissent 

and desire, heavy with the bass of history.”90 Indeed, these intersections are frontiers charged 

with unequal power relations, uninterrogated or questionable motives, and the colonial appetite 

to commodify Indigenous culture. While it is possible, as Rey notes, for artists working at these 

intersections to negotiate the magnificent and the detestable, “to challenge authority and 

existing beliefs”,91 it is also possible for what emerges from such partnerships to be read by 

audiences in terms of reconciliation, resolution, or understanding: the kind of results, as I will 

explain, that this research aims to avoid. Instead, this project might be considered a 

                                                
by no means guarantees that any act (or utterance) by a ‘supporter is a supportive act. There are politics around 
how to be a supporter” (160).  
88 This short film exploring actions around the idea of ‘first contact’ was exhibited at Air3331 Tokyo in 
September 2016 at the culmination of a residency for Drawing Water: an exchange project between students 
from Queensland College of Art, Griffith University (QCA), Brisbane, Australia, Tokyo University of the Arts 
(TUA), and Joshibi University of Art and Design (Joshibi). See “Drawing Water: DIG Toyko 2016,” AIR3331 
2020, accessed August 23, 2020, https://residence.3331.jp/en/artists/003517.html. A subsequent series of 
photographic stills from this short film were printed on large vinyl banners and installed in Griffin Lane and 
Irish Lane as part of Brisbane City Council’s Vibrant Laneways Project. 
89 Black White and Restive, exhibition at Newcastle Art Gallery curated by Una Rey, 28 May–7 August 2016. 
90 Una Rey, “Black, White & Restive,” in Black White & Restive, ed. Una Rey, ex. cat. (Newcastle: Newcastle 
Art Gallery, 2016), 7. 
91 Rey, “Black, White & Restive,” 7. 
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foundational gesture of critical self-reflection, a process that may benefit either: decolonising 

solidarity, that is, acting politically with self-understanding in support of Indigenous struggles, 

according to Land92 or; staying with the trouble through “intensely inhabiting specific bodies 

and places as the means to cultivate the capacity to respond to worldly urgencies,”93 according 

to Haraway. The importance of self-reflection is also expressed in Luce Irigaray’s essay 

‘Ethical Gestures towards the Other’94 which explores the complex nature of forging intimacies 

across difference. Irigaray suggests that connection between different subjects depends upon 

each one resting and staying within itself.95 She explains that:  

coexistence with one another cannot develop without each of us cultivating our own 
identity … peacefully staying within and returning to oneself, that allows us to meet 
with the other as other without losing ourselves nor annihilating the otherness of the 
other.96 

What this suggests is that self-exploration, self-reflexivity, or self-awareness can be valuable 

precursors to attempts to: support Indigenous struggles; respond to worldly urgencies; or 

connect across difference. And while the visual outcomes that are the results of these intentions 

are contingent also upon reception, it is from this juncture of critical self-reflection that this 

research emerges.  

My Place/Space/Landscape 

The critical self-reflection at the heart of this project amplifies the complex, contested, and 

multilayered status of land in Australia because these stolen lands—the ‘wilderness’ areas, 

deserts, national parks, beaches, sporting fields, botanic gardens, and other ‘public’ spaces that 

might otherwise loosely be incorporated within the category ‘Australian landscape’—also 

                                                
92 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 233. 
93 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7. 
94 Luce Irigaray, “Ethical Gestures toward the Other” in Building A New World Luce Irigaray: Teaching II, ed. 
Luce Irigaray and Michael Marder (London: Palgrave McMillan, 2015). 
95 Luce Irigaray, “Ethical Gestures toward the Other,” 253.  
96 Luce Irigaray, “Ethical Gestures toward the Other,” 255–256.  
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include so-called ‘private lands’ or personal spaces such as backyards. The backyard is 

cherished in the cultural imaginary of white Australia, with a lingering lineage in literature, 

movies, television series, and advertising. Patrick White’s masterpieces are inextricably linked 

to this idea. In The Tree of Man,97 Stan and Amy Parker attempt (and fail) to possess the land 

through building fences, planting rose bushes, lighting lamps and small fires. In The 

Vivisector,98 Hurtle Duffield loses innocence while kissing Boo Hollingrake by the unruly 

monstera deliciosa in Boo’s backyard. To name just a few examples, the backyard set the scene 

for Kath and Kim99 (remember Kath’s pink mohair sweater, white Oakleys, and ciggie?); 

underwent perpetual re-beautification in Jamie Durie’s Backyard Blitz;100 became productive 

and pliable via (disgraced gardening guru) Don Burke’s Burke’s Backyard;101 hosts average 

Joe’s ‘Australia Day’ festivities and backyard cricket competitions; and was symbolic of the 

ontological anxiety expressed by white, middleclass Australians in the wake of both the Mabo 

and Wik High Court decisions.102 

The backyard has also played—and continues to play—an important role in my own imaginary. 

Indeed, it was the subject of my first proper painting, Backyard Painting (2014, figure 20). My 

backyard has been a space for games, imagined experiences, quiet moments of reflection, pit 

fires, barbecues, buoyant conversations, amateur flora and fauna surveys, failed vegetable 

gardens, misadventures, and burial sites for small animals. But despite its intimate memories, 

                                                
97 Patrick White, The Tree of Man (Ringwood, Vic: Penguin Books Australia, 1965). 
98 Patrick White, The Vivisector (Ringwood, Vic: Penguin Books Australia, 1970). 
99 Kath & Kim, directed by Ted Emery, written by and with performances by Gina Riley and Jane Turner, Riley 
Turner Productions, aired Date, on ABC TV, Australia. 
100 Backyard Blitz, hosted by Jamie Durie, CTC Productions, 2000–2007. 
101 Burke’s Backyard, hosted by Don Burke, CTC Productions, 1987–2004. 
102 After the historic Mabo decision in June 1992, the then Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett claimed that Native 
Title would threaten suburban Australian backyards, see for example: “I Was Wrong on Mabo: Kennett,” The 
Age, June 1, 2002 https://www.theage.com.au/national/i-was-wrong-on-mabo-kennett-20020601-gdu9dt.html. 
Following the Wik decision in December 1996, the debate surrounding Native Title’s supposed threat to 
freehold land such as backyards was reignited by the Howard Government. See for example “Television 
Interview with Kerry O’Brien, 7.30 Report, ABC Television,” PM Transcripts: Transcripts from the Prime 
Ministers of Australia, released December 1, 1997 https://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/release/transcript-10554.    
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cultural and personal associations, my backyard remains an appropriated space—a parcel of 

taken-never-ceded Jagera and Turbal land that has been fenced and reformulated as a space 

where non-Indigenous myths of belonging can grow and, in so doing, sustain fictions of white 

sovereignty, of “the lucky country”.103 Abundant with introduced and invasive species and the 

ghosts of invasion, dispossession, and death, my backyard is a living memento, a souvenir of 

colonisation. 

This research draws from two backyards that were ‘mine’ during the course of the project. The 

first was a big unruly space near Mt Coot-tha (4065)—named after the Turrbal word ‘kuta’ 

meaning honey104—which was dry and twiggy and full of introduced species. As artist and 

academic Pat Hoffie describes, the vegetation characteristic of the Brisbane backyard is riotous, 

untidy, zone-defying, disorderly.105 The flora is “neither one thing nor another,” she states, 

there are “interlopers from elsewhere: the jacarandas and poinsettias and cassias that staked 

their own claim among the indigenous species”.106 ‘Mine’ was no exception. Interlopers 

present included bamboo, polka dot plant, frangipani, fiddle-leaf fig, African tulip, 

hippeastrum, bougainvillea, asparagus fern, dragon fruit vine, Chinese wisteria, redemption 

plant, Brazilian cherry trees, bleeding heart vine, bromeliads, and a jacaranda, scattered 

amongst the Indigenous eucalypts, hoop pine, and a single spindly grevillea.  

The second backyard is at Keperra (4054) (a different tract of Jagera and Turrbal land), a suburb 

named after the Turrbal word for young man or bora ring,107 with some sources suggesting 

                                                
103 Donald Horne, The Lucky Country (Sydney: Penguin Australia, 1964). 
104 Brisbane City Council, “Mt Coot-tha Reserve (Mt Coot-tha Forest): History,” 2020, accessed August 18, 
2020, https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/things-to-see-and-do/council-venues-and-precincts/mt-coot-tha-
precinct/mt-coot-tha-reserve  
105 Pat Hoffie, “At Home with the Strays, Strayers, and Stayers: Learning to Value the Provisional,” Griffith 
Review 61: Who We Are, 2018, accessed August 1, 2019, https://griffithreview.com/articles/home-strays-
strayers-stayers-pat-hoffie/.  
106 Hoffie, “At Home with the Strays.”  
107 Queensland Government, “Queensland Place Names Search: Keperra Suburb,” accessed August 10, 2019, 
https://www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/qld/environment/land/place-
names/search#/search=Keperra&types=0&place=Keperra44884. 
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there are/were two bora rings in the area: one under housing on the corner of Samford Road 

and Keperra Street, and one “virtually obliterated” by the Keperra Country Golf Club.108 The 

Keperra backyard is damp, shady, and littered with fallen leaves and seed pods from the central 

yellowwood long jack tree.109 Here, marigolds grow like wildflowers and a native brush cherry 

hangs heavy with fruit over the front fence. Over the back, a family of ducks splash about in a 

plastic lime green clam shell as an unnerving star-spangled Australian flag flaps in the wind 

from a pole on the elderly neighbours’ side. From a certain angle, this is a quintessential 

suburban scene: undies on the Hills Hoist, brazier hiding the sewerage line rodding point, two 

spotted doves roosting in the camphor laurel, and a hairy dog panting in the sun. From another 

angle, this is a collection of objects, materials, plants, delineations, rituals, storylines, and 

associations that symbolise, materialise, and maintain the mitigation of Indigenous sovereignty 

and the perpetuation of colonisation. 

For the purposes of this research, my backyard functions as a multilayered ideological 

battlefield variously defined as: a physical place with material and visual attributes; a symbol, 

souvenir, residue of colonisation; a personal space that hosts my everyday life; a stage upon 

which white myths of belonging, identities, and fictions of sovereignty are performed (that is: 

made, unmade, and re-made); and a small tract of unceded Jagera and Turrbal land bound by 

notions of inexorable, inalienable, and ongoing Indigenous sovereignty.110 My backyard is a 

“disputed black sovereign space”111 characterised by accumulated symbols, occurrences, 

histories, and meanings that variously compete with, complicate, or complement each other. 

                                                
108 Centre for the Government of Queensland, “Keperra,” accessed August 20, 2019, 
https://www.queenslandplaces.com.au/keperra.  
109 Glenn Leiper, Jan Glazebrook, Denis Cox, and Kerry Rathie, Mangroves to Mountains: A Field Guide to the 
Native Plants of South-east Queensland (Salisbury, Qld: Watson Ferguson & Company, 2008) 391. 
110 These associations relate to my white non-Indigenous perceptions of and situatedness in relation to my 
backyard, and do not intend to override other associations between the backyard and “Aboriginal culture-
making … co-creative practices … [and] new approaches to the recognition of intercultural relationships and 
knowledge exchange”. See Paola Balla, Maree Clarke, Fran Edmonds, and Sabra Thorner, “Maree’s Backyard: 
Intercultural Collaborations for Indigenous Sovereignty in Melbourne” Oceania 88, no. 3 (2018): 271–272. 
111 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 16. 
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This multilayered, contested, complicated context is a site for my visual explorations of the 

ways in which the denial of Indigenous sovereignty and ongoing colonisation can be 

understood as personal, everyday, contemporary dilemmas.  

In my studio research, I borrow from the backyard at different times materially (according to 

its appearances and attributes), at times narratively or allegorically (according to its happenings 

both real or imagined), and at times politically (according to the ways in which it variously 

embodies, enables, preserves, or gestures towards colonisation). Insofar as the backyard is a 

space delineated by a set of boundary lines that encompass the goings-on of my everyday life, 

frequently the domestic world splashes over into this realm and vice versa (I pick native flowers 

and take them inside, I launder a problematic textile and hang it outside). 

 

My visual responses to the ‘problem’ (the denial of Indigenous sovereignty and ongoing 

colonisation) are grounded by two major convictions that have been discussed in this chapter. 

Firstly, in Australia, Indigenous sovereignty was never ceded and has never been 

acknowledged by any Australian government, and secondly, the Australian art historical 

landscape painting is troubled by an intimate relationship with colonisation. Depictions of 

stolen Indigenous lands by non-Indigenous artists are bound up in narratives of conquest, 

dispossession, genocide, cultural appropriation, and racism. Nevertheless, as I have suggested 

in this chapter, occasions of uncertainty, disquiet, doubt, and discomfort among non-

Indigenous visual responses to colonisation exist. Despite these occasions, non-Indigenous 

responses to colonisation in landscape art routinely distance and depersonalise colonisation in 

spatial, temporal, and corporeal ways; colonisation is positioned elsewhere, lodged in the past, 

and performed by others. But as Claire Land and many others suggest, “colonisation is a 
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process not an event.”112 Moreover, colonisation is an ongoing process practiced in the current 

era by everyday people living their everyday lives. It is an ongoing phenomenon that continues 

to impact the lives of Indigenous peoples but also creates, enhances, and characterises the lives 

of white non-Indigenous peoples. With respect to my own life, I note that colonisation 

facilitated my existence on stolen lands; I maintain colonisation while living my everyday life; 

and colonisation manifests in the shape and appearance of my life. Contrary to the art historical 

tendency to distance and depersonalise colonisation in white non-Indigenous responses, in this 

research I treat colonisation personally, and ask in what ways a personal non-Indigenous 

response to ongoing colonisation might render aspects of its ongoing pathology visible. I am 

guided by my awareness of the contingent, conditional, and provisional nature of my response-

ability,113 to again use Haraway’s term. This is to say, I am guided by the fact that my ability 

to respond is informed and constrained by my historical and present-day socio-cultural, spatial, 

and temporal situatedness as a white, non-Indigenous person living on stolen Indigenous lands. 

This situated, contingent, conditional and provisional response-ability is the subject of Chapter 

2. 

  

                                                
112 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 231. See also Sarah Thomas, “Living with Ghosts,” in Colonial Afterlives, ed. 
Sarah Thomas, ex. cat. (Salamanca: Salamanca Arts Centre, 2015) 4; Stephen Gilchrist, “Helen Johnson: Warm 
Ties,” in Warm Ties, ed. Juliette Desorgues and Talia Linz, ex. cat. (Sydney: Artspace, 2018), 8; Stan Grant, 
Talking to my Country (Brunswick, Vic: Scribe, 2016), 77. 
113 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 2. 
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Figure 1 John Glover, Patterdale Farm, 1840, oil on canvas, 98 x 136.5cm, National Gallery of Australia, 
https://artsearch.nga.gov.au/detail.cfm?irn=62257 

 

 
Figure 2 Tom Roberts, The Artist's Camp, 1896, oil on canvas, 46 x 60.9cm, National Gallery of Victoria, 
https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/explore/collection/work/2888/ 
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Figure 3 Joseph Lycett, Aborigines Hunting Water Birds, 1775-1825, watercolour on paper, 17.5 x 22.7cm, National Library 
of Australia, https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-138499073/view,  

 
Figure 4  John Glover, A Corroboree of Natives on Mills Plains, oil on canvas on board, 1832, 56.5 x 71.4cm, Art Gallery of 
South Australia, https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/a-corroboree-of-natives-in-mills-
plains/30126/ 
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Figure 5  Eugene von Guérard, Aborigines Met on the Road to the Diggings, 1854, oil on canvas, Geelong Gallery, 
https://www.geelonggallery.org.au/collection/explore-the-collection/eugene-von-gu-rard-1803 

 
Figure 6 E. Phillips Fox, The Landing of Captain Cook at Botany Bay 1770, 1902, oil on canvas, 192.2 x 165.4cm, National 
Gallery of Victoria, Gilbee Bequest 1902, https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/explore/collection/work/5576/ 
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Figure 7 John Glover, Patterdale Landscape with Cattle, 1833, oil on canvas, 76.8 x 114.6cm, National Gallery of Australia, 
https://artsearch.nga.gov.au/detail.cfm?irn=62257 
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Figure 19 Sally Molloy, Miyoko Ozaki, and Misuzu Kanda, Tokyo Protocol: The Water Monsters' Summit, 2016, single 
channel digital video (video still). Image by Sally Molloy, Miyoko Ozaki, and Misuzu Kanda, https://youtu.be/PkJDcziz9TM  

 
Figure 20 Sally Molloy, Backyard Painting, 2014, acrylic on cardboard, 43 x 53cm. Image by author. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Context 

 

The details matter; they link actual beings to actual response-abilities…it matters what 
thoughts think thoughts. It matters what knowledges know knowledges. It matters what 

relations relate relations. It matters what worlds world worlds. It matters what stories tell 
stories.114 

 

 

Through a discussion of the discourse surrounding ‘whiteness studies’ (and some of the studio 

experiments from this research) this chapter will consider why a personal white non-Indigenous 

response to colonisation might be deemed controversial. Why it might be seen as symptomatic 

of an ongoing compulsion among white people to privilege their own needs, feelings, and self-

presentation whilst ignoring their complicity in processes of ongoing colonisation. I will draw 

from two key texts—Decolonizing Solidarity: Directions and Dilemmas for Supporters of 

Indigenous Struggles by Clare Land115 and Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the 

Chthulucene by Donna Haraway116—to then suggest how a personal response might in fact be 

valuable. I will argue that a personal white non-Indigenous response to colonisation has the 

unique capacity to render transparent some of the ways in which colonisation functions as an 

everyday process perpetrated by everyday people living their everyday lives. 

 

My first studio experiments during this research were presented in Solid Gold,117 an exhibition 

with Lu Forsberg (a fellow white non-indigenous Australian artist) that hovered around themes 

of Australian identity and landscape. Solid Gold was set in a South Brisbane suburban-

backyard-cum-construction site which offered an opportunity to couch my research agenda in 

                                                
114 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 29–35. 
115 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity. 
116 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble. 
117 Solid Gold: Sally Molloy and Lucy Forsberg, Corflute ARI exhibition curated by Ashleigh Ralph and Lilly 
Heenan, 28 February 2016. 
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a location redolent with signs of industry, landscaping, and connotations of the Australian 

dream; a dream “rooted in racism”, as Stan Grant clarifies.118 Leading up to the exhibition, I 

collected gum leaves on my afternoon walks, dried them, and ground them to dust in a mortar 

and pestle. This dust was sifted into neat rows on an old mirror atop a hardwood girder and 

called Go Hard or Go Home (2016, figure 21). For Strayan Culcha Smoothie (2016, figure 22), 

seawater, sand, sunscreen, lamingtons, beer, gum leaves, a kookaburra feather (and racial 

undertones)119 were blended into a milkshake. Another work, Golden Snags (2016, figure 23), 

featured gold spray-painted cooked discounted IGA BBQ sausages, which were placed on a 

step-ladder next to an open copy of The Australian Countryside in Pictures,120 featuring 

highlighted phrases such as “this country will prove the most valuable acquisition Great Britain 

ever made”. These early works tamper with symbols of white Australian connections to land 

via cooking processes, such as grinding, frying, and blending. In Go Hard or Go Home, white 

Australian territorial possessiveness becomes an ironic party drug you snort off your own 

reflection. Links are made between white Australian culture and racism as insinuated in the 

ersatz gym junkie smoothie ingredients list. And in Golden Snags, the sub-standard 

supermarket sausages stand in for mythologised tong-wielding white Australian ‘bogans’: the 

gold spray paint both reveres and taints them, the household step-ladder is the inescapably 

ironic cultural pedestal upon which they sit.  

 

Installing these works in an unofficial non-gallery setting (a backyard) only amplified the 

ambivalent character of the works which sprung from the artists’ shared hunch that white 

                                                
118 Stan Grant, “The Australian Dream: Blood, History, and Becoming,” Quarterly Essay 64 (2016): 6. Grant 
states, “the Australian Dream is rooted in racism. It is the very foundation of the dream. It is there at the birth of 
the nation. It is there in terra nullius. An empty land. A land for the taking”. 
119 The list of materials for this work included ‘racial undertones’ as an ‘ingredient’ partly to highlight the 
invisible presence of racism in white Australian history and culture, and partly to reflect the subtle and awkward 
humour that can often be used to deliver racist remarks. 
120 The Courier Mail Brisbane, The Australian Countryside in Pictures (Melbourne: Colgravure Publications, 
1952). 
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‘connections’ to land in Australia are fundamentally suspect. Although most external feedback 

revolved around the works’ latent humour, my own reflections identified a kind of white 

uneasiness at the heart of this series. As such, making for and exhibiting in Solid Gold led my 

research to the whiteness studies discourse to which I now turn in order to address some of the 

ways in which a personal non-Indigenous response to the ongoing urgency of colonisation 

could be considered problematic.  

 

Whiteness 

What does it mean to be white? In its broadest most global sense, ‘whiteness’ is a racial identity, 

a structural location, a subject position, or a set of cultural practices.121 Within the broader 

discourse called Whiteness Studies, the term whiteness is used partly to signify skin colour, 

but foremost to embody a form of supremacy assumed by a dominant social or cultural group 

that perceives itself as normal and against whom ‘others’ are measured as deviant.122 As 

Belinda McKay states:  

although whiteness is a complex and fragmented identity, all white people in Australia 
benefit from racial privilege ... all receive unearned social benefits as the inheritors of 
a racially based system of wealth and privilege. In Australia…this system is built upon 
the European invasion of Indigenous lands.123  

 

According to McKay, racial supremacy and invasion lie at the heart of white Australian 

subjectivity. Aileen Moreton-Robinson argues that white possession of territory perpetually 

                                                
121 Ruth Frankenburg, The Social Construction of Whiteness: White Women, Race Matters (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 1; Sara Ahmed, “A Phenomenology of Whiteness” Feminist Theory 8, 
no. 2 (2007): 150.  
122 Sara Ahmed, “Declarations of Whiteness: the Non-Performativity of Anti-racism Performance,” in Taking 
Up The Challenge: Critical Race and Whiteness Studies in a Postcolonising Nation, ed. Damien W. Riggs 
(Belair, SA: Crawford House Publishing, 2007) 261; Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up To The White 
Woman (St. Lucia, Qld: University Of Queensland Press, 2000), 163; Charles W. Mills, “White Ignorance,” in 
Race and Epistemologies of Ignorance, ed. Shannon Sullivan and Nancy Tuana (Albany, NY: State University 
of New York Press, 2007), 13–38; Richard Dyer, White: Essays on Race and Culture (New York: Routledge, 
1997), 9–10. 
123 Belinda McKay, “Making Whiteness Visible,” in Unmasking Whiteness: Race Relations and Reconciliation 
(Brisbane: Griffith University, 1999), 4. 
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reenacts dispossession in settler colonies such as Australia. She writes, “the seizure of land 

from [Indigenous] peoples … [is] a regime of property law that is (mis)informed by racist and 

ethnocentric themes.”124 Indeed the relationship between whiteness and asset accumulation (for 

example, land) in Australian society is endorsed by: 

the patriarchal state’s official sanction of privileged rights in property based on race 
[that] elevates whiteness from a passive attribute to an object of law and a resource 
deployable at the social and institutional level to maintain control.125 

 

This is to say that whiteness is a tool: a set of privileges, behaviours, and representations 

exercised by individuals and utilised by the Australian state to maintain a system that was 

founded on and perpetuates the colonial process and the denial of Indigenous sovereignty. As 

Moreton-Robinson concisely states, the term ‘white’ is used by Indigenous people “as an 

adjective to identify … racism and the beneficiaries of our oppression as well as Australian 

society”.126  

 

Shannon Sullivan and Nancy Tuana describe whiteness as an “epistemology of ignorance” that 

is both consciously and unconsciously produced in support of white supremacy.127 That is: the 

maintenance of a status quo, a way of life, a world in which white ways of seeing, behaving, 

feeling, knowing, looking, and identifying are privileged, rendered normal, natural, 

streamlined, sanitised, safe, and sensible. But as Lillian Holt suggests, this status quo is 

invisible to those who benefit from it because “most people of colour have endless opportunity 

to observe whiteness, given that most have to live in it whereas the opposite is not true for 

                                                
124 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, “A Possessive Investment in Patriarchal Whiteness: Nullifying Native Title,” in 
Left Directions: Is There A Third Way? ed. Paul Nursey-Bray and Carol Lee Bacchi (Crawley, WA: University 
of Western Australia Press, 2001), 162. 
125 Moreton-Robinson, “A Possessive Investment,” 176. 
126 Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up, 172. 
127 Shannon Sullivan and Nancy Tuana, “Introduction,” in Race and Epistemologies of Ignorance, ed. Shannon 
Sullivan and Nancy Tuana (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2007), 1–2. 
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white-fellas”.128 American civil rights activist and black feminist theorist Audre Lorde 

illuminated that “whiteness works … by assigning race to others”:129 this is to say, whiteness 

is socially constructed as a-racial. In her critique of white power in Australian feminism, 

Talkin’ up to the White Woman, Moreton-Robinson explains that white people do not perceive 

themselves as racialised beings operating in racialised contexts: instead, their deployment of 

their subject position allows them to exercise the privilege of racial invisibility.130  

 

Kamilaroi, Kooma, Jiman and Gurang Gurang artist Richard Bell’s Embassy (2013-, figure 24) 

was pivotal for my personal understanding of this racial invisibility and its consequences. 

Bell’s large-scale army-style khaki tent labelled ‘Aboriginal Embassy’ is a tribute to the 

Aboriginal embassy erected by Indigenous activists Michael Anderson, Billy Craig, Tony 

Corey and Bertie Williams outside Parliament House in Canberra in 1972.131 Embassy travels 

the world (most recently, ‘gate-crashing’ the 58th Venice Biennale),132 and each installation 

features a program of live and pre-recorded discussions, role-plays, artist talks, and parties 

curated to facilitate audience engagement with Indigenous struggles, sovereignty, resistance 

and resilience. As a white member of the audience, my entrance into the sovereign space of the 

tent was akin to entering a zone where my awareness of being and living within the terms 

established by Aboriginal sovereignty served to actually mark me as a racialised being. The 

sovereign space delineated by the tent marked me as white. This marking functioned almost 

                                                
128 Lillian Holt cited in Fiona Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 21. 
129 Audre Lorde, Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Trumansburg: The Crossing Press, 1984), 116.  
130 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up, 142. See also Jacques Derrida and F.C.T. Moore, “White Mythology: 
Metaphor in the Text of Philosophy,” in New Literary History 6, no. 1 (1994): 11. Derrida and Moore write in 
terms of a white mythology, “a metaphysics which has effaced in itself that fabulous scene which brought it into 
being, and which yet remains, active and stirring, inscribed in white ink, an invisible drawing covered over in 
the palimpsest” (11). 
131 See National Museum of Australia, “Aboriginal Tent Embassy,” 2020, accessed August 23, 2020, 
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/aboriginal-tent-embassy. 
132 See Louise Martin Chew, “Richard Bell on Gate Crashing the Venice Biennale,” Art Guide Australia, 
September 11, 2019, accessed January 4, 2020, https://artguide.com.au/richard-bell-on-gate-crashing-the-
venice-biennale.  
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like an epiphanous object that I carried out of the tent upon leaving; I walked out of Bell’s tent 

and back into my life as a racialised being. Upon exiting, a hand-painted placard addressed me: 

“WHITE INVADERS YOU ARE LIVING ON STOLEN LAND”. The unflinching directness 

of these words confronted me with several facts: I am white, I am visible, I live on stolen land. 

Back in the studio, I made Stitching in Details (2016, figures 25 and 26)133 in which my 

birthday and the words “on this date, at 11:29am, I was born on stolen land” are embroidered 

in fluorescent yellow thread over a vintage souvenir tea-towel bearing evidence of “casual 

domestic racism”.134 Making whiteness visible, as Bell’s Embassy had done, can be seen as 

contesting the forms of inequality and racism that rest on the unmarked and unremarkable ‘fact’ 

of being white, according to Ahmed.135 In other words, the marking, making visible, exposing, 

or racialising of whiteness seeks to counteract the ways in which whiteness maintains racism 

through racial invisibility, hegemony, and assumed normalcy. Making whiteness visible in this 

way can be considered an anti-racist action. 

 

White Anti-racism 

The aforementioned illuminations by non-white whiteness scholars such as Ahmed, Moreton-

Robinson, Holt, and Lorde (for example) are foundational to more recent interrogations by 

white scholars and activists around whiteness, white privilege, and racism. These interrogations 

aim to combat the structures that perpetuate racism by exposing from within, the behaviours, 

motives, privileges and practices of a distinct social group referred to as “white anti-racists”.136 

In her essay “Time, Indigeneity and White Anti-Racism in Australia”, Emma Kowal states:  

                                                
133 Souvenirs from Elsewhere, Woolloongabba Art Gallery exhibition curated by Pat Hoffie, September 6 to 
September 17, 2016. 
134 Pat Hoffie, “Pat Hoffie: Service Industry,” Fireworks Gallery, accessed April 12, 2017, 
http://www.fireworksgallery.com.au/exhibition/pat-hoffie-service-industry. Hoffie used the phrase “casual 
domestic racism” in relation to the ‘dumb waiters’ (early twentieth century Australian home-made versions of 
‘blackamoors’) that were adapted for use in her exhibition.  
135 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 262. 
136 Emma Kowal, “Time, Indigeneity and White Anti-Racism in Australia,” The Australian Journal of 
Anthropology 26 (2015); Emma Kowal, “Welcome to Country: Acknowledgement, Belonging and White Anti-
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contemporary settler Australians who support Indigenous rights, are likely to be white, 
educated, middle-class, and by definition are politically progressive. I use the term 
‘white anti-racist’ as shorthand for all these features.137  

 

The term ‘white anti-racist’, Kowal explains, denotes association with a culture or identity that 

opposes racism rather than explicitly effectual participation in activities that reduce racism in 

the world.138 In her recent analysis Trapped in the Gap: Doing Good in Indigenous Australia, 

Kowal explores the complexities, contradictions, and conflicts associated with white people 

working in Indigenous health spaces. Specifically she states: “I am … interested in what it 

means to identify as an anti-racist, and what this tells us about the whole project of helping 

Indigenous people”.139 Kowal’s analysis found that white people working in Indigenous spaces 

put a significant effort into “maintaining a specific racial identity as a ‘good’ White person and 

not an ignorant, exploitative, ‘racist’ White person: part of the solution and not part of the 

problem” and reports an overall preoccupation among white anti-racists with “self-

presentation”.140 In other words, white anti-racism is about white identity, not Indigenous 

rights. This distinction means that white anti-racists often don’t perform their anti-racism but 

engage in what Ahmed calls “a politics of declaration”.141 Ahmed elaborates that declarations 

of whiteness or: 

‘admitting’ to one’s own racism, when the declaration is assumed to be ‘evidence’ 
of an anti-racist commitment, does not do what it says. In other words, putting 
whiteness into speech…however critically, is not an anti-racist action, and nor does 
it necessarily commit a state, institution or person to a form of action that we could 
describe as anti-racist.142 

                                                
Racism,” Cultural Studies Review 21, no. 2 (2015); Emma Kowal, Trapped in the Gap: Doing Good in 
Indigenous Australia (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2015); Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness; Moreton-Robinson, 
Talkin’ Up; Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective”. 
137 Kowal, “Time, Indigeneity and White Anti-Racism,”100. 
138 Kowal, “Welcome to Country,” 178. 
139 Kowal, Trapped in the Gap, ix. 
140 Kowal, Trapped in the Gap, xiv–24. So too, in Talkin’ Up, Moreton-Robinson notes that although white 
Australian feminists “advocate an anti-racist politics in academic contexts this appears to have little impact on 
their construction of subjectivity outside of academia. Their anti-racist politics are restricted to ensuring that 
they teach about the “race” of the “Other” in some manner, do not condone racial hatred in their classrooms, and 
make class and sex oppression explicit as social justice issues” (136). 
141 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 265. 
142 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 265. 
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In other words, saying isn’t doing. White anti-racist words don’t do anti-racist work; in fact, 

they can do the opposite. As Ahmed suggests, in declaring their whiteness (e.g. seeing 

themselves as white, admitting racism, expressing shame, expressing guilt, studying whiteness, 

or seeing whiteness as coloured), the white anti-racist actually reproduces their own 

whiteness.143 That white people inevitably re-centre themselves, divert the conversation back, 

or prioritise their own feelings is a view shared by other scholars. For example, Richard Dyer 

proposed that white power reproduces itself regardless of intention, power differences and 

goodwill.144 Kowal suggests that specific declarations of white anti-racism such as ritualised 

Acknowledgements of Country in white institutions perform “identity work” for white 

speakers and their associated institutions.145 In her recent text Why I’m No Longer Talking to 

White People about Race, Reni Eddo-Lodge laments the exhaustive and relentless nature of 

white self-centredness in both popular and academic race discourse, because “the journey 

toward understanding structural racism still requires people of colour to prioritise white 

feelings”.146 She declares:  

I am no longer engaging with white people on the topic of race [because] I can no longer 
engage with the gulf of an emotional disconnect that white people display when a 
person of colour articulates their experience … the conclusion of living a life oblivious 
to the fact that their skin colour is the norm and all others deviate from it … the 
bewilderment and the defensiveness as they try to grapple with the fact that not 
everyone experiences the world in the way that they do … white denial being the 
ubiquitous politics of race that operates on its inherent invisibility.147  
 

The pervasiveness of white self-centredness and the seeming unavoidability of reproducing 

whiteness leads some white Australian scholars to treat white racism as fixed and unalterable. 

For example, Fiona Nicoll proposes that accepting white racism as embedded rather than 

                                                
143 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 265. 
144 Dyer, White, 10.  
145 Kowal, “Welcome to Country,” 176. See also Jane Haggis, “Thoughts on a Politics of Whiteness in a (Never 
Quite Post) Colonial Country: Abolitionism, Essentialism and Incommensurability,’ in Whitening Race, ed. 
Aileen Moreton-Robinson (Canberra, ACT: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2004) 48– 58. 
146 Reni Eddo-Lodge, Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race (London: Bloomsbury Circus, 
2017), x. 
147 Eddo-Lodge, Why I’m no Longer Talking to White People, ix–x. 
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attempting to erase it might paradoxically be a more effective form of cultural labour toward 

the diminishment of racism. Nicoll suggests that in order to move towards an “embodied 

ontological awareness of being in Indigenous sovereignty”, an alternative to disavowing racism 

might be to instead declare “I exercise my white race privilege every day of my life”.148 White 

race privilege is inherited and naturalised in colonial settler societies but white anti-racists often 

deny their complicity in ongoing processes of colonisation.149 Consequently, Nicoll’s 

sentiment functions like a counter spell, an affirmation, or mantra reinforcing with every 

utterance that racial supremacy—not racial hatred—sustains ongoing racism.150  

These propositions present a suite of dilemmas for white anti-racists who wish to respond to 

calls such as Moreton-Robinson’s to “theorise the relinquishment of [white] power … [and] 

contribute to changing the racial order”.151 This is because while white anti-racist practice is 

“deeply invested in the production of anti-racist knowledges and pedagogies”,152 anxiety 

surrounding the inability to not be white pervades the discourse. This anxiety—evident, for 

example, when scholars discuss the ‘risks’ associated with studying whiteness153—can lead to 

situations where, as Kowal states, “white anti-racists may diminish or deny their own agency 

… avoid appearing … or literally erase their own presence”.154 Land’s experiences with white 

activists confirms this tendency among white people to either “blend in or break down”155 when 

confronted by the extent of the inequality pervading the system in which they benefit. She 

states, there is a balancing act “between rejecting the system and its privileges and taking this 

                                                
148 Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 30 
149 Margery Fee and Lynette Russell, “‘Whiteness’ and ‘Aboriginality’ in Canada and Australia: Conversations 
and Identities,” Feminist Theory 8, no. 2 (2007): 188.  
150 Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up, 126–149. 
151 Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up, 186. 
152 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 262. 
153 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness, 262; Kowal, Welcome to Country, 177; Dyer, Whiteness: Essays On 
Race And Culture, 10; Damien Riggs, “Introduction: Critical Race And Whiteness Studies in a Postcolonising 
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Damien Riggs (Belair, SA: Crawford Publishing House, 2004), 1–16.  
154 Kowal, Welcome to Country, 179. 
155 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 237 
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‘too far’, resulting in self-marginalization and losing the ability to deploy the privilege one 

does have for progressive ends”.156 

 

Deploying one’s privilege for progressive ends can be challenging and complex, even in 

instances where one is able to detect, give shape to, or articulate one’s privilege in the first 

place. There is always the possibility that “privilege might be reinscribed through the very 

process of trying to bring about the societal change that would undo it”.157 There is always the 

likelihood, the certainty even, that white ally-ship will not erase whiteness, or coloniser status: 

that white ally-ship is actually a process of “moving from one space to another within colonizer 

identity”.158 Given this permanency (the sense of being stuck with whiteness) how might 

whiteness be used productively? 

 

Staying with Whiteness 

Much valuable scholarly and activist effort has been expended in an effort to highlight or 

expose the ways in which whiteness operates as a set of unearned privileges, social behaviours, 

representations, and systems of exclusion. Correspondingly, white identity has become 

inextricably linked to racial supremacy, racial hatred, and racial privilege.159 White anti-racist 

discourse suggests that once these supremacies, hatreds, and privileges are exposed, 

disavowed, or abolished, then non-racist futures might be possible. These futures remain to be 

seen but, as Linda Martín Alcoff argues, they must not be confused with futures in which race 

                                                
156 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 237. 
157 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 246. See also Nicoll “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 31; Meredith 
J. Green, Christopher C. Sonn, and Jabulane Matsebula, “Reviewing Whiteness: Theory, Research, and 
Possibilities,” South African Journal of Psychology 37, no. 3 (2007): 390. 
158 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 33. 
159 Opposingly, in her text White Identity Politics, Ashley Jardina analyses the “in-group” attitudes of people 
who identify with the term “white American” and concludes that such attitudes are not synonymous with 
prejudice toward racial and ethnic minorities. Jardina further notes that those “white Americans” who do not 
identify with their racial identity do in fact express negative feeling toward non-white citizens. See Ashley 
Jardina, White Identity Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), 5. 
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does not exist. In The Future of Whiteness, Alcoff urges against the dispensation of racial 

identities “at this historical point … [because] whiteness does not need to be a meaningful 

biological category for it to designate a meaningful social and historical one with sometimes 

unwanted and irrational material effects”.160 Alcoff further states that:  

Whiteness is far from ontologically empty, it is a historically emergent lived experience, 
variegated, changing, and changeable … constantly in the process of dynamic 
reinterpretation and internal contestation, and the future of its material effects is, 
particularly today, in some doubt”.161  
 

This understanding of whiteness as loaded yet mutable is shared by Land, who advocates for 

the option of moving toward new ways of being white.162 In Decolonizing Solidarity, Land 

cautions against erasing whiteness or race because “race, while socially constructed and 

without basis in biology, is nevertheless real, a social fact”163 that manifests in social, material 

and symbolic realities. Because interests are not objective, but located—not determined but 

formulated, co-produced and constructed—this “leaves open the possibility that interests can 

be reconstructed”.164 In Australia, this reconstruction or reorientation of the interests of 

dominant groups (such as white non-Indigenous people) should include engagement with a 

practice of being in solidarity with Indigenous struggles.165 Although Land describes this at 

one point as “a process of trying to do good work in disputed sovereign space”,166 the central 

warning around which her argument pivots—“there are politics around how to be a 

supporter”167—is of more interest to this research. This is to say that while Land encourages 

white people to consider a variety of ideas, processes, and behaviours that can broadly be 

described as actively acknowledging the existence of and rights relating to unceded Indigenous 

                                                
160 Linda Martín Alcoff, The Future of Whiteness (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), 20–21. 
161 Martín Alcoff, The Future of Whiteness, 8–21. 
162 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 32 & 222. 
163 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 33. 
164 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 214. 
165 Land notes that the politics laid out in the interests of supporting Indigenous struggles have implications that 
might also be extended to other forms of solidarity work (see 248–265). 
166 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 115. 
167 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 160. 
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sovereignty, so too does she encourage awareness of the ways in which “over 200 years of 

colonizing history plays in to [the] present”.168  

 

The politics around responding to the urgency of ongoing colonisation from a white non-

Indigenous perspective are salient in Land’s directions for white non-Indigenous supporters of 

Indigenous struggles. Some of these directions are critical self-reflection, sharing, public 

political action, reorientation, humility, maintaining a sense of humour, and discomfort. 

Aligned with Land’s advice, during this project I have asked questions of myself169 such as: 

Where am I from? How am I positioned in relation to colonialism? And how did I get here (in 

other words, how is the process of colonisation evident in my story)? Through this research I 

reckon with complicity:170 that is, I ask how I benefit from, contribute to, and preserve 

colonisation. I have begun the work of acting politically with self-understanding171 and located 

my personal space as a site for visualising the ideological work of colonialism.172 Importantly, 

I have undertaken this work without burdening Indigenous people with expectations (for 

example, to act as guides or facilitators).173 Engagements with the whiteness studies discourse 

and with artworks by artists such as Richard Bell have offered occasions to ‘listen’, to see how 

I am seen by outsiders174 in particular to centre Indigenous perceptions of social located-ness, 

identity, and difference.175 Through a conference presentation176 and exhibitions I have shared 

my learnings with other people similarly implicated:177 in particular my participatory work 

                                                
168 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 133. 
169 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 163.  
170 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 229–248. 
171 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 161. 
172 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 86. 
173 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 131. 
174 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 88. 
175 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 111. 
176 Marisa Georgiou, Jenna Green, and Sally Molloy, “Public Art – Engaging with Communities,”  
 Queensland Art Teachers Association Conference July 2019 Queensland University of Technology. 
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Memorial to all the Animals We’ve Ever had to Kill (2017, figures 27–31)178 and my guided 

contemplation Backyard Reckoning (2019, figures 32–34)179 utilised ‘sharing’ as both a 

method and an objective. Although this research is personal, it is not driven by a desire to be 

“good” or “benevolent”,180 but by the desire—in line with Gary Foley’s suggestion—to work 

toward justice and “meaningful social change not just for [Indigenous people, but] for 

everybody”.181 It is driven by a core sense of responsibility and by the belief that living on 

these stolen lands places me in what Haraway calls the “nonoptional company”182 of—and 

makes me accountable to—certain ongoing histories in particular, detailed, “extensive and 

permanently unfinished” ways.183  

                                                
178 For Memorial to All the Animals We’ve Ever Had to Kill I built a makeshift cardboard confessional and 
installed it firstly in the back of a removalist truck (a roving ‘space’ facilitated by the Artist Run Initiative 
‘Clutch Collective’) and subsequently at Karawatha Forest for an exhibition titled Mutual Making curated by 
Caitlin Franzman. In both instances, I sat inside the cardboard confessional receiving and recording confessions 
(with acrylic paint on cardboard) relating to individual often secret experiences of killing animals. See Appendix 
1: Felicity Scarce, “Sally Molloy: Memorial to All the Animals We’ve Ever had to Kill,” BNE Art, July 2017, 
http://bneart.com/sally-molloy-memorial-to-all-the-animals-weve-ever-had-to-kill/ accessed May 22, 2020. 
179 Backyard Reckoning was created with the assistance of sound designer Joseph Burgess, produced by 
People+Artist+Place, Metro Arts Brisbane, and Brisbane City Council for Brisbane City Council’s Temporary 
Public Art Program. Installed at West Village Common, this work took the form of a guided 
meditation/contemplation exploring issues of whiteness and ongoing colonisation in relation to the ‘Aussie 
backyard’. Incorporating spoken word, found sounds, and sound healing frequencies, this work guided listeners 
“into a layered terrain of sentimental habits, personal anecdotes, privilege, local ecologies, de/colonisation and 
Indigenous sovereignty … [an] experience akin to relaxing into discomfort,” as Clare O’Callaghan observed. 
See Appendix 2: Clare O’Callaghan, ‘Backyard Reckoning with Sally Molloy: A Personal Reflection,’ 2019. 
Through this durational, participatory, and painterly exploration of misadventure on stolen Indigenous lands I 
implicated others by inviting ‘spectators’ to interrogate their own relationships to and experiences on stolen 
lands. The visualisations in Backyard Reckoning—derived from personal ruminations on my own white, non-
Indigenous subjectivity in relation to the stolen lands I inhabit—aimed to bring non-indigenous listeners into an 
awareness of their own relationship to stolen Indigenous lands. The use of personal references to stimulate this 
contemplation of complicity in the ongoing and everyday process of colonisation was intensified by the decision 
to position the listening experience as a private meditation which facilitated sustained and attentive engagements 
with the subject matter. See https://soundcloud.com/user-741020008/backyard-reckoning accessed September 
22, 2020. 
180 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 193. 
181 Gary Foley cited in Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 90. 
182 In the chapter “Awash with Urine” in Staying with the Trouble, Haraway elaborates upon the entangled 
network of sufferings and consequences that stem from the production of the drug DES that she chose to 
administer to her dog Cayenne for urinary incontinence. Haraway states: “before my dog and I could get out of 
the story we were in the nonoptional company of – and accountable to – heifers in labs, beef cattle in feedlots, 
pregnant women in all sorts of places, daughters and sons and granddaughters and grandsons of once pregnant 
women, angry and well-informed women’s health movement activists, dogs with heart disease, and bevies of 
other spayed leaky bitches and their people in vet clinics and on beds” (115). Through this anecdote, Haraway 
defines ‘non-optional company’ as an inextricable interconnectedness that binds people, decisions, resources, 
creatures, stories, and histories to other specific people, decisions, resources, creatures, stories, and histories. 
Non-optional company generates the need for response. See Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 105–125.  
183 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 114–115. 
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Donna Haraway’s Staying with the Trouble has also benefitted this research in terms of 

thinking of whiteness not just as loaded-yet-mutable, reorientable, or reconstructable, but as a 

kind of ‘trouble’: a detail of my specific bodily and locational situatedness requiring habitation 

if I am to “cultivate the capacity to respond to worldly urgencies”.184 Haraway states:  

we are all responsible to and for shaping conditions for multispecies flourishing in the 
face of terrible histories, and sometimes joyful histories too, but we are not all response-
able in the same ways. The differences matter—in ecologies, economies, species, 
lives.185  
 

This is to say that whiteness (as an attribute, a tool, a history, a trouble) compels, constrains, 

shapes, informs, bounds and limits the nature of my response: whiteness makes me response-

able in particular ways, to particular beings, to particular histories in present moments as a 

mortal critter “entwined in myriad unfinished configurations of places, times, matters, 

meanings”.186 Staying with the Trouble is anchored by terms such as SF (science fiction, 

speculative fabulation, string figures, speculative feminism, science fact, so far187); by notions 

of sympoiesis (“making-with” rather than “self-making”188); by ideas such as multi-species 

kinships and accountabilities189; by processes of compost, curiosity, storytelling, and non-

innocence in the age of the Chthulucene.  

 

According to Haraway, the Chthulucene is “a needed third story, a third netbag for collecting 

up what is crucial for ongoing, for staying with the trouble”.190 Crucially, in this third story, 

unlike in the Anthropocene and Capitalocene propositions, human beings are not the only 

players; they are with and of the earth, the biotic, and abiotic, and all “those many critters 

                                                
184 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7. 
185 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 29. 
186 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 1. 
187 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 2 
188 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 58–98. 
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across taxa which and whom [humans] have subjected to exterminations, extinctions, 

genocides, and prospects of futurelessness”.191 Staying with the trouble of—and cultivating 

response-ability in—this story of suffering and devastation in ongoing colonial history requires 

sympoiesis (making with); as Haraway states,  “nothing makes itself … [in] complex, dynamic, 

responsive, situated, historical systems”.192 Rather: 

we relate, know, think, world, and tell stories through and with other stories, worlds, 
knowledges, thinkings, yearnings. So do all the other critters of Terra, in all our 
bumptious diversity and category-breaking speciations and knottings. Other words for 
this might be materialism, evolution, ecology, sympoiesis, history, situated 
knowledges, cosmological performance, science art worldings, or animism, complete 
with all the contaminations and infections conjured by each of these terms. Critters are 
at stake in each other in every mixing and turning of the terran compost pile.193 
 

Critters make and are at stake in each other in what Haraway calls “relentless historical 

relational contingency”.194 Rather than reading this as a call for always explicitly collaborative 

responses to worldly urgencies, to me this suggests that beings are inherently sympoietic: that 

is, people and things in specific contexts/histories are inherently ongoingly connected to and 

made from other people and things in specific contexts/histories. Notions of inextricable 

interconnectedness brings Ian McLean’s writings on transculturation to mind. In his essay 

‘Beware Crossing: Transculturation In Australian Art’, McLean explains that although the 

intensity of cultures crossing has reached new highs in the modern era, our social and cultural 

formations are “always already cross-cultural”.195 McLean explains that “cultures are not pure 

things that eventually become contaminated and degraded by alien social practices but like all 

living things grow from the inheritance of multiple origins”.196 So too bodies, weavings, 

images, stories, songs, poems, identities, routines of the everyday, ways and systems of living 

                                                
191 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 55. 
192 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 58. 
193 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 97. 
194 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 15. 
195 Ian McLean, “Beware Crossing: Transculturation in Australian Art,” in Black White & Restive, ed. Una Rey, 
ex. cat. (Newcastle: Newcastle Art Gallery, 2016) 60 – 79. 
196 McLean, “Beware Crossing,” 71. 
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and dying, and responses to worldly urgencies (such as ongoing colonisation) grow from and 

are bounded by inheritances of multiple origins: all are determined by the “relentless historical 

relational contingency” that Haraway describes.  

 

For the purposes of this research project, Haraway’s Staying with the Trouble has bolstered my 

conviction that—despite the many warnings and worries outlined in the whiteness and white 

anti-racist discourses—a white non-Indigenous response to ongoing colonisation must bring 

the critical responsiveness into personal domains and contexts. Not just because “rolling 

inward enables rolling outward; the shape of life’s motion traces hyperbolic space, swooping 

and fluting like the folds of a frilled lettuce, coral reef or bit of crocheting”.197 But because a 

personal response characterised by “intensely inhabiting specific bodies and places”198 can link 

actual beings to actual response-abilities through details (such as whiteness) and practices (such 

as landscape painting).199 A personal response of this kind—partial, flawed, particular, non-

innocent and non-universal—can: facilitate the meaningful inheritance of fraught histories and 

contested landscapes;200 reveal the ways in which the present is made with the past; and 

reinforce the impossibility of dispensing with race categories at this particular historical 

moment. A personal response to colonisation acknowledges that, as Claudia Rankine poetically 

explains, “you can’t put the past behind you. It’s buried in you; it’s turned your flesh into its 

own cupboard”.201  

 

 

                                                
197 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 68. 
198 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7.  
199 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 29. 
200 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 15–27. 
201 Claudia Rankine, Citizen: An American Lyric (London: Penguin Random House, 2014), 63. 
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Personally Speaking: The History That Made Me White202 

I am a white non-Indigenous cis-woman:203 a fifth-generation Australian of Irish, Scottish, 

English, Welsh, Italian, Jamaican, and Ngai Tahu (Maori) heritage. Listing these inheritances 

is not intended to conjure an image of a prosaic and problematic ethnic ‘melting pot’ but rather 

to detail my non-Indigeneity and to say that my particular people came from elsewhere at 

different times and in different ways because of/via/through/with/alongside the colonial 

apparatus. My ancestors include: an Irish convict transported for larceny of leather;204 a 

Scottish militiaman fighting for the crown in the Taranaki (New Zealand) wars; itinerant cane-

cutters, rural fencers, and cattle farmers ‘working the land’ in Queensland; and a ‘slave owner’ 

on a Jamaican sugar plantation. My ancestor John Conway Bourke carried the first overland 

mail by horse between Melbourne and Sydney “through trackless virgin bush”.205 My maternal 

grandfather is a recipient of the Te Kerēme (Ngai Tahu Claim), the 1997 settlement recognising 

and redressing colonial seizure of Te Waipounamu in the South Island of New 

Zealand/Aotearoa.206  

 

Virtually all my forebears bought/sold/inherited stolen lands, and virtually all participated in 

free and untrammelled movement across borders and seas through legislated power structures 

                                                
202 I borrow this phrase from Gillian Cowlishaw, who states that “’the fact of blackness’ has remained 
spectacularly apparent to Aborigines and others deemed black … when we deny it, we whitefellas deny the 
history that hade us white” in Blackfellas, Whitefellas, and the Hidden Injuries of Race (Hoboken, New Jersey: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2003), 10. 
203 Land suggests that “a person who is not transgender can undo their assumed normality by using the term 
‘cis’ – ‘cisgender’ designates a person who identifies with their birth-assigned sex,” Decolonizing Solidarity, 
256.  
204 See “Suspected Persons” The Dublin Morning Register, May 16, 1837, accessed January 6, 2020, 
https://www1.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/BL/0000819/18370516/013/0001?browse=true. 
205 “John Conway Bourke: Our First Overland Mailman,” The Catholic Press August 23, 1928, accessed 
January 6, 2020, https://trove nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/107357314. 
206 On 21 November 1997, Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and the British Crown signed the Ngāi Tahu Deed of 
Settlement at Takahanga Marae. The Deed of Settlement provided acknowledgement from the Crown of the 
grave injustices suffered by Ngāi Tahu which significantly impaired the development of the iwi. See 
“Celebrating Te Kerēme – the Ngāi Tahu Claim” Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu May 5, 2007, accessed January 6, 
2020, 
https://ngaitahu.iwi.nz/ngai-tahu/te-whakataunga-celebrating-te-kereme-the-ngai-tahu-claim/. 
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aimed at “securing a white Australia”.207 Colonisation played out in the everyday stories of 

these individuals over centuries as a nebulous process that unfolded during the events of 

everyday life, often facilitating migration to and survival on stolen lands for themselves and 

their descendants—one of whom is me. 

 

Like most of these individuals, I sustain colonisation while living my everyday life. For 

example, I jointly hold the title over a parcel of stolen Jagera and Turrbal land in Keperra 

(4054); I live in the comfort of and accept opportunities relating to racially derived 

intergenerational ‘wealth’, privilege, and prosperity such as material security, education, and 

employment; I often fail to act when I witness racism; I utilise services that facilitate landfill, 

resources extraction, and pollution of Indigenous lands; I move freely through and assume the 

right to inhabit most spaces; I allow invasive plant species to flourish; I fail to protect native 

wildlife; I eat meat and dairy; and I pay tax to and receive benefits from an imposter 

government. This is not a confessional, but a small—and incomplete—list of how my everyday 

life sustains the ongoing appetite of colonisation.  

 

Finally, colonisation manifests in the shape and appearance of my everyday life. On an average 

day, I read such tales as Possum Magic208 to my child even though the plot celebrates high-

sugar, high-carb Western foodstuffs as a means through which to ‘see’ native fauna. I use and 

                                                
207 The Immigration Restriction Bill 1901 was one of the first bills put before the newly federated parliament of 
Australia, aimed at restricting non-white population growth. In a speech delivered to the House of 
Representatives on 12 September 1901, then Attorney-General Alfred Deakin stated: “put in plain and equivocal 
terms, as the House and the country are entitled to have it put, [this bill] means the prohibition of all alien 
coloured immigration, and more, it means at the earliest time, by reasonable and just means, the deportation or 
reduction of the number of aliens now in our midst. The two things go hand in hand, and are the necessary 
complement of a single policy - the policy of securing a " white Australia." See Alfred Deakin, “Second 
Reading Speech: Immigration Restriction Bill,” House of Representatives: Debates, September 12, 1901, 
accessed August 24, 2020, https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/genpdf/hansard80/hansardr80/1901-09-
12/0015/hansard frag.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf. 
208 Mem Fox and Julie Vivas, Possum Magic (Parkside, SA: Scholastic Australia, 1983).  
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display ‘Australiana’ objects209 loaded with symbols of appropriation, epistemic violence, 

erasure, and dispossession around the house, and feel a sense of homecoming when I see these 

objects. I collect the fruit from Moreton Bay Figs or hot pink gum blossoms on my afternoon 

walks (caressing and possessing them). I own furniture made from Grevillea robusta (‘Silky 

Oak’), Tasmanian Oak, and Hoop Pine, although my placement and use of native timbers 

symbolises, naturalises, domesticates, and internalises the violence, eco-social devastation, and 

appropriation inherent in histories of Indigenous resources use (theft).210 I routinely “mark the 

four seasons [my] ancestors brought from Europe… [although] it is unwise to think of ‘normal 

seasons’ in Australia,” as Bill Gammage reinforces.211 Inside the literal and figural security of 

my demarcated boundary line standing six feet tall I plant a sapling Banskia Serrata, exchange 

familiar glances with moist brown cane toads, and register the songs of magpies, currawongs, 

butcher birds and kookaburras as the sounds of ‘my’ home. 

  

Colonisation is personal for me, because it facilitated my existence on stolen lands and it 

manifests in the shape and appearance of my everyday life. Importantly, I grapple with this 

subject matter by choice. In other words, my privilege is such that if I were to opt to not grapple 

with this subject matter, the choice would likely not impact my safety, my access to the world 

of my time, nor my basic human rights. The opposite can be said for Indigenous Australians, 

                                                
209 I use the term ‘Australiana’ to denote a category of objects that bear evidence of the decontextualisation and 
recontextualisation of Indigenous flora and fauna for the purposes of expressing and affirming a white 
Australian identity connected to land whilst erasing the existing Indigenous identity and its relatedness to 
country. In my studio work, references to these objects include, for example: tea towels, ceramics, doona covers, 
stationery, plaster ceiling designs, costumes, trinkets, and illustrated children’s books. On the one hand these 
objects reflect a locationally specific, culturally irreverent dagginess; on the other hand, they are undoubtedly 
objects of ethnocide. As Matthew Kiem explains, “representing the artefacts of settler-colonial designing as 
benign objects of beauty, progress, or otherwise, obscures the degree to which the ontological designing of 
settler-colonialism is both defutural and ethnocidal”. See “(Un)making Canberra: Craft and the Designing of 
Settler-Colonialism in Australia” Craft + Design Inquiry 5 (2013): 119–120. 
210 I borrow and adapt this terminology from Elaine Freedgood’s discussion of the colonial associations (both 
symbolic and material) embedded in Jane Eyre’s placement of mahogany furniture in Charlotte Brontë’s novel 
Jane Eyre. See Elaine Freedgood, “Souvenirs of Sadism: Mahogany Furniture, Deforestation, and Slavery 
in Jane Eyre,” in The Ideas in Things: Fugitive Meaning in the Victorian Novel (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2006), 35.  
211 Gammage, The Biggest Estate, 1–4. 
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who often grapple with the ongoing nature of colonisation as a matter of life or death. My 

visual responses are guided by these aforementioned convictions and also by my awareness of 

the contingent, conditional, and provisional nature of my ability to respond. This is to say that 

I am responding from my perspective and thus my responses are bound by the particularities of 

my historical, locational, and subjective situatedness (such as my whiteness or the fact that my 

family has been accruing wealth and practising colonisation on stolen lands for almost two 

centuries). The little songs, big legends, fuzzy-edged distinctions, and recurring patterns of this 

situatedness—in other words, the details (some of which are listed above)—link me to 

particular accountabilities, particular response-abilities. I think of this, in line with Haraway’s 

suggestion, as the basis of my ability to respond.212 Responding from my perspective harnesses 

the specific historical, locational, and subjective factors that necessitate, shape, and constrain 

my response to the urgency of ongoing colonisation, and determine the effectiveness of that 

response. 

 

This chapter has outlined how whiteness—that is, racial invisibility, assumed normality or 

trustworthiness, and the inheritance of racially derived wealth and privilege—perpetuates 

racism in contemporary Australia. It has outlined how people attempting to counteract this 

(white anti-racists) either reproduce whiteness or collapse in the face of the impossibility of 

expunging whiteness. This complicates my decision to focus on my personal life in my visual 

responses to the denial of Indigenous sovereignty and ongoing colonisation. But a personal 

white non-Indigenous response—what could be called staying with the trouble of whiteness—

I have argued, has the capacity to highlight the ways in which colonisation is not a past event 

but an everyday process perpetrated by everyday people living their everyday lives. 

Furthermore, my personal response has the capacity to address how—and is motivated by the 

                                                
212 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7. 
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conviction that—colonisation facilitated my existence on stolen Indigenous lands, I sustain 

colonisation while living my everyday life, colonisation manifests in the shape and appearance 

of my life. 
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Figure 21 Sally Molloy, Go Hard or Go Home, 2016, gum leaf dust, mirror, hard wood girder. Image by Corflute ARI. 

 
Figure 22 Sally Molloy, Strayan Culcha Smoothie, 2016, seawater, sand, sunscreen, lamingtons, beer, gum leaves, 
kookaburra feather, racial undertones. Image by Corflute ARI. 
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Figure 23 Sally Molloy, Golden Snags, 2016, IGA BBQ Sausages, spray paint, Styrofoam, glad wrap, step ladder. Image by 
Corflute ARI. 

 
Figure 24 Richard Bell, Imagining Victory featuring Embassy, 2013, canvas tent with annex, aluminium frame, rope and 
projection screen, synthetic polymer paint on board, and digital video projection, Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of 
Modern Art. https://blog.qagoma.qld.gov.au/everywhen-everywhere/ 
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Figure 25 Sally Molloy, Stitching in Details, 2016, cotton thread, Australiana tea-towel, felt, 54 x 62cm. Image by 
Vanhounga Anthony Vue. 
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Figure 26 Sally Molloy, Stitching in Details (detail), 2016, cotton thread, Australiana tea-towel, felt, 54 x 62cm. Image by 
Vanghounga Anthony Vue. 

 
Figure 27 Sally Molloy, Memorial to all the Animals we've ever had to Kill, 2017, cardboard confessional and removalist 
truck, (installation view). Image by Clutch Collective. 
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Figure 28 Sally Molloy, Memorial to all the Animals we've ever had to Kill, 2017, cardboard confessional and removalist 
truck, (installation view). Image by Clutch Collective. 

 

Figure 29 Sally Molloy, Memorial to all the Animals we've ever had to Kill, 2017, cardboard confessional and removalist 
truck, (installation view). Image by Clutch Collective. 
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Figure 30 Sally Molloy, Memorial to all the Animals we've ever had to Kill, 2017, cardboard confessional and removalist 
truck, (installation view). Image by Clutch Collective. 

       
Figure 31 Sally Molloy, Memorial to all the Animals we've ever had to Kill, 2017, cardboard confessional, (installation view 
for Mutual Making: Karawatha Forest). Image by author. 
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Figure 32 Sally Molloy, Backyard Reckoning, 2019, sound installation (installation view). Image Dave Kan.  

 
Figure 33 Sally Molloy, Backyard Reckoning, 2019, sound installation (installation view). Image: Dave Kan. 
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Figure 34 Sally Molloy, Backyard Reckoning, 2019, sound installation (installation view). Image: Dave Kan. 
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Chapter 3: Visual Arts Context 

 

This research has been enriched and informed by both historical and contemporary Australian 

visual arts practice. In Chapter 1, I acknowledged a legacy of uncertainty, disquiet, doubt, and 

discomfort (white non-Indigenous responsiveness to colonisation) in Australian art history. I 

argue that this critical doubt, though evident, falters and fails to the extent that such 

representations tend to distance and depersonalise colonisation in spatial, temporal, and 

corporeal ways. This third chapter contains an in-depth discussion of key works by 

contemporary non-Indigenous artists whose approaches to addressing ongoing processes of 

colonisation have been influential to my studio research. These include Mark Shorter’s 

Schleimgurgeln performances, Joan Ross’s video animations, and paintings from Helen 

Johnson’s exhibition Warm Ties.213 Drawing from Johnson’s publication Painting as a Critical 

Form, I analyse these works according to their engagement with the Australian landscape 

painting tradition; use of collage; attendance to issues of subjectivity; and use of humour. These 

considerations are also central to my own studio research. In the interests of comparing these 

strategies with other approaches utilised by contemporary non-Indigenous (including non-

white) artists who critique ongoing colonisation, I will also make reference to works by 

Fernando Do Campo, Abdul Abdullah, and Soda_Jerk. 

                                                
213 Helen Johnson, Warm Ties, Institute of Contemporary Arts London and Art Space Sydney, 6 Jan–28 Feb 
2016, https://www.artspace.org.au/program/exhibitions/2018/warm-ties-helen-johnson/. 
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Critical Engagement with Landscape 
 

This thesis argues that the Australian landscape painting tradition was born of and maintains 

an intimate relationship with colonisation. For white non-Indigenous artists, the selection of 

land as a subject matter in contemporary visual practice comes with forms of “non-optional 

company”214 insofar as it automatically infers engagement with histories, narratives, and 

ongoing processes of colonisation.  

 

Artist Mark Shorter argues that contemporary landscape images are constructions that engage 

with 2500 years of antipodean imaginings, projected desires, perversions, and fictions.215 For 

The National: New Australian Art 2019,216 Shorter created Song for von Guérard (2019, figures 

35 and 36), an installation/performance/painting that together delivered a non-rational critique 

addressing the problems inherent within the Australian colonial landscape painting tradition.217 

The work includes a large purpose-built, chamber-like structure accessible via a narrow dimly 

lit tunnel at the end of which sits a concave wall featuring an exaggerated kitsch-like 

reproduction of Eugene von Guérard’s North-East View from the Northern Top of Mount 

Kosciusko (1863, figure 37).  

 

Von Guérard’s painting is the result of the artist’s involvement in an 1862 government 

sponsored expedition to Mount Kosciusko218 led by Georg von Neumayer, whose figure is 

                                                
214 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 115. 
215 Mark Shorter, “Mark Shorter: Mark Shorter on His Performance and the Australian Landscape Canon,” The 
National: New Australian Art 2020, accessed February 15, 2020, https://www.the-national.com.au/artists/mark-
shorter/song-for-von-guerard/.  
216 The National: New Australian Art, Carriageworks exhibition curated by Daniel Mudie Cunningham. 
217 Shorter, “Mark Shorter.” 
218 Mount Kosciuszko is an important site on Ngarigo country, a First Nation located in southeast New South 
Wales near the Victorian border. The preferred Indigenous name for Mount Kosciuszko is at the time of writing 
being debated by Ngarigo community and elders. See Claire Wheaton and Simon Lauder, “Inside The Push To 
Dual Name Mount Kosciuszko,” ABC South East NSW, June 14, 2019, accessed February 16, 2020, 
https://www.abc net.au/news/2019-06-15/inside-the-push-to-dual-name-mount-kosciuszko/11207722. In 1840, 
Polish explorer Pauł Edmund Strzelecki had claimed and named Mount Kosciuszko after being guided to its 
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visible in the painting’s foreground along with guides and a canine companion.219 The 

combination of observational faithfulness, adherence to European pictorial conventions, and 

expressions of romantic awe in Mount Kosciusko (the depiction of a view of Mount Kosciusko 

from neighbouring Mount Townsend) is characteristic of the work of many colonial artists 

during the mid-1800s. These colonial artists provided a means for informing city-dwelling 

settlers of the appearance of rural aspects of the colonies,220 and provided a means of 

advertising the appeal of Australian settlement to potential emigrants from England and 

Europe.221 Consequently, landscape imagery from this time tended toward what von Guérard 

described as “glimpse[s] of…divine poetical feelings”222 the stylistic execution of which has 

been attributed to “German traditions of the Sublime”.223 Von Guérard’s Mount Kosciusko 

offers a semblance of “a natural scene”224 cloaked in exaggeration. This landscape 

representation is possessed of fictitious qualities not the least of which is the omission of all 

visible signs of the original inhabitants of the land, a gesture which “reinforced the myth of 

terra nullius.”225 Part cartography and part propaganda, von Guérard’s Mount Kosciusko 

highlights the colonial process of what Ian Burn called “mapping the landscape into the 

imagination [of white ‘settlers’]”.226  

 

                                                
peak by Burra Burra man Charley Tarra and Djilimitang man Jackey. See Keith Vincent Smith, “Charley 
Tarra,” Eora People: Salt Water People of the Sydney Area, 2017, accessed April 4, 2020, 
https://www.eorapeople.com.au/uncategorized/charlie-tarra/.  
219 Lucina Ward, “von Guerard, Eugene,” Turner to Monet: The Triumph of Landscape, National Gallery of 
Victoria, accessed March 22, 2020, https://nga.gov.au/exhibition/turnertomonet/detail.cfm?IRN=48469# ftn1. 
220 Bonyhady, “Art as Information,” in Images in Opposition, 95. 
221 This is evidenced by the nestling of von Guérard’s Mount Kosciusko amongst “photographs and maps, 
produce, flora and fauna, as well as a case of mineral samples and other specimens” at the 1873 Vienna 
Exhibition. See Ward, “von Guerard, Eugene.” 
222 Eugene von Guerard cited in Bonyhady, “Art as Information,” 93. 
223 Candice Bruce cited in Ward, “von Guerard, Eugene.”  
224 Mitchell, “Imperial Landscape,” 15. 
225 Humphrey Clegg and Stephen Gilchrist, “Depictions of Aboriginal People in Colonial Australian Art: Settler 
and Unsettling Narratives in the Works of Robert Dowling,” National Gallery of Victoria Art Journal 48, 2014, 
accessed April 19, 2020, https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/essay/depictions-of-aboriginal-people-in-colonial-
australian-art-settler-and-unsettling-narratives-in-the-works-of-robert-dowling/. 
226 Ian Burn, National Life and Landscapes: Australian Painting 1900–1940 (Sydney & London: Bay Books, 
1990), ii. 
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The notion of a landscape that is both real and imagined, both mapped and mistaken, is central 

to Imants Tiller’s earlier reproduction of Von Guérard’s Mount Kosciusko titled Mount 

Analogue (1985, figure 38). But, in Song for von Guérard, Shorter treats von Guérard’s Mount 

Kosciusko as a metonym; its hyperbole and erasures echo and allude to approaches that are part 

of a longer and broader tradition. Inside the dark installation chamber, Shorter’s re-

appropriation of von Guérard’s painting—craggy outcrops and glimmers of melting snow 

ebbing in and out of focus—is faintly discernible. A sense of drama and foreboding is 

established through the artist’s use of minimal lighting which transforms the enclosed 

installation space into a semblance of a black box theatre. During a series of nine scheduled 

six-hour performances, Shorter’s alter-ego—the figure of Schleimgurgeln (which roughly 

translates to “mucous gargler”)227 croaking, growling, and gargling—enters the chamber. 

Naked, covered in honey and feathers, with boiled eggs for eyes, this time-travelling landscape 

painting critic strikes matches one by one against the painting’s surface, illuminating small 

portions of the picture until the match burns out. “Over time, the performance actually defaces 

the painting,” explains The National curator Daniel Mudie Cunningham, “so you see all of this 

scarring, or this mark making, that happens against what I call this kind of dark cave”.228 

Indeed, Shorter’s performance could be seen as an enactment of Plato’s cave metaphor.229 In 

its dual capacity as both a mark making and a vandalising gesture, the lighting of matches 

operates as a means by which the landscape painting is both made and unmade, both 

                                                
227 Jesse Marlow, “Mark Shorter,” Art Guide Australia 2019, accessed August 28, 2020, 
https://artguide.com.au/mark-shorter. 
228 Daniel Mudie Cunningham, “Daniel Mudie Cunningham on Mark Shorter,” The National: New Australian 
Art, Soundcloud 2019, accessed February 15, 2020, https://soundcloud.com/thenationalau. 
229 In Plato’s cave, a group of prisoners are seated in (chained to) the cave floor, behind whom other persons 
move around. A fire between the prisoners and the cave wall throw the shadows of the moving persons onto the 
cave wall to which the prisoners’ eyes are transfixed. When a prisoner is freed and escapes into the outside 
world to perceive the intense beauty of the real world around, it is revealed that the philosopher (symbolised by 
the escaped prisoner) “… perceive[s] the true form of reality rather than the reduced reality, symbolised by the 
moving shadows that the fettered prisoners see”. See Edvin Østergaard, “Echoes and Shadows: A 
Phenomenological Reconsideration of Plato’s Cave Allegory,” Phenomenology and Practice 13 (no. 1) 2019: 
21.  
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deconstructed and reconstructed; a means through which landscape is disfigured but also 

literally illuminated and opened up for inspection and critique. Schleimgurgeln’s critique is 

visceral rather than cerebral; it is non-rational.230 It problematises landscape painting in its 

historical and contemporary manifestations without attempting to resolve those problems. 

Rather, the critique proceeds through an endurance performance in which the endurance is 

suffered through the problematics of the genre; or again in Haraway’s terms, through “staying 

with the trouble” of landscape painting. 

 

Schleimgurgeln has also appeared in Waterwalker (2017, figure 39), Song for Heysen (2012, 

figure 40), Terra Australis 750BC to 2012 (2012, figure 41), and Song for Glover (2012, figure 

42) an eight-hour long durational performance in which Schleimgurgeln climbs 

kunanyi/Mount Wellington.231 According to Shorter, Schleimgurgeln can be understood here 

as:  

representing an imagined incarnation of the European Other within the Australian 
landscape. Just as Europeans once projected their desires upon the Antipodes in 
the form of various perverse and grotesque creatures, Schleimgurgeln can be 
understood as performing a strange inversion of this historical tendency.232  
 

By the logic of Song for von Guérard, the image of Schleimgurgeln’s body moving through 

kunanyi/Mount Wellington in Song for Glover is a visceral response to the historical and 

ongoing problems raised by European bodies inhabiting spaces within stolen Indigenous lands: 

whether in pursuit of adventure, settlement, resources, representations, or redemption. 

Reflecting on similar concerns, I made Futile Sweat (2017, figures 43–45)233 (again in 

                                                
230 Shorter, “Mark Shorter”; “Mark Shorter,” Cementa Festival, accessed April 8 2020 
https://cementa.com.au/artist/mark-shorter. 
231 For a list of fourteen dual place names in palawa kani (the language of the First Nations peoples of lutruwita 
(Tasmania)) see “Aboriginal and Dual Names of Places in Lutruwita (Tasmania),” Tasmanian Aboriginal 
Centre, accessed February 16, 2020, http://tacinc.com.au/official-aboriginal-and-dual-names/. 
232 Mark Shorter, “Artist Statement: Mark Shorter,” Project Anywhere 2012, accessed April 8, 2020, 
http://www.projectanywhere.net/schleimgurgeln-song-for-glover/. 
233 Lu Forsberg and Sally Molloy, Donnas on the Run: Exhuming the Australian Badlands, Metro Arts, 2017. 
For this exhibition, Forsberg and I invited Kurnai/Gunai, Gunditjmara, Wiradjuri, and Yorta Yorta writer 
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collaboration with Lu Forsberg), a dual channel video featuring mine and Forsberg’s white 

bodies running on treadmills towards a superimposed stock image of eucalyptus trees. By the 

nature of our means, we never reach the place or idea implied by this image. Rather, this sad 

and amusing action evokes white experiences of longing foxed by incongruity and 

disconnection to Indigenous lands. But the lands we refer to here are generic, non-specific, 

abstracted, conceptual. Conversely, the site on which Shorter’s response is filmed (and the 

work’s title) points toward specific representations of kunanyi/Mount Wellington in Australian 

art history, such as John Glover’s Mount Wellington with Orphan Asylum Van Diemen’s Land 

(1834, figure 46).  

 

Here, kunanyi/Mount Wellington’s sylvan ranges frame a scene in which a rainbow stretches 

over a tiny sandstone building (originally King’s, and subsequently, Queen’s Orphan Asylum 

New Town)234 backed by the “weird melancholy”235 gum trees protruding at all angles from 

the mounds in the foreground. Of the work, McLean writes, “the rainbow, a traditional emblem 

of redemption, ironically taunts the orphan asylum which, like the new colony, precariously 

inhabits a strange land with all the disjointed logic of a dream”.236 For Bonyhady, this particular 

rainbow delivers redemption,237 whereas in McLean’s description, redemption is ungraspable. 

                                                
Nayuka Gorrie to respond to Donnas on the Run from an Indigenous perspective (see Appendix 3). This 
decision was inspired by non-Indigenous artist Clare Robertson’s decision to contextualise her work Far From 
Here (2016) with writing from an Indigenous woman’s standpoint in the form of Wardandi and Yamatji writer 
Clothilde Bullen’s catalogue essay titled This Is a Love Story. 
234 Cate O’Neill, “Queen’s Orphan Asylum 1833-1839,” Find And Connect: History and Information about 
Australian Orphanages, Children’s Homes, and Other Institutions 2019, accessed January 8, 2020, 
https://www.findandconnect.gov.au/ref/tas/biogs/TE00053b htm. 
235 The term “weird melancholy” was first used by novelist Marcus Clarke in relation to the Australian 
landscape in the late 1860s to mid-1870s. As Tim Bonyhady suggests, “by ‘weird’, Clarke meant those 
peculiarities of colonial flora and fauna which authors in the first half of the century had described as ‘freakish’, 
‘whimsical’ or ‘contrary’”. See Bonyhady, “The Melancholy Landscape,” in Images in Opposition, 122. This 
melancholy quality was expressed in many colonial paintings of the 1850s, 60s, and 70s, but also appears, as 
McLean suggests, in paintings by Glover through depictions of solitude, vast emptiness, and intangible 
presences.  
236 McLean, “Under Saturn,” 157. 
237 Bonyhady, “The Wilderness Intact,” in Images in Opposition, 74. See alternative associations between the 
rainbow and secular philanthropy in Howell, “Views from Van Diemen’s Land,” 213; and Tim Bonyhady’s 
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Considering Glover’s Mount Wellington was painted soon after George Augustus Robinson 

had exiled the last surviving Palawa to Flinders Island,238 the issue of redemption hangs like 

an unanswered question within the amphitheatre of kunanyi/Mount Wellington. This 

amphitheatre, as McLean illuminated, figures as a ghostly presence of Aboriginal spirits 

haunting the landscape within the picture.239 So then, the denial of Palawa sovereignty haunts 

this landscape and renders the colony’s prospects of redemption impossible.  

 

Shorter’s response to this iconic work in Song for Glover sees Schleimgurgeln inhabit the same 

strange land with a similar precarious disjointed dream logic that in Glover’s Mount Wellington 

is carried by the asylum. In the guise of Schleimgurgeln, Shorter replaces the asylum as a 

symbol of the colony. The inferred question of redemption is again haunted, unanswered. 

Shorter states, “the aim of climbing Mount Wellington was to re-illuminate the historical 

importance of the mountain and its various representations”.240 Furthermore, through its 

invocation of the denial of Indigenous Australian land ownership latent in the roots of 

Australian landscape painting, Schleimgurgeln’s visceral performance gives shape and feeling 

to the unresolved nature of colonisation in contemporary Australia. The haunting that McLean 

locates in Glover’s mountain ranges is reinscribed onto kunanyi/Mount Wellington in Song for 

Glover where both Shorter’s body and the figure of Schleimgurgeln become hyper-visible as 

colonial symbols engaging with—again, enduring—the impossibility of redemption.  

 

                                                
reading of the rainbow as a symbol of divine protection (in The Colonial Earth (Melbourne University Press: 
Melbourne, 2003): 96). 
238 See for example: University of Tasmania, “The Companion to Tasmanian History: Wybalenna,” Centre for 
Tasmanian Historical Studies 2006, accessed 28 August 2020 
https://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion to tasmanian history/W/Wybalenna; Bonyhady, ‘An Aboriginal 
Arcadia’, in Images in Opposition, 31; McLean, “Under Saturn,” 153; Howell, “Views from Van Diemen’s 
Land”; Indigenous People and Colonists of Van Diemen’s Land, ‘R8562 The bath of Diana, Van Diemen's 
Land, 1837’ 2009, accessed February 10 2020, 
http://tlf.dlr.det nsw.edu.au/learningobjects/Content/R11302/object/r8562.html. 
239 McLean, “Under Saturn,” 156.  
240 Shorter, “Artist Statement.” 
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Both Shorter’s Song for von Guérard and Song for Glover problematise or trouble the 

Australian landscape painting tradition: the former addressing the hyperbole and erasure of 

Indigenous sovereignty in von Guérard’s North-East View and the latter invoking the 

impossible quest for redemption underlying Glover’s Mount Wellington. Crucially, these 

problematics are not resolved, rectified, or reversed, in Shorter’s Songs, but are rather 

illuminated, endured, and opened up for critique. Shorter’s Schleimgurgeln is a presence that 

is at once sincere, absurd, and disorienting. Although specific works from the Australian 

colonial landscape painting tradition are addressed, Schleimgurgeln’s guttural, non-verbal, 

obstreperous response is in no way direct or precise. It rather approximates what Helen Johnson 

has called “critical ambiguity”: a choice to inhabit or speak from spaces between coherence 

and incoherence, between the comprehensible and the incomprehensible, to produce 

meaning.241 Johnson suggests that critical ambiguity requires “strategies of slippage and 

suggestiveness”, evident for example in the bringing together of disparate or diverse imagery 

and techniques, in order to question “agreed meanings in matters beyond painting itself”.242  

In Joan Ross’s animations, the matters being questioned are colonial history and its present-

day manifestations. Ross strategically combines fragments of iconic Australian colonial 

landscape paintings with contemporary symbols of capitalism, consumerism, and industry to 

problematise them and insist on their interrelatedness. For example, in Ross’s The Claiming Of 

Things (2012, figure 47), John Glover’s The Bath of Diana, Van Diemen’s Land (1837, figure 

48)—with its serene riverbed, twisted trunks, and swimming Aboriginal figures—is used as a 

stage for reimagining the ‘arrival’ of Europeans on Indigenous land. As in all of Glover’s 

paintings depicting Indigenous Australians, the figures in The Bath of Diana are inhabitants of 

an imagined pre-invasion scene, small simple shapes positioned middle distance in “park-like 

                                                
241 Helen Johnson, “Critical Ambiguity: A Kantian Reading of Recent Work by Juan Davila,” Discipline no. 4 
(2015): 32–34. 
242 Johnson, Critical Ambiguity, 191. 
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landscapes … to give an idea of the gay, happy life the Natives led before the White people 

came here”.243 In The Claiming of Things, Ross takes Glover’s imagined pre-invasion scene as 

a departure point for a new visual reimagining of Australia’s colonial history. Using digital 

animation with a découpage244 aesthetic Ross’s ‘arrival’ story unfolds in a series of playfully 

poignant scenes rich with juxtaposing symbols, sound-bytes, and a narrative flow that 

strategically irons out disjunctures between the past and the present. As two colonists 

(borrowed from Thomas Gainsborough’s Mr and Mrs William Hallett (The Morning Walk) 

(1785, figure 49)) arrive via charter plane, a long line of fluorescent yellow fencing is 

installed.245 The colonists wield spray paint and tag the word “BANKSIA” on a nearby boulder: 

a twofold inference that jumps across the gulf of history to link the street artist ‘Banksy’ and 

the infamous botanist Joseph Banks. Slapstick whimsy is deployed as the protagonists slip 

down a waterfall, fall under a tree branch, and take their place in a growing heap of consumerist 

detritus accumulating in the river. A witty plot. Meanwhile the sounds of currawongs calling, 

synthetic funk ostinatos, swiveling surveillance cameras, iPhone jingles, crowd chatter and 

emergency sirens incrementally heighten the narrative uncertainty and chaos. 

 

Eventually, rainfall and rising floodwaters wash away the rubbish heap and the colonists. The 

land returns to its original state as pictured by Glover: the implied narrative alluding to a lost 

paradise while warning about environmental devastation. Perhaps Glover’s imagined pre-

invasion scene also performs a role as an imagining that might even take place in Ross’s 

contemporary landscape depiction, a cue that suggests colonial history on an endlessly 

                                                
243 John Glover cited in Bonyhady, “An Aboriginal Arcadia,” 30. 
244 “Découpage or “cutting” refers to a method of decorating painted furniture and wood surfaces with cuouts of 
flowers, fruits, etc., and to a cleanly cut collage of new paper.” Katherine Hoffman, “Collage in the Twentieth 
Century: An Overview,” in Collage: Critical Views, ed. Katherine Hoffman (Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 
1989), 6. 
245 Since detecting its increased presence in urban spaces following the events of 9/11, Ross has incorporated 
fluorescent motifs as a metaphor for colonisation and fear. See Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, “Ben 
Butler, Josh Raymond, Joan Ross: The Claiming of Things,” 2020, accessed August 25, 2019, 
http://www.mca.com.au/collection/work/20156/. 
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recurring loop. This imaginative turn is part of the strength of The Claiming of Things: 

interpretations of the implied narrative multiply as it becomes clear there is no absolute end in 

sight. Ross’s work does not point toward some absolute, but rather “fall[s] short of 

conventional pictorial representation, in turn opening a space beyond it that might attain to the 

representation of an end’s un-representability”.246 Falling short of resolution in this way, or in 

fact representing the impossibility of a conclusion, prolongs contemplation that in turn 

generates critical responses.247 This is the effect of the critical ambiguity in The Claiming of 

Things. As Johnson suggests, through “loading the work with signifiers, though maintaining a 

disoriented and ambiguous relation between them”,248 the complexity of Australia’s ongoing 

colonial history is evoked, but crucially, not resolved. 

 

Other animations by Ross also reflect this critical ambiguity. In Colonial Grab (2015, figure 

50), another colonial matron in a fluorescent yellow gown nonchalantly levers a pokie machine. 

After several attempts the matron enters an interior space containing an ornately carved table, 

a rug featuring what appears to be ‘dot painting motifs’, and a pared-back reproduction of 

Glover’s Natives on the Ouse River Van Diemen’s Land (1838, figure 51). Again, this painting 

bears evidence of Glover’s imaginative depiction of Aboriginal people (the Braylwunyer 

people of the Big River nation249) “dwelling in prelapsarian innocence on country, undisturbed 

by the process of colonisation, which had been unfolding in Australia for decades”.250 In 

Colonial Grab, a series of thefts, appropriations, and intrusions ensue, for example, when: 

matron nonchalantly plays ikebana with the Braylwunyer and their trees; a suburban brick 

                                                
246 Johnson, “Critical Ambiguity,” 33. 
247 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 49–66. 
248 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 65. 
249 “Natives on the Ouse River Van Diemen’s Land,” Art Gallery of New South Wales, accessed April 18, 2020, 
https://www.artgallery nsw.gov.au/collection/works/48.1985/. 
250 City of Melbourne, “Natives on the River (after Glover): Robert Hague,” City Collection, City of Melbourne 
2017, accessed April 18 2020, http://citycollection melbourne.vic.gov.au/natives-on-the-river-after-glover/. 
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house is inserted on the riverbank; and a working dog approaches and defecates near a group 

of Braylwunyer gathering around a fire. After the matron’s attempts to install her ikebana 

creations into this imagined scene generate havoc and destruction, the work stops when the 

matron tugs on a curtain tassel and Glover’s (restored) Natives on the Ouse River materialises.  

 

In Colonial Grab, Ross uses another of Glover’s imagined pre-invasion scenes as a stage upon 

which to perform a new re-imagining of colonial theft and appropriation. Distinctions between 

the past and the present are blurred through mashing historical and contemporary references 

together in a single picture plane. This mashing collapses “Australia’s colonial past and present 

into a single unbroken, continuous line that extends from 1770 to today”.251 The artist’s 

decision to return Colonial Grab like The Claiming of Things to the original imagery 

appropriated from Glover’s historical artworks installs a narrative structure where any 

conclusion is forestalled by a sense of endless looping. The same can be said of Ross’s 

Touching Other People’s Butterflies (2013, figure 52) which ‘begins’ and ‘ends’ with an 

appropriation of Joseph Lycett’s Distant View of Hobart (1825, figure 53). Conversely, BBQ 

This Sunday (2012, figure 54) and When I Grow up I Want to be a Forger (2010, figure 55) do 

not return to the original appropriated imagery in this way but rather offer a ‘happily ever after’ 

conclusion (in the former) and a ‘cliff-hanger’ (in the latter) both of which offer a sense of 

finality, not endless looping. These works are less critically ambiguous in this sense.  

 

The best of Ross’s re-imaginings deploy narrative open-endedness and highly stylised 

metaphorical visual language to invite thought-provoking connections rather than tenuous 

                                                
251 Saskia Doherty, “Colonial Past, Colonial Present,” in Endless Circulation ed. Victoria Lynn and Helen 
Hughes, ex. cat. (Healesville, Vic: TarraWarra Museum of Art Biennial, 2016), 31. This statement by Doherty 
refers to Arrernte artist Vincent Namatjira’s portrait paintings for the 2016 TarraWarra Biennale Endless 
Circulation, which include images of Captain James Cook, Queen Elizabeth II, and Namatjira himself existing 
in the same pictorial space.  
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conclusions about the subject of colonisation. Narrative open-endedness can also be identified 

as a key attribute of Fernando Do Campo’s Inner view of Coloniality (2018, figure 56), which 

employs speculative fiction252 to engage with untold colonial narratives and raise difficult 

questions about de-colonisation. In Inner View an anthropomorphic brolga stands before a 

miniature reproduction of Joseph Lycett’s Inner View of Newcastle (1818, figure 57) rendered 

in a naïve painterly aesthetic. Lycett’s Inner View—picturing a gentleman, a shoeless convict, 

and an Awabakal253 person uniting in a common goal against the backdrop of an orderly 

settlement—was commissioned by Captain James Wallis then commandant of Newcastle 

(Mulubinba)254 as evidence of the “taming and civilising achievements” of the penal colony.255 

The painting is said to have gone missing for over a century, travelling alongside Wallis, coal, 

rats, sparrows, laughing jackasses, and brolgas, from colonial port to colonial port aboard the 

convict ship Tottenham en route to India.256 In Do Campo’s Inner View, Lycett’s Inner View 

and the captive brolga occupy an interior space where the sombre floral carpet suggests an 

elevation in status from objects of trade in a cargo hold to voyaging companions in the upper 

decks. The brolga—an abstract peach-coloured shape—exhibits a relaxed stance, with one eye 

on the painting and one eye on the viewer. The brolga appears to beckon, inviting viewers into 

                                                
252 The term ‘speculative fiction’ was coined by Robert Heinlein; see “On the Writing of Speculative Fiction,” 
in Of Worlds Beyond: The Science of Science Fiction Writing, ed. Lloyd Arthur Eshbach (Chicago: Advent 
Publishing, 1964), 13–19. Esther Jones describes contemporary speculative fiction as “a cover term for a diverse 
range of genres, linked by their utilization of non-realist narrative strategies. This includes science fiction, 
fantasy, horror, utopian fiction, futuristic fiction, alternate histories, and other forms of literature that employ 
literary devices, strategies, and/or settings that diverge from the empirical reality that mimetic fiction uses as its 
foundation.” Esther Jones, “Speculative Fiction,” Oxford Bibliographies, 2016, accessed August 25, 2020, 
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780190280024/obo-9780190280024-
0030.xml#obo-9780190280024-0030-bibItem-0005. 
253 Maynard explains that despite conflicting accounts relating to pre-invasion use of the word ‘Awabakal’ as a 
tribal designation for the Indigenous Australians of areas now known as Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, and the 
Hunter River, the descendants of the original people choose today to identify themselves as Awabakal. See 
Maynard, True Light and Shade, 2. 
254 Maynard, True Light and Shade, 2. 
255 Ross Woodrow, “Australian Painting in the Newcastle Art Gallery Collection,” Newcastle Art Gallery 2008, 
accessed April 10, 2020, https://www.nag.org.au/Collection/Collecting-Areas/Painting. 
256 Fernando Do Campo, “Inner View of Coloniality,” Fernando Do Campo, accessed April 10, 2020, 
http://www.fernandodocampo.com/inner-view-of-coloniality-after-lycett. 
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an open-ended contemplation of the ambiguous relations between colonial landscape painting, 

colonial trade, and colonial testimony.  

 

If open-endedness, or the “resistance of an end”257 as Johnson suggests, can be considered a 

crucial strategy for stimulating critical engagement with the problematics of landscape and 

ongoing processes of colonisation, then more didactic, dogmatic, or fixed responses to these 

concerns can be considered limited—through their representation of a determination—in their 

capacity to stimulate critical responsiveness. Consider one example: A Terrible Burden (2019, 

figure 58) by non-Indigenous Malay/Indonesian/Australian artist Abdul Abdullah. The painted 

words ‘a terrible burden’ flag the Australian landscape painting tradition’s tendency to claim, 

possess, erase, and re-appropriate whilst also transposing this tendency into the present through 

quoting contemporary art society chatter.258 Additionally, this painting seems to take on the 

incommensurability of the tradition’s contradictions, oversights, and omissions as the very 

subject of the work. However productive this might seem, A Terrible Burden may struggle to 

“feed back into the meaning of what it refers to, to actually alter the meaning or possibilities 

of understanding for its subject” because it is dogmatic as opposed to critical; this is to say that 

it undertakes to “decide [something] as to its object”. 259 Unlike the examples by Do Campo, 

Ross, and Shorter—that facilitate contemplation through ‘stopping short’ or failing to provide 

resolution or understanding—Abdullah’s painting makes a textual declaration or 

                                                
257 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 53. 
258 The words ‘a terrible burden’ quotes John Olsen’s response to being dubbed Australia’s greatest landscape 
artist. See Steve Meacham, “Passing The Art Baton,” Sydney Morning Herald, August 20, 2011, accessed 
January 10, 2020, https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/passing-the-art-baton-20110818-
1iynl.html). Referring to this, Abdullah states: “the history of Australian landscape painting has been cloaked in 
the language of colonialism: frontiers, exploration and discovery – the language of ownership…like the settlers 
before them the moral obligation to claim the Australian landscape is the cross [Australian painters] feel the 
need to bear”. See “Wynne Prize 2019 Abdul Abdullah,” Art Gallery of New South Wales, accessed February 
16, 2020, https://www.artgallery nsw.gov.au/prizes/wynne/2019/30070/. 
259 Johnson, “Critical Ambiguity,” 34. 
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determination, “furnishing [the viewer’s engagement] with a terminus”260 and thereby, I would 

argue (after Johnson), paralysing the potential for critique.  

 

Painting is rich with loadings, Johnson states.261  

a complex and layered beast that has been variously seen as an anachronism, an 
emblem of prostration to the market, a suspect paean to spectatorship, a frontal 
and limited surface, a space for the playing out of egoistic notions of genius, and 
a dead medium. An expansive approach considers all such blots on painting’s 
escutcheon as points of possibility. It persists as a medium for which this assorted 
baggage is as important as material technique and visual language, insofar as it 
offers potential for the production of meaning.262 

 

I consider the problematics of the Australian landscape painting tradition in similar terms: as a 

form of baggage that offers potential for the production of meaning. Painting land can be 

productively problematic in this sense. The analyses of works in this section reveal that taking 

land as a subject matter is most productive when characterised by what Johnson calls “critical 

ambiguity”.263 This is to say, characterised by both specificity and open-endedness. In 

Shorter’s Songs, Ross’s animations, and Do Campo’s Inner View, references to specific 

Australian landscape paintings are appropriated to highlight problematic tendencies within the 

tradition more broadly. In each case however, the visual engagement itself is often 

compositionally disorienting, narratively speculative, and representationally indeterminate. 

This approach opens the potential for critical contemplation of the intimate relationship 

between contemporary landscape depictions and ongoing colonisation.  

 

 

 

                                                
260 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 55. 
261 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 29. 
262 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 9. 
263 Johnson, “Critical Ambiguity,” 32–34. 
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Collage  

Shorter’s and Ross’s critically ambiguous engagements with the Australian landscape painting 

tradition—whilst maintaining their medium, durational, and stylistic differences—share the 

use of collage processes as an approach to representation. Ross’s animations juxtapose 

disparate images from different worlds and epochs, all of which converge on stages created 

from iconic Australian landscape paintings. In addition to being constructed from images from 

other worlds, these historical paintings can also be described as being simultaneously 

décollaged, that is, “in principle and practice reverse collages”.264 They are unglued so to 

speak, with some elements removed, others rearranged, and some stowed away for a pending 

narrative purpose.265 The deconstructive method of décollage can highlight and disrupt 

dominant myths, narratives, and traditions. As Jacques Derrida explains, deconstruction 

consists of “deconstructing, dislocating, displacing, disarticulating, disjoining, putting "out of 

joint" the authority of the “is””.266 This disruption is at play in Ross’s animations, where 

specific works from the Australian colonial landscape painting tradition are pulled apart and 

modified, in order to reveal the constructed and perspectival nature of the original imagery. As 

a result, the verisimilitude often accorded to European re-presentations of Indigenous lands 

opens up for further scrutiny. Collage is employed in Ross’s works, and in my own, not as a 

means through which to make ‘appropriation art’ but as a compositional strategy, and as a 

means through which to ‘play’ with the telling of particular histories, particular presents. An 

exaggerated example of this compositional strategy is evident in Soda_Jerk’s Terror Nullius 

(2018, figures 59 and 60) “a political revenge fable which offers an un-writing of Australian 

                                                
264 Monica Kjellman-Chapin, “Traces, Layers, and Palimpsests: the Dialogics of Collage and Pastiche,” 
Konsthistorisk Tidskrift 75 (no. 2) 2006: 87.  
265 For instance, in The Claiming of Things the tree branch in the right foreground of Glover’s Bath of Diana, 
falls on the colonists midway through the narrative, after they emerge from the waterhole. 
266 Jacques Derrida, “The Time Is out of Joint” in Deconstruction Is/in America: A New Sense of the Political, 
ed. Anselm Haverkamp (New York: New York University Press, 1995), 25. 
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national mythology”267 through its scissoring, mashing, and pasting together of samples from 

a range of Australian moving image archives including television, cinema, political coverage, 

news, sport, and documentary.  

 

In Song for Glover, video montage—an approach that has the “potential for multiple layers of 

time … what might be called a collage of and in time,”268—is used to depict Schleimgurglen’s 

impossible quest for redemption on stolen Indigenous lands. Moving images of landscape, 

unlike fixed representations, have the capacity to highlight how “landscape circulates … as a 

dynamic, transitional formation that participates in … the formation of a complex network of 

political, social, and cultural identities”.269 In Shorter’s Song for von Guérard, the relationship 

between  the European ‘other’ and the stolen lands represented in the Australian landscape 

tradition is troubled through the durational performance of Schleimgurglen’s presence, an 

approach which highlights W.J.T. Mitchell’s assertion that “landscape is a dynamic medium, 

in which we ‘live and move and have our being’”.270 Collage is active “metaphorically and 

conceptually, in the arrangement and rearrangement of ideas and images in a variety of 

contexts”, explains Katherine Hoffman.271 Collage is a way of knowing “framed within an 

attitude of critique that proposes a provisional, postcolonial view of our worlds and the 

representations we offer of them,” explains Kathleen Vaughan.272 Practices of collage can 

unsettle or destabilise dominant modes of being, knowing, and representing273 such as colonial 

                                                
267 Luke Buckmaster, “Terror Nullius: ‘Controversial’ Australian Film Loses Funders’ Support,” The Guardian, 
March 19, 2018, accessed March 22, 2020, https://www.theguardian.com/film/2018/mar/19/terror-nullius-
controversial-australian-film-loses-funders-support. 
268 Hoffman, “Collage in the Twentieth Century,” 24. 
269 Mitchell, “Introduction,” in Landscape and Power Second Edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2002), 2. 
270 Mitchell, “Introduction,” 2. 
271 Hoffman, “Collage in the Twentieth Century,” 27. 
272 Kathleen Vaughan, “Pieced Together: Collage as an Artist’s Method for Interdisciplinary Research,” 
International Journal of Qualitative Methods 4, no. 1 (2005): 6. 
273 Vaughan, “Pieced Together,” 6. 
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landscape painting in Shorter’s and Ross’s cases, and “self-affirming colonialist 

propaganda”274 in Helen Johnson’s practice.  

 

Johnson’s exhibition Warm Ties featured a series of large, double-sided, highly detailed 

suspended paintings addressing Australia’s colonial past, and present. Loaded with quotations, 

these infinitely layered banners interrogate Australia’s fantasies, hypocrisies, and self-

styling,275 its origin stories, and “the stuffy rituals used by colonists to legitimize … their illegal 

occupation of Australia”.276 In Bad Debt (2016, figure 61), carefully rendered motifs of 

introduced animals, noxious weeds, and small-pox-infected cells float on the surface as masked 

characters and clowns leer from the background.277 Faint renderings of Walter and Marion 

Burley-Griffin’s design for the layout of Canberra city—overriding prior ownership of that 

tract of land by the Ngunawal people—and perspectival line-work depicting an interior 

domestic space tangle in the middle ground. Bordering all of this are seven pairs of white feet 

and five white hands, positioned as though dangling over the edge of a backyard pool. This 

specific assortment of re-contextualised archival imagery relating to Australia’s colonial 

history has no apparent centre of gravity: as Johnson suggests, the painting is loaded with 

signifiers that maintain a disoriented relationship with one another.278  

 

In Impotent Observer (2016, figure 62), a figure in colonial dress whispers into the ear of a 

man who masturbates through his unzipped jeans: “for those who come across the seas/we’ve 

                                                
274 Doherty, “Colonial Past Colonial Present,” 30. 
275 Helen Hughes, “Unsettling,” in Warm Ties, ed. Juliette Desorgues and Talia Linz, ex. cat. (Sydney: Artspace, 
2018), 22. 
276 Jennifer Higgie, “History Pictures: Colonialism and Contemporary Australia in the Paintings of Helen 
Johnson,” Frieze no. 184 (2017): 132. 
277 These masked characters and clowns are derived from images of Australia’s first European-style circus. See 
Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, “Helen Johnson: Bad Debt,” 2020, accessed March 1, 2020, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2018.7/. 
278 Johnson, Painting as a Critical Form, 65. 
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boundless plains to share”.279 Behind and around them staircases, mirrors, ham hocks, booze, 

white hands, and officials in various states of gluttony, thievery, and vanity vie for primacy in 

the swarming composition. A figure records it all with a smart phone from the bottom left 

corner. Importantly, the various components of this mélange are not all painted in the same 

way. Shoes, waist bands, and pockets are formally rendered in carefully blended layers of 

transparent paint. The figures in black are composed of small blocks of textured colour 

bordered by white lines made by scraping back or by pulling off preexisting tape. Behind the 

phone-wielding figure is a simple cartoonish creature whose hair and shirt sleeves are just 

readable through the traces left by the dabbing of paint-soaked fabric. Lyrically loose line work 

and flat hand- and face-shaped motifs pad out the chaos unfolding. These diverse approaches 

to paint application—stroking, scumbling, carving, smearing, scraping, blending, imprinting 

and daubing—contribute to a sense of what Johnson refers to as “push and pull in paintings”.280 

Johnson suggests that the intermingling of surfaces with different material qualities can allow 

images to shift between states of compositional dominance and submission which can in turn 

gesture toward the ways in which colonial history privileges, sidelines, and obscures 

information.281 

 

Johnson’s compositional and painterly techniques have been described as producing a 

destabilising effect on the subject matter: that is, colonisation.282 Indeed, what I would call 

Johnson’s collagist methodology in painting contributes to the production of visually unsettled, 

disoriented, and unstable visual fields that in turn open up Australia’s colonial foundations for 

                                                
279 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 26. 
280 Helen Johnson, “Helen Johnson: Humour Is a Powerful Tool for an Artist” Tate Modern, 2018, accessed 
March 1, 2020, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/videos/interview/helen-johnson. 
281 Johnson, “Humour Is a Powerful Tool”. 
282 Doherty, “Colonial Past Colonial Present,” 30. 
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critique. In Painting Is a Critical Form,283 Johnson argues that critique—the disavowal of both 

dogmatism and skepticism—is stimulated by paintings that “articulate a critical aesthetic 

strategy … insisting at once on contextual specificity and representational ambiguity”.284 What 

might be called a strategy of making the subject matter clear but refusing to articulate a fixed 

position regarding it. Johnson repeatedly implies that collage methods enable this critical 

aesthetic strategy in painting. For example, Johnson writes that painting is tolerant of beautiful 

moments set amongst other moments;285 can offer “an experience of beauty that exists 

alongside, or is pushed back toward, or collapses into a concept, or a moment of doubt”;286 

brings together divergent energies to ask questions;287 and gathers a range of ends and non-ends 

under an umbrella of critical ambiguity.288  Juxtaposing, stacking, gathering, and bringing 

together signifiers in this way—though maintaining a disoriented and ambiguous relation 

between them289—contributes to a “complex of aesthetic possibilities”290 in painting, which in 

turn can stimulate discursive engagement, Johnson insists. 

 

The Warm Ties paintings invite the viewing subject to contemplate the composition through 

beautifully rendered reproductions of troubling images (for example, in Bad Debt, motifs of 

                                                
283 Johnson’s Painting Is a Critical Form asserts that painting has a unique potential to open spaces for 
contemplation in the viewer as a critical spectator. Underpinned by a re-reading of Immanuel Kant’s Critique of 
Judgement (1790), Johnson urges against bringing painting into a participatory realm because “the distance 
inscribed in the aesthetic experience of painting can be understood as a critical distance … that impels the 
judging subject on a passage toward critique” (9-31). For Johnson, the judging subject is one who perceives 
beauty (or beautiful representations of horrible things) subjectively and at the very moment of doing so is 
entered into a world of conflict and contradiction because the sensus communis (or the idea of a community) 
“produces a feeling in the individual corresponding to a sense of weighing one’s judgement against that of 
everyone else” (32). This sense of taking others into account reflects the plurality of critique, “a platform upon 
which all positions might be recognized” (35). 
284 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 43. 
285 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 28. 
286 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 40. 
287 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 60.  
288 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 65. 
289 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 65. This could also be said of Ross’s animations where signifiers in 
each pictorial space retain disoriented or ambiguous relation to one another even as the frontier landscapes upon 
which they are loaded visually collapse, implode, or invert upon themselves. 
290 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 28. 
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horrible pests, disease infected cells, and a mob of uncanny sideshow characters). But through 

their disorientations, infinite layering, and collocations of surface qualities the paintings “fall 

short of conventional pictorial representation, opening a space beyond it that might attain to 

the representation of an end’s un-representability”.291 They refuse to settle into cohesive visual 

fields, their parts do not amount to conclusions. Collage allows Johnson—like Ross—to gather 

a horde of specific references that speak broadly to the work’s context. But collage also allows 

for the juxtaposition of diversely rendered surfaces that, through their failure to settle, leave 

the picture (and the subject of colonisation) open for interrogation. 

 

It has been suggested that Johnson’s paintings address past and present forces of 

colonisation.292 However, the visual references grounding these visual propositions are 

overwhelmingly historical or archival. Seat of Power (2016, figure 63) combines references 

from Richard Doyle’s Manners and Customs of Ye Englyshe (1849) with a description of the 

reproduction of the Speaker’s Chair from the Palace of Westminster and imagery derived from 

The Bulletin.293 Similarly, My Word (2016, figure 64) quotes Julian Ashton’s painting The 

Prospector (1889, figure 65).294 And The Rape of Europa (Australian Version) (2016, figure 

66) combines references to Guido Reni’s The Rape of Europa (1639, figure 67) and John 

Skinner Prout’s Port Jackson From Dawes Battery (1842, figure 68). Notwithstanding the 

aforementioned smart phone, the paintings from Warm Ties contain no clearly discernible 

references to the present era. Rather, Johnson’s reworkings of colonial era propaganda, 

historical artworks, and references to federation era town planning in these works contribute to 

                                                
291 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 61. 
292 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 22; Saskia Doherty, Colonial Past Colonial Present, 31; Stephen Gilchrist, “Helen 
Johnson,” 8; Higgie, “History Pictures,” 130. 
293 See Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, “Helen Johnson: Seat of Power,” 2020, accessed March 2, 
2020, https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2018.8/. 
294 Though Higgie notes that in My Word “the figure of what appears to be a modern [my emphasis] young 
woman (short hair, trousers), turns her back on a 19th-century man – a quotation from Julian Ashton’s painting”, 
the young woman’s attire and hair cut could place her in history anywhere from the mid-nineteenth century until 
the present day, and therefore do not readily connote ‘the present’ era. Higgie, “History Pictures,” 130. 
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representations of a-temporality that speak neither to past nor present. Rather these a-historical 

visual propositions appear spatially dreamlike and consequently may struggle to address the 

ongoing and contemporary nature of colonisation.  

 

Schleimgurgeln also “exists beyond time and culture”295 in a warped reality that blurs 

distinctions between the actual and the virtual but in Song for von Guerard, the ongoing process 

of colonisation is enacted in the present tense through Shorter’s live performance of 

Schleimgurgeln’s critique. So too digital projection of the video Song for Glover in the 

exhibition Acts of Exposure296 addresses the relationship between ongoing colonisation and 

contemporary landscape depictions through contemporary representational strategies that 

could be described as “medium un-specific”.297 Ross’s animations harness contradictions to 

open up critical scrutiny of both the ‘then’ and the ‘now’ in relation to the subject of 

colonisation and suggest continuities that have continued to the present day through oversights 

and omissions. The contemporary nature of colonisation is highlighted by Ross through the 

incorporation of imagery relating to mass consumerism, surveillance, environmental 

devastation, digital technologies, and the omnipresence of fluoro in post-9/11 urban 

landscapes. The presence of these contemporary references facilitates critical and open-ended 

contemplations of colonisation in relation to the present moment.  

 

Through animation, video montage, and painting, Ross, Shorter, and Johnson utilise collage 

methods to produce visual responses to the subject of colonisation. These responses are 

                                                
295 Jane Stewart, Acts of Exposure, ex. cat. (Hobart: Focal Printing, 2013), 1. 
296 Acts of Exposure, Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery/Contemporary Art Tasmania 2013, exhibition curated 
by Kylie Johnson and Colin Langridge. 
297 Isabelle Graw, “The Value of Painting: Notes on Unspecificity, Indexicality, and Highly Valuable Quasi-
Persons,” in Thinking Through Painting: Reflexivity and Agency Beyond the Canvas, ed. Isabelle Graw, Daniel 
Birnbaum, Nikolaus Hirsch (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012), 45. 
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contextually specific yet representationally ambiguous visual propositions that—through their 

failure to resolve—have the capacity to provoke prolonged and open-ended contemplation.  

 

Subjectivity/Complicity 

The recursive process of colonisation plays out in specific individual, local, and personal terms 

for white non-Indigenous people. As Yamatji scholar and curator Stephen Gilchrist insists: 

colonisation is not a singular event of mythologised encounter. It is a recursive 
process of ideological control which embeds itself within social structures, 
burrows itself into reductive national identities and insinuates itself within 
individual psyches.298 

 
How then do contemporary white non-Indigenous artists interrogate the mechanics of 

complicity? As Gilchrist explains, in Johnson’s Worst Comes to Worst (2016, figure 69) 

“intense yet delicate vertical line work” suggests incarceration of convicts, Indigenous 

Australians, and asylum seekers.299 The jury box hovering behind the hand of the whip-

wielding figure is associated with what Gilchrist terms: civic duty as the “tacit endorsement of 

these brutal policies”.300 Questions of complicity are also raised through formal gestures that 

exploit painting’s strategic positioning of the viewer. Johnson states that: 

the symbolic loadings of painting remain capable of making an address beyond 
themselves…painting is not about pushing the limits of the medium, but functions 
something more like a tide, inviting the viewer in to a point of shortcoming, then 
ejecting them back into their own specificity”.301  

 

Specifically, as mentioned, the viewing subject—invited into critical contemplation of colonial 

imagery through carefully balanced aesthetic strategies of contextual specificity and 

representational ambiguity—comes upon the failure of the painting to produce a resolution. The 

viewing subject is then left to open and reopen the questions at hand (questions relating to 

                                                
298 Gilchrist, “Helen Johnson,” 8. 
299 Gilchrist, “Helen Johnson,” 9. 
300 Gilchrist, “Helen Johnson,” 10. 
301 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 57. 
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colonisation) in the context of their own subjectivity.302 This is to say that, awareness of 

complicity is evoked through the painting’s refusal to resolve. Curator Helen Hughes notes that 

Johnson’s paintings depict human figures or parts of them to scale often mono-printing 

impressions of clothing directly onto the surface of the painting. Hughes states: “these figures 

and their garments are scaled to our own bodies and outfits, acknowledging us as actors too. In 

this theatre of imagery these formal gestures enact the present tense of co-implication, not 

historical self-distancing”.303 Through these traces of garments, Hughes suggests, the viewing 

subject is reflected back into the context of the painting: that is, colonisation. Through Johnson’s 

theatre of imagery, the viewing subject becomes implicated in the problem of colonisation.  

 

Nevertheless, there are no obvious personal references in any of Johnson’s paintings from 

Warm Ties. Although Johnson states “it’s a big and complex question to talk about how you 

might address colonial histories and legacies in art as a white person”304 the artist’s cognisance 

of issues relating to whiteness are explored not through traces of her own surroundings, 

possessions, and habits, but through a simple symbolic code of dismembered and disoriented 

white body parts. In Seat of Power, eight white bottoms border the canvas. There are also feet 

and hands dangling over the edges of Bad Debt; floating white feathers in Worst Comes to 

Worst; forearms, hands, and blank faces in Impotent Observer; and a line of shaking hands in 

A Feast of Reason and a Flow of Soul (2016, figure 70). Hughes concludes that these forms are 

“portals into the central subject of this body of work: quite simply, whiteness”.305 The 

dismembered body parts, which tug the eye from one place to the next across the surface of 

these highly detailed paintings, are not mixed shades of cream, beige, purple, and pink that 

would constitute an observational depiction of ‘white skin’; they are titanium white. They do 

                                                
302 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 49, 57–61, 66. 
303 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 22. 
304 Johnson, “Humour Is a Powerful Tool.” 
305 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 25. 
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not depict flesh, but symbolise whiteness as idea, social category, or discourse. These white 

symbols address a general subjective category, but not subjective experience. Although the 

omnipresence of these white symbols in Johnson’s paintings suggests an acknowledgement or 

awareness of the trouble of whiteness, these symbols are not tethered to or related to anything 

except Johnson’s reworking of historical and archival colonial imagery. Through this treatment, 

whiteness remains conceptual and tethered to the official narratives of history, not an individual 

lived contemporary social reality with material traces and consequences in the present moment.  

 

The omission of personal references is also evident in Ross’s animations. Though Kamilaroi 

curator Keith Munro notes that the artist’s digital animations “explore aspects of colonisation 

from the perspective of Aboriginal Australia”,306 Ross maintains that her animations represent 

her own perspective of colonisation and her awareness that Australia is Indigenous land.307 In 

The Claiming of Things, issues of subjectivity are depicted through the re-presentation of 

borrowed elements such as the white figures from Gainsborough’s depiction of landed gentry 

and Glover’s imagined Palawa. Ross’s treatment suggests an obliviousness on the part of the 

white colonists in relation to the Aboriginal figures who, seated nearby, act as witnesses. In 

Colonial Grab, the often devastating effects associated with the white urge to “do good”308 is 

expressed through the figure of a white gambler who appropriates and attempts to beautify the 

lands of the Braylwunyer yet destroys them in the process. In BBQ on Sunday, white figures 

and Aboriginal figures engage in a seemingly peaceful yet strange potluck picnic while behind 

them, the process of colonisation advances unrelentingly. These intersubjective scenarios raise 

difficult questions about reconciliation, white motivations in relation to it, and the costs for 

                                                
306 Keith Munro, “Joan Ross,” Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, 2020, accessed March 2, 2020, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/artists/joan-ross/. 
307 “Artist Interview: Joan Ross,” YouTube video, 3:47, uploaded by Australian Art Collector, August 4, 2012, 
accessed June 1, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= v584m-QhBk. 
308 Kowal, “Studying Good,” in Trapped in the Gap, 21–29. 
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Indigenous peoples. Despite the personal convictions underwriting Ross’s works and the issues 

of subjectivity raised by the artist’s strategic situating of appropriated figures, these animations 

do not purposefully incorporate personal or everyday references. Rather, a broad-spectrum 

critique related to ‘all of us’ is produced through the juxtaposition of art historical samples and 

generic stock imagery freely accessible on the internet.  

 

Though Shorter’s Songs also lack personal ‘references’ or signs of the everyday, the artist’s 

use of corporeal strategies of embodiment and proximity address issues of subjectivity and 

complicity. In Song for Glover, the non-rational critique of the European Other in the 

Australian landscape proceeds through Shorter’s incarnation of Schleimgurgeln. Moving 

through the space of kunanyi/Mount Wellington in this guise, Shorter evokes and embodies the 

colonial presence originally located in the orphan asylum of Glover’s Mount Wellington. 

Occupying the status of coloniser in this way means the ensuing performance could be read in 

terms of “interrogating whiteness from within”309 or “moving from one space to another within 

coloniser identity”.310 In Song for von Guérard, Schleimgurgeln’s corporeal presence is 

experienced in the present moment of the performance. The problem of ongoing colonisation—

latent in the Australian landscape painting tradition—is literally revealed through the lighting 

of matches on the reproduction of von Guérard’s Mount Kosciuszko, an action only possible 

through Schleimgurgeln’s proximity to it. Though Shorter inhabits—or stays with the trouble 

of—his specific body and place in these responses to colonisation, the deferral of responsibility 

to an alter-ego character serves to hold the subject of colonisation at an arm’s length in these 

works. 

 

                                                
309 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 88.  
310 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 33. 
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Humour 

In Decolonizing Solidarity, Clare Land states: “along with all the critical self-reflection, it is 

important to retain a sense of humour”.311 Sara Ahmed likewise states that “to laugh at oneself 

as a non-Indigenous person is to eschew the pride of being ashamed”.312 Humour has been 

associated with both racism and anti-racist practice;313 both encountering and distancing 

traumatic events;314 and both subversive and liberating art.315 What can be loosely termed 

‘humour’ is deployed and produced by Shorter, Ross, and Johnson in their visual responses to 

colonisation. 

 

Shorter utilises an absurdist theatrics of the body to heighten curiosity and prolong engagement 

with the subject of landscape and ongoing colonisation. Through the “grotesque and 

unsettling”316 body of Schelimgurgeln, Shorter states: “life's contradictions [are revealed] 

through a debased humour.”317 Johnson also uses humour to coax audiences into considerations 

of, for example, the ongoing sycophantic relationship between Australia and Britain in Seat of 

Power, or the buying and selling of land among wealthy aristocrats that is not theirs to buy or 

sell in A Feast of Reason. In this painting, note that under their clothing, each pompous figure 

is possessed of a distended intestinal tract: they are all “busting for a shit,” Johnson explains.318 

They are farting little bits of text that mimic the speech bubbles in the historical reference 

image for this work: James Gillray’s The Feast of Reason, and the Flow of Soul – i.e. – The 

                                                
311 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 201. 
312 Ahmed cited in Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 201.  
313 Scott Sharpe and Maria Hynes, “Black-Faced, Red Faces: The Potentials of Humour for Anti-Racist Action,” 
Ethnic and Racial Studies 3, no. 1 (2016): 87–104. 
314 Elizabeth Nixon, "That Joke Isn't Funny Anymore": Humor and Trauma in Postcolonial and Black British 
Texts,” PhD dissertation, The Ohio State University, 2013. 
315 Jennifer Higgie, The Artist's Joke: Documents of Contemporary Art (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2007). 
316 “Mark Shorter (As Renny Kodgers),” M Pavillion 2015, accessed August 29, 2020, 
https://2015.mpavilion.org/collaborator/mark-shorter-as-renny-kodgers. 
317 Mark Shorter, “Emerging Artist Wins Travelling Scholarship,” The University of Sydney 2012, accessed 
August 29, 2020, http://sydney.edu.au/news/84.html?newsstoryid=10322 
318 Johnson, “Humour Is a Powerful Tool.” 
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Wits of the Age, Setting the Table in a Roar (1797, figure 71) in which a party of ruddy drunken 

white men can be seen smoking and sharing profanities (“ax my Grandmothers Muff pray do!” 

says one, “bravo” and “charming” toot the others). The effect is that absolutely everyone is 

‘talking shit’. In The Seat of Power, the bare white bottoms bordering the edge of the canvas 

are braced as though straining to defecate onto the replica Speaker’s Chair. Hughes notes that 

Johnson’s paintings are possessed of a “cryptic wit”,319 while Shelley McSpedden suggests 

they include motifs of “cheap tricks and sleight of hand”.320 But in fact, a highly accessible 

form of toilet humour supersedes this intellectual bent, manifesting in terms of defecating, 

farting, and masturbating, for example. These visual ‘gags’ present in Johnson’s paintings 

lower the defensive posture of audiences whilst reflecting that “reproduction/creation and 

excretion/destruction are all part of the same vicus of recirculation”;321 recirculation that in the 

context of Johnson’s paintings also pertains to colonial imagery, attitudes, processes, and 

ideologies.  

 

In the bottom right corner of A Feast of Reason, a small cartoon thief—painted like a sticker, 

seal or stamp—takes off with a bag of loot, branding the whole depiction a proposition of theft. 

Stylistically incongruous on Johnson’s highly considered surface, this simple motif is cute and 

lighthearted, acting as a lure or access point for viewers through an aesthetics of “bad 

painting”.322 It should also be noted that:  

                                                
319 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 26. 
320 Shelley McSpedden, “Game Changer: Helen Johnson – New Painterly Strategies,” Eyeline 76 (2014): 49. 
321 R.D.V. Glasgow cited in Dan C. Bristow, “Toilet Humour and Ecology on the First Page of Finnegan’s 
Wake: Žižek’s Call of Nature, Answered by Joyce,” Cogent Arts & Humanities 4, no. 1 (2017): 5. 
322 As Marcia Tucker states: "‘Bad’ Painting” is an ironic title for good painting, which is characterized by 
deformation of the figure, a mixture of art-historical and non-art resources, and fantastic and irreverent content. 
In its disregard for accurate representation and its rejection of conventional attitudes about art, ‘bad’ painting is 
at once funny and moving, and often scandalous in its scorn for the standards of good taste”. See Marcia Tucker, 
“Bad Painting,” The New Museum, 2017, accessed March 22, 2020, 
https://archive.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/5. See also: Matthew Bowman, “Indiscernibly Bad: The Problem of 
Bad Painting/Good Art,” Oxford Art Journal 41, no. 3 (2018): 321–339; Bryan J. Wolf, "Between the Lines: 
Philip Guston, the Holocaust and ‘Bad Painting’," American Art 34, no. 1 (2020): 50. 
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gags so often constitute digressions within a story or story-based action, and 
because there is a degree to which they are inherently incompatible with coherently 
organized and tightly motivated plots, they have at times formed the basis of comic 
structures marked neither by developmental narratives nor even by happy 
endings.323 

 

It could be said then, that toilet humour in Johnson’s paintings functions as an additional 

destabilising device that aids in the production of open-ended ambiguous narratives.  

 

Ross’s use of humour could be considered similarly, though it has also been associated with 

black humour,324 described as “sardonic”325, and even dubbed a ‘weapon’326 for critiquing 

Australia’s colonial past.327 Another strong association for Ross’s animations is slapstick 

comedy, which the artist conjures through the awkward, jerky, and haphazard manipulation of 

collage elements. In The Claiming of Things, the colonists fall from the graffitied boulder and 

(frilled underthings exposed) tumble exaggeratedly down the waterfall. In BBQ on Sunday, a 

giant kangaroo bounds bombastically across the screen to deliver a plastic bag of sausages. 

These moments of comedy, surprise, or novelty function like acts in a vaudeville program 

(traditionally characterised by contradiction, inconsistency, and incompleteness).328 In addition 

to the use of historical landscape imagery already loaded with kitsch associations,329 Ross’s 

strategic invocation of slapstick comedy suggests an intuitive familiarity on the part of both 

                                                
323 Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik cited in Peter Kirkpatrick, “Literary Vaudeville: Lennie Lower’s Comic 
Journalism,” Journal of the Association for the Study of Australian Literature 16, no. 1 (2016): 8.  
324 Joan Ross, “Did You Ask the River?” Australian Centre for Moving Images, 2019, accessed August 29, 
2020, https://www.acmi.net.au/events/joan-ross-did-you-ask-river/. 
325 “Sydney Modern Project: Art Commission for Site Hoarding,” Art Gallery of New South Wales, accessed 
March 20, 2020, https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/artsets/qrb1fm. 
326 “Joan Ross Interview with Edmund Capon,” YouTube video, 3:28, uploaded by AustraliaUnlimited, April 
10, 2012, accessed March 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aJJb3rEUpw. 
327 While this section is focussed on the visual strategies employed by white non-Indigenous artists in relation to 
the subject of ongoing colonisation, it should be noted that the contemporary postcolonial genre of vernacular, 
witty, or parodic pictorial discourse is entangled with and indebted to Indigenous cultural interlocutors such as 
Gordon Bennett, Richard Bell, Tracey Moffatt, Destiny Deacon, Tony Albert, Gordon Hookey, and Daniel 
Boyd, for example.  
328 Henry Jenkins cited in Peter Kirkpatrick, “Literary Vaudeville: Lennie Lower’s Comic Journalism,” Journal 
of the Association for the Study of Australian Literature 16, no. 1 (2016): 5. 
329 Mitchell, “Imperial Landscape,” 20. 
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artist and audience with colonial vaudeville, variety theatre, and burlesque traditions: formats 

fundamental to the development of white Australian humour, cinema, literature, and dress.330  

 

These approaches are distinct from the type of ‘humour’ displayed in Soda_Jerk’s Terror 

Nullius which, in the artists’ own words, was made for: 

the queers, the kids, the arrived, the exiled, the migrants, the misfits, the makers, 
the punks, the pirates, the protesters, the shift-workers, the shit-stirrers, the over-
educated, underprivileged, the seniors, the survivors, and the peoples whose lands 
Australia always was and always will be.331 

 

This statement by two white non-Indigenous artists about the hyper-inclusivity of their work 

echoes the stylised woke-ness332 visible in Terror Nullius. On first impressions, this film 

appears to be a radical open-ended proposition about Australian history and culture, but soon 

starts to look more like the fruits of the pursuit of a visual representation of perceived awareness 

of justice issues. In one interview, Soda_Jerk state that:  

at the heart of Terror Nullius is a kind of reckoning around historical erasure…a 
big part of our discussion was also the question of what it means to be an ally, and 
how to image forms of radical solidarity…[many] scenes not only include 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians in collusion together, but we also tried 
to extend this inclusiveness to other historically under-represented communities 
as well.333 

 

                                                
330 Susan Lever, “Lookatmoiye! Lookatmoiye! Australian Situation Comedy and Beyond,” in Serious Frolic: 
Essays on Australian Humour, ed. Fran De Groen and Peter Kirkpatrick (St. Lucia, Qld: University of 
Queensland Press, 2009), 237; Kirkpatrick, “Literary Vaudeville,” 1–14; Richard Waterhouse, “Minstrel Show 
and Vaudeville House: The Australian Popular Stage, 1838–1914,” Australian Historical Studies 23, no. 93 
(1989): 366–395; Melissa Bellanta, Larrakins: A History (St. Lucia, Qld: University of Queensland Press, 
2012); Melissa Bellanta, “The Larrakin Girl,” Journal of Australian Studies 34, no. 4 (2010): 499–512; Melissa 
Bellanta, “Leary Kin: Australian Larrikins and the Blackface Minstrel Dandy,” Journal of Social History 42, no. 
3 (2009): 677–695. 
331 “Soda_Jerk Intro – Terror Nullius,” YouTube video, 0:55, uploaded by Irish Film Institute, March 19, 2019, 
accessed March 22, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBsdEuuTYQg. 
332 ‘Woke’ is a political term derived from African-American Vernacular English that refers to a perceived 
awareness of issues concerning social justice and racial justice, see “Stay Woke: 
The New Sense of 'Woke' is Gaining Popularity,” Miriam Webster Dictionary, 2017, accessed March 22, 2019, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/woke-meaning-origin. 
333 Soda_Jerk, “Terror Nullius: An Interview with Soda_Jerk,” Four Three Film 2018, accessed March 22, 2020, 
https://fourthreefilm.com/2018/08/terror-nullius-an-interview-with-soda jerk/. 
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The artists attempt to “image forms of radical solidarity” by including references to as many 

historically marginalised communities as possible. Their attempts to show non-Indigenous 

Australians “in collusion” with Indigenous (and other under-represented) Australians, 

encourages audiences to see collusion as a dominant strategy within anti-racist or solidarity 

practice when, as Land suggests, “conditions are not always right for dialogue and 

collaboration”.334 While Terror Nullius is important to this research in terms of methodology 

(the use of collage) and aims (attempting to respond to colonisation playing out on stolen 

Indigenous lands from a white, non-Indigenous standpoint) its capacity to stimulate critique or 

contemplation around the subject of ongoing colonisation and whiteness is paralysed by its 

overt displays of stylised woke-ness. Conversely, the examples by Ross, Shorter, and Johnson 

suggest that humour can be deployed as a strategy to: further reinforce the impossibility of 

aesthetic resolution; encourage engagement with the subject of colonisation; re-route displays 

of “white fragility”;335 and consciously sidestep self-aggrandising approaches anchored to 

anxious caution, enlightenment, benevolence, or righteousness. 

 

The examples in this chapter suggest that critically ambiguous approaches to engaging with 

the Australian landscape tradition opens the potential for critical contemplation of 

contemporary landscape’s ongoingly intimate relationship with colonisation. They suggest that 

collage methods in painting can have a destabilising effect on a given subject, contribute to 

unsettled and dynamic visual fields that evade coherence and resolution, and engage a viewer 

in prolonged contemplation or critique. The examples by Shorter, Ross, and Johnson include, 

respectively, the presence of a white body, symbols of ‘whiteness’, or representations of the 

                                                
334 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 130. 
335 See Robin DiAngelo, White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 2018). For a critical review of this text see John McWhorter, “The Dehumanizing Condescension 
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relations between subjectivities in attempts to address complicity. Despite these attempts, I ask, 

does the lack of specific personal references across the aforementioned exemplars continue to 

distance and depersonalise colonisation and obscure the very means through which 

colonisation persists? That is, through the actions, habits, gestures, and stories of everyday 

people living their everyday lives. This oversight presents an opportunity to focus on the use 

of personal and everyday references in my white non-Indigenous visual responses to ongoing 

colonisation. 
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Figure 35 Mark Shorter, Song for von Guérard, 2019, installation, painting, performance, Carriageworks, image by Zan 
Wimberley, https://carriageworks.com.au/events/mark-shorter/# 

 

 
Figure 36 Mark Shorter, Song for von Guérard,  2019, installation, painting, performance, Carriageworks, image by Zan 
Wimberley, https://carriageworks.com.au/events/the-national-2019-closing-weekend/ 
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Figure 39 Mark Shorter, Water Walker, 2017, photograph, Mark Shorter, http://markshorter.com.au/waterwalker/ 

  

 
Figure 40 Mark Shorter, Song for Heysen, 2012, digital video still, Mark Shorter, 
http://markshorter.com.au/home/songforheysen/ 
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Figure 41 Mark Shorter, Terra Australis, 2012. Performance lecture (documentation), Mark Shorter, 
http://markshorter.com.au/home/schleimgurgeln-terra-australis-750-bc-to-2012-ad/. 
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Figure 42 Mark Shorter, Song for Glover (video still), 2012, Mark Shorter http://markshorter.com.au/home/song-for-
glover/ 

 

 
Figure 43 Lu Forsberg and Sally Molloy, Futile Sweat, 2017, dual channel video (video still). Image by Louis Lim. 
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Figure 44 Lu Forsberg and Sally Molloy, Futile Sweat, 2017, dual channel video (video still). Image by Louis Lim. 

 
Figure 45 Lu Forsberg and Sally Molloy, Futile Sweat, 2017, dual channel video (video still). Image by Louis Lim. 
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Figure 46 John Glover, Mount Wellington and Orphan Asylum Van Diemen's Land, 1837, oil on canvas, 76.5 × 114.2 cm, 
National Gallery of Victoria, https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/explore/collection/work/5630/ 

 

 
Figure 47 Joan Ross, The Claiming of Things, 2012, single-channel digital video animation, colour, sound, Museum of 
Contemporary Art Australia, donated through the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by the artist, 2015, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2015.6/ 
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Figure 48 John Glover, The Bath of Diana, Van Diemen's Land, 1837, oil on canvas, 76 x 114cm, National Gallery of 
Australia, Purchased with the assistance of the National Gallery of Australia Foundation 1993, 
https://artsearch.nga.gov.au/detail.cfm?irn=180222 
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Figure 49 Thomas Gainsborough, Mr and Mrs William Hallett (The Morning Walk), 1785, oil on canvas, 236.2 x 179.1cm, 
National Gallery of London, https://focusonnationalgalleryuk.com/product/mr-and-mrs-william-hallett-the-morning-walk/ 
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Figure 50 Joan Ross, Colonial Grab, 2015, single-channel digital video animation, colour, sound, Museum of Contemporary 
Art Australia, donated through the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by the artist, 2015, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2015.8/ 

 

 
Figure 51 John Glover, Natives on the Ouse River, Van Diemen’s Land, 1838, oil on canvas, 78.0 x 115.6, Art Gallery of New 
South Wales, Purchased with assistance from Mr and Mrs J K Bain 1985, 
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/48.1985/ 
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Figure 52 Joan Ross, Touching Other People's Butterflies, 2013, single-channel digital video animation, colour, sound, 
Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, donated through the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by the artist, 
2015, https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2015.7/ 

 

 
Figure 53 Joseph Lycett, Distant View of Hobart, 1825, hand-coloured aquatint and etching, 17.3 x 27.1 cm, National 
Gallery of Victoria, The Joseph Brown Collection, presented through the NGV Foundation by Dr Joseph Brown AO OBE, 
Honorary Life Benefactor, 2004 https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/explore/collection/work/75917/ 
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Figure 54 Joan Ross, BBQ this Sunday, 2012, single-channel digital video animation, colour, sound, Joan Ross, 
https://joanross.com.au/BBQ-this-Sunday-BYO 

 

 
Figure 55 Joan Ross, When I Grow Up I Want to be a Forger, 2010, single-channel digital video animation, colour, sound, 
Joan Ross, https://joanross.com.au/When-I-grow-up-I-want-to-be-a-forger 
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Figure 56 Fernando Do Campo, Inner View of Coloniality (after Lycett), 2018, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 100cm, Fernando Do 
Campo, http://www.fernandodocampo.com/inner-view-of-coloniality-after-lycett 

 

 

 
Figure 57 Joseph Lycett, Inner View of Newcastle, 1818, oil on canvas, 61.0 x 91.4cm, Newcastle Art Gallery, Purchased 
1961 with assistance from the National Art Collections Fund, London, UK, https://nag.org.au/what-s-on/what-s-
on/archives/2018/coffee-with-art-kilgour-prize-2018-(1) 
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Figure 61 Helen Johnson, Bad Debt, 2016, 380 x 320cm. Museum of Contemporary Art Australia and Tate, purchased 
jointly with funds provided by the Qantas Foundation, 2018. https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2018.7/ 
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Figure 62 Helen Johnson, Impotent Observer, 2016, acrylic on canvas, wood, Velcro, 380 x 240 cm, Chateau Shatto, 
http://chateaushatto.com/artist/helen-johnson/ 
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Figure 63 Helen Johnson, Seat of Power, 2016, acrylic on canvas, wood, 380 x 320cm, Museum of Contemporary Art 
Australia, and Tate, purchased jointly with funds provided by the Qantas Foundation, 2018, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2018.8/ 
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Figure 64 Helen Johnson, My Word, 2016, acrylic on canvas, wood, 230 x 180 cm, Chateau Shatto, 
http://chateaushatto.com/artist/helen-johnson/ 
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Figure 65 Julian Ashton, The Prospector, 1889, oil on canvas on hardboard, 213.4 x 116.9 cm, Art Gallery of New South 
Wales, https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/4554/ 
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Figure 66 Helen Johnson, The Rape of Europa (Australia Version), 2016, acrylic on canvas, 309.85 x 240.05 cm, Chateau 
Shatto,  http://chateaushatto.com/artist/helen-johnson/ 
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Figure 67 Guido Reni, The Rape of Europa, 1639, oil on canvas, 177 x 129.5 cm. National Gallery London. Presented by the 
Trustees of Sir Denis Mahon's Charitable Trust through the Art Fund, 2013. 
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/guido-reni-the-rape-of-europa 
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Figure 68 John Skinner Prout, Port Jackson from Dawes Battery, 1842, oil on canvas, 49 x 68.5 cm. Mitchell Library, State 
Library of New South Wales, http://archival.sl.nsw.gov.au/Details/archive/110332120 
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Figure 69 Helen Johnson, Worst Comes to Worst, 2016, acrylic on canvas, acrylic on canvas, wood, Velcro, 380 x 220cm, 
Chateau Shatto, http://chateaushatto.com/artist/helen-johnson/ 
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Figure 70 Helen Johnson, A Feast of Reason and a Flow of Soul, 2016, acrylic on canvas, wood, 380 x 320cm. Museum of 
Contemporary Art Australia and Tate, purchased jointly with funds provided by the Qantas Foundation, 2018, 
https://www.mca.com.au/artists-works/works/2018.9/ 

. 
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Figure 71 James Gillray, The Feast of Reason, and the Flow of Soul/The Wits of the Age, Setting the Table in a Roar, 1797, 
hand-coloured etching on paper, 24.9 x 35.5 cm, The British Museum, 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_1868-0808-6592 
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Chapter 4: Studio Outcomes 

 

Nobody lives everywhere; everybody lives somewhere. Nothing is connected to everything; 
everything is connected to something.336 

 

 

The studio outcomes of this research—that is, my personal, white, non-Indigenous visual 

responses to the ongoing and everyday trouble of colonisation—are the subject of this chapter. 

These responses are not disconnected from the experiments (works realised “in the realm of 

play”337) discussed throughout the first three chapters in terms of a production timeline; indeed, 

they are entangled with and feed back into one another “in an ongoing cycle of cause resulting 

in effect, and effect regenerating cause”.338 These experiments with cooking, embroidery, 

costumery, do-it-yourself construction, participatory exchange, treadmill running, short film, 

sound, and guided meditation demonstrate a material sense of the process of searching for how 

to respond. It is even reasonable to suggest that these experiments repeatedly pointed the way 

back to landscape painting, with all its problematic associations and uneasiness. The following 

section identifies processes of digital collage and painting as enduring and essential methods 

in this research. More importantly, I propose that digital collage and painting are effective 

means through which to stay with the trouble of landscape and whiteness, harness personal 

references, and respond to ongoing colonisation. 

 
 
Digital Collage 
 

Alongside painting, digital collage methods have been central to this investigation, functioning 

at different times as sketching or composition-building tools; ways to visualise “storying and 

                                                
336 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 31. 
337 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 23–24. 
338 Rolling Jr. Arts-Based Research, 3. 
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re-storying”339 my white non-Indigenous relationship to the stolen lands I inhabit; strategies 

for gathering, organising, and amplifying evidence of the shape, appearance, and process of 

ongoing colonisation in my everyday life; and a strategy for staying with the trouble of 

landscape painting and whiteness. The term ‘digital collage’ is used here to refer simply to 

collages made on my computer using Preview—Apple’s standard, basic image viewing 

application. I choose this program because, unlike the more sophisticated Photoshop, Preview 

possesses a spectacularly imprecise cropping tool called ‘smart lasso’. This tool offers a 

crosshair cursor with which to trace around and crop an object from a digital image. But as 

tracing ensues, the crosshair cursor leaves a thick red line around the desired element, which is 

simultaneously cast in darkness. Once the element has been traced, the blobby red line 

transforms into a neat row of sutures around what is rarely the intended element but more often 

a part of it plus a random conglomeration of neighbouring bits and pieces that seem to ask “is 

this what you meant?” The malfunctioning tendency of this tool reduces the authorial power 

and all-knowing status of the maker (me), opens up the making process to chance, and 

contributes to the selection of awkward, clumsy, unrestrained, unexpected, and handmade-

looking elements that are important aspects to the final appearance of the artworks I have 

produced. 

 

The earliest of the collages made from such elements incorporated internet-derived images of 

indigenous plant and animal species, alongside images of either introduced species or objects 

bearing evidence of cultural appropriation340 in simplistic juxtapositions that attempted to 

                                                
339 F. Michael Connelly and D. Jean Clandinin, “Stories of Experience and Narrative Inquiry,” Educational 
Researcher 19, no. 5 (1990): 6.  
340 My understanding of cultural appropriation is informed by the notion that “the whole of Australia is an 
Aboriginal artefact”. See Fabienne Bayet-Charlton, “Overturning the Doctrine: Indigenous Peoples and 
Wilderness — Being Aboriginal in the Environmental Movement,” in Blacklines: Contemporary Critical 
Writing by Indigenous Australians, ed. Michele Grossman (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 2003), 174. In 
light of the fact that “in Australia, Indigenous heritage comprises all objects, sites and knowledge transmitted 
from generation to generation. Indigenous people have a living heritage. Their connection with the land, water, 
animals, plants and other people is an expression of cultural heritage,” I consider any depiction of Indigenous 
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illustrate the marking of land by colonisation (see, for example, figures 72–75). These basic 

meetings of opposites (things-that-belong versus things-that-do-not-belong) evoke the 

establishment and policing of a discrete binary between the categories Indigenous and non-

Indigenous central to the colonial process. Although such identity categories seem important 

to this research—insofar as an awareness of the limits of the category ‘white non-Indigenous’ 

as a social and subjective location informs my understanding of my ability to respond to 

colonisation—these preliminary collages problematically essentialise these identity categories 

rather than critically using, refusing, critiquing, and innovating against them.341  

 

A subsequent series of collages—made in response to the white-antiracist directive to 

“expose”342 whiteness—features images of myself (extracted from existing personal ‘happy 

snaps’) incorporated into more elaborate collage environments made again from internet 

imagery (see figures 76–81). While some of these digital collages informed unsuccessful 

paintings in which the veins of the original digital constructions are ignored or erased (see 

figures 82–86), others existed at a juncture between or across collage and painting for Empathy 

Toward Plants,343 a group exhibition exploring the “fractured and mediated”344 nature of 

landscape within “(never quite post) colonial”345 urban contexts.  

 

                                                
Australian flora and fauna by a non-Indigenous artist to be a form of cultural appropriation (see “Protocols for 
Producing Indigenous Australian Art” Australia Council for the Arts 2006, accessed September 1, 2020). 
341 Gandhi cited in Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 84–85. Land goes on to explain that while “the identity 
categories that are used to mount a critique of colonialism’s unjust consequences can play back into its own 
hands on the level of discourse … within the social world of people pursuing social justice against the workings 
of settler colonialism in the south-east of Australia, these categories are at different times used, refused and 
critiqued, and, crucially, innovated against … this binary is … the object of critique … [we ought not to] resolve 
the tension … [but] see this tension as reflective of an imperfect (because colonizing) world and the challenges 
and dilemmas produced by it,” 85–110.  
342 Ahmed, Declarations of Whiteness. See also Sara Ahmed, “The Politics of Bad Feeling,” in Australian 
Critical Race and Whiteness Studies (1), 2005: 82–83. 
343 Susan Gourley, Cosima Scales, and Sally Molloy, Empathy Toward Plants, group exhibition curated by 
Susan Ostling, Griffith University Project Gallery, Brisbane, February 28–March 11, 2017.  
344 Marisa Georgiou, “Empathy Toward Plants: Susan Gourley, Sally Molloy, Cosima Scales.” See Appendix 3.  
345 Haggis, “Thoughts on a Politics of Whiteness,” 48. 
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In one work, a white woman (myself) balances on a white surfboard-like shape over a star-

spangled expanse of inland gorge (figure 87). In another, lavender scallops encroach as she 

lays prone on some kempt turf (figure 88) and in another, her white hands hover over a strange 

blue creature as Lilly Pilly, Prickly Pear, and unidentified black smog draw near (figure 89). 

The epistemological underpinnings of collage are such that a type of trompe l’esprit346 is 

enabled—“a kind of ontological strangeness ... where the displaced object has entered a 

universe for which it was not made and where it retains, in a measure, its strangeness”.347 I too 

am something of a displaced object in a universe for which I was not made: a non-Indigenous 

person living on Jagera and Turrbal lands. This series attempted to utilise the strangeness latent 

in collage as a means through which to expose and critique my own out-of-place-ness. But the 

bodies in this series fail to register in racial terms because, as Aileen Moreton-Robinson states, 

whiteness “is naturalised, unnamed and unmarked, and it is represented as the human condition 

that defines normality and inhabits it”.348 This is reflected in the titles of the collages, which 

attempt to inscribe the transgressive status of the figure (me) occupying the space through the 

words “on stolen land”. This struggle to visually racialise myself (without the use of text) 

suggested that self-exposure349 as a means through which to respond to colonisation may have 

a limited effect. 

                                                
346 The term trompe l’esprit can be understood in contrast to trompe l’oeil (to ‘trick the eye’) as "a more 
profound likeness, more real than the real"; a tricking of the mind. See Jon D. Green, “Picasso’s Visual 
Metaphors,” The Journal of Aesthetic Education 19, no. 4 (Winter 1985): 70. 
347 Pablo Picasso cited in Vaughan, “Pieced Together,” 5.  
348 Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up, 172.  
349 The ineffectuality of exposure as a method for addressing or critiquing oppression is the central argument of 
the reparative approach championed by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. Kosofsky Sedgwick states that “…paranoia is 
characterised by placing, in practice, an extraordinary stress on the efficacy of knowledge per se – knowledge in 
the form of exposure … [but] in the face of large and genuinely systemic oppressions, is exposure the best use 
of an intellectual or activist’s energy?” See Eve Kosofsky-Sedgwick, “Paranoid Reading and Reparative 
Reading: or You’re So Vain You Probably Think This Essay Is About You,” in Touching Feeling: Affect, 
Pedagogy, Performativity, ed. Eve Kosofsky-Sedgwick (Durham: NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 33–124. 
Kosofsky Sedgwick’s alternative is a reparative approach which expands upon the writings of psychoanalyst 
Melanie Klein to suggest that reparative approaches are about pleasure and amelioration. Though I was attracted 
at one point in this research to this approach for its seeming ability to resolve the tensions within the white anti-
racist discourse, I eventually stepped away from it because it offered a too easy resolution of the contradictions 
and complexities that I was trying to stay with. 
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Aesthetically crude, the intentional ‘crumminess’ of these collage-based works could be read 

in a number of ways: through terms set out by Hito Steyerl in relation to “poor images”350 or 

vis-á-vis glitch art;351 as an irreverent nod to the cringe-worthy ugliness described by Robin 

Boyd;352 in relation to the post-modern post-pop anti-aesthetic impetus potent in, for example, 

Linda Marrinon’s “dis-functional, anti-expressionist whoopee cushion of a painting”353 Sorry! 

(1982, figure 90); or as engaging with the broader significance of appropriation in Australian 

art. As Rex Butler suggests, the logic of appropriation—“peculiarly relevant to the cultural 

conditions of Australia … as an importer of other, more powerful cultures … [born of] the 

recombination and recontextualization of … foreign sources”354—makes possible the 

revisionism that currently governs the reception of both contemporary and historical Australian 

art.355 In Radical Revisionism, Butler states that the history of Australian art  

that follows the logic of appropriation, that is possible only after appropriation … 
is a history that is interested in the art of the past only insofar as it is rewritten from 
the perspective of the present. It is a history that is explicitly constructed from the 
point of view of this present, that is understood to arise as an effect of what comes 
after it … it is a history that conceives of the artists of the past as though they were 
already post-modernists … already responding to such matters as the fictionality 
of national identity, the unjustifiability of the doctrine of terra nullius … it is this 
general phenomenon, which we say is the true consequence of appropriation, that 
we call revisionism.356  

 

                                                
350 Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” e-flux 10, 2009. 
351 Glitch Art derives from processes of harnessing digital or analogue errors (either corrupting digital data or 
physically manipulating electronic devices) for aesthetic purposes. The term Glitch Art is still widely used to 
describe the appearance of images characterised by such effects despite recent scholarship suggesting that Glitch 
might be a misnomer “since many glitch artists deliberately manipulate digital content, and do not rely on 
accidental errors, or glitches”. See Eelco den Heijer, “Evolving Glitch Art,” in Evolutionary and Biologically 
Inspired Music, Sound, Art and Design, ed. Penousal Machado, James McDermott, Adrian Carballal (Berlin: 
Springer, 2013), 110, https://doi-org.libraryproxy.griffith.edu.au/10.1007/978-3-642-36955-1_10. 
352 Robin Boyd, The Australian Ugliness (Melbourne: F.W. Cheshire, 1960). In this critique of visual pollution 
in Australian visual culture, Boyd describes the white Australian aesthetic as “uncommitted, temporary, 
tentative, and nondescript” (see page 92). 
353 Chris McAuliffe, Linda Marrinon: Let Her Try (Fisherman’s Bend, Vic: Craftsman House, 2007), 36. 
354 Rex Butler, Radical Revisionism: An Anthology of Writings on Australian Art (Brisbane: Institute of Modern 
Art, 2005), 7. 
355 Butler, Radical Revisionism, 9.  
356 Butler, Radical Revisionism, 9. 
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The thread of uncertainty, disquiet, doubt, and discomfort identified in Chapter 1 could 

alternatively be understood in these terms of revisionism.357 Indeed, my research is broadly 

indebted to such a history. It is also informed by the discourse around contemporary painting.  

 

Painting 

While the problems associated with landscape painting are a departure point for this research, 

recent arguments associated with the locus of painting’s meaning today are also relevant. For 

example, David Joselit proposes that contemporary paintings must grapple with circulation and 

accumulation (phenomena characteristic of the particular networks within which paintings as 

objects circulate) and with the ubiquity of digital networks.358 Forms for “scoring painting’s 

circulation” include seriality, the delegation of gesture to technological contraptions, 

performativity, movement, and souveniring.359 Alternatively, such paintings—which Joselit 

defines on one occasion as “transitive”360—might for example explicitly represent such 

networks, exhibit diagrammatic attributes, or behave as persons.361 While, as mentioned, Helen 

Johnson argues for the unique capacity for painting to facilitate critique via critical ambiguity, 

she also states that “painting is not one thing…[it] is a shed full of tools.”362 Isabelle Graw 

similarly suggests that painting is an “unresolved category”, not a clearly delineated practice, 

though she insists that it does possess a specificity related to the fact of its being “a highly 

                                                
357 As Butler states, “the past is not settled but similarly open to re-investigation … it was not a matter of some 
underlying ‘truth’ to events but rather of making these events speak to the present.” Butler, Radical Revisionism, 
9.  
358 David Joselit, “Painting Beside Itself,” October 130 (Fall) 2009: 125–134. See also David Joselit, “Marking, 
Scoring, Storing, and Speculating (on Time),” in Painting Beyond Itself: The Medium in the Post-Medium 
Condition, ed. Isabelle Graw and Ewa Lajer-Burcharth (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016), 11–20. Isabelle Graw 
also suggests that the ease with which pictures on canvas may be transported and circulated is another reason for 
painting’s continued popularity. See “The Value of Painting: Notes on Unspecificity, Indexicality, and Highly 
Valuable Quasi-Persons,” in Reflexivity and Agency Beyond the Canvas, ed. Isabelle Graw, Daniel Birnbaum, 
and Nikolaus Hirsch (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012), 46.  
359 Joselit, “Marking, Scoring, Storing, and Speculating,” 17–18. 
360 Joselit, “Painting Beside Itself,” 128. 
361 Joselit, “Painting Beside Itself,” 125–132. 
362 Helen Johnson, ACCA Podcast, “Painting. More Painting: Chapter One Symposium” August 31, 2016, 
ACCA (Australian Centre for Contemporary Art) 1:26:19. 
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personalized semiotic activity”.363 Graw’s assertion rests on three main observations: that a 

painting’s indexical signs “can be read as traces of the producing person”;364 that paintings 

possess quasi-personhood;365 and that the process of value attribution in painting relates to its 

claim to agency.366 Johnson’s, Joselit’s, and Graw’s arguments regarding the specificity of 

painting attest to the seemingly ongoing requirement for painting to defend and define itself in 

the extended art historical moment called “post-medium”.367 Aspects of the discourse 

surrounding the term ‘post-medium’ variously resonate with and antagonise the thinking 

central to this research; for example, associations of contemporary painting with frustration, 

awkwardness, contradiction, and stigma;368 the assertion that the stretched painted work on 

canvas is exhausted;369 and the idea that any medium is hopelessly compromised.370 This 

ongoing dialogue indicates that painting has long been sustained by its associated ‘baggage’, 

and suggests that painting might be well equipped to attend to the complexities of a white non-

Indigenous response to colonisation because of its tendency toward making meaning at the site 

of its troubles, its necessary self-reflexivity,371 and its tolerance for contradiction and 

irresolution.  

                                                
363 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 45–47. 
364 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 51–54.  
365 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 52–54. Graw states: “only painting has many historical arguments pointing 
to its subject-like power … painting itself is able to think” (54).  
366 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 57. See also: Isabelle Graw, “The Knowledge of Painting: Notes on 
Thinking and Subject-like Pictures,” in The Love of Painting: Genealogy of a Success Medium ed. Isabelle 
Graw (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2019), 48–58; Hannah Mathews, “Painting. More Painting,” in Painting. More 
Painting ex. cat., ed. Max Delany, Annika Kristensen, and Hannah Mathews (Melbourne: Australian Centre for 
Contemporary Art, 2016).  
367 Rosalind Krauss, A Voyage on the North Sea: Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition (New York: 
Thames and Hudson, 1999). Krauss’s rumination concludes with a suggestion of the post-medium condition as 
being characterised not by an impossible retreat into “etiolated forms of the traditional mediums … [but] of 
differential specificity, which is to say the medium as such, which … will now have to be reinvent[ed] or 
rearticulate[d]” (56). 
368 Helen Johnson, “It Seems Like Everyone Knows Everyone Already So Let’s Get to Work,” Un-Magazine 
6.2 2012, accessed September 1, 2020, http://unprojects.org.au/magazine/issues/issue-6-2/it-seems-like-
everyone-knows-everyone-already-so-let-s-get-to-work/.  
369 Johnson, “Painting. More Painting.” 
370 Rosalyn Deutsche and Isabelle Graw, “(De)Facing the Flick Collection: Should Art Replace Political 
Reparations for Nazi War Crimes?” Texte Zur Kunste 38, 2005, Panel Discussion, Barnard College, March 25, 
2005, accessed 14 June 2020 https://www.textezurkunst.de/58/defacing-flick-collection/.  
371 Matthews, “Painting. More Painting.” 
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Painting continues to refuse abandonment, often by co-opting processes that productively 

“pollute”372 or “contaminate”373 its supposed purity or expand beyond its supposed boundaries. 

Evidence of painting and collage as longstanding allies in these and other pursuits exists over 

a range of what painting history has described as ‘periods’, and include examples such as Pablo 

Picasso’s Still Life with Chair Caning (1912, figure 91), Kurt Schwitters’s Opened By Customs 

(1937–38, figure 92), Pauline Boty’s The Only Blonde in the World (1963, figure 93), Juan 

Davila’s Hysterical Tears (1982, figure 94), David Salle’s Old Bottles (1995, figure 95), and 

John Baldessari’s All Z’s (2017, figure 96). The entanglement of painting and collage in my 

studio research inevitably engages with this broader context, but specifically asks: how does 

collage affect painting (and vice versa) specifically in relation to the subjects of landscape, 

whiteness, and ongoing colonisation? My analysis of works by Shorter, Ross, and Johnson 

reveal that collage processes in painting can destabilise a given subject; delineate context while 

maintaining ambiguity; provoke contemplation; and reveal the intimate relationship between 

landscape and colonisation. In relation to my studio work, this last point crystallised through 

Croc Person Riding Horse on Sand Dunes (2018, figure 97).  

 

Here, a person wearing equestrian clothing and a helmet in the shape of a cardboard crocodile 

head rides a creamy pony through fertile coastal grasses, while behind them footprints meander 

through undulating sand dunes in dusty pinks, purples, and oranges. The horse’s unnatural 

body language—its legs configured in such a way as to suggest floating, gliding, or imminent 

lift-off—implies a disconnect between land and horse, and, by extension, rider. The dreamlike 

atmosphere, enticing pastels, and playful imagery in this picture establish a whimsical, 

allegorical, or narrative landscape scene. But the pink rectangle hovering just off-centre at the 

                                                
372 Matt Saunders, “Thread, Pixel, Grain,” in Painting Beyond Itself: The Medium in the Post-medium 
Condition, ed. Isabelle Graw and Ewa Lajer-Burcharth (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016), 174. 
373 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 49. 
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top of the picture serves as a reminder of artifice in an otherwise cohesive—if strange—allusion 

to place. The pink rectangle binds the painted surface to its collage antecedent (figure 98) with 

its transparent veils and hard edges—its seams—which could be considered specific or 

“idiomatic” 374 to collage. The pink rectangle reminds a viewer that landscape images are 

constructions and destabilises landscape conventions (such as a foreground, middle ground, 

and background), which, as W. J. T. Mitchell argues, when treated as natural, echoes an 

ideology that treats imperial progress as natural.375  

 

Croc Person was exhibited in Tobacco Rose/Cow Itch,376 a solo exhibition of paintings (see 

figures 99–102) that were grouped under an umbrella of personal fondness, failure, frustration, 

and fantasy in relation to land (see Appendix 5). Rather than presenting a visually cohesive 

series, the exhibition operated more as a gathering together of variously resolved studio tests. 

Nevertheless, it functioned as an essential moment of public reflection in this research that—

particularly through Croc Person—clarified the potential for specific attributes of collage (such 

as visible seams) to reveal aspects of landscape painting’s intimate relationship with 

colonisation (for example, the naturalising of landscape conventions).  

 

Subsequently, for Backyard Worlds,377 I made a series of paintings (figures 103–108) in which 

the seams of the original digital collages (figures 109–112) are accentuated further. These 

digital collages were constructed from photographic references to objects and images from 

                                                
374 My use of the word “idiomatic” here borrows from Rosemary Hawker’s use of the term in relation to 
photography and its effects on painting. She states: “what is idiomatic to photography is the truth effect … 
within painting this citation of photographic idiom is able to represent truth, as per photography, but also more 
generally as the truth of the limits of representation in both media, all media”. See Rosemary Hawker, “The 
Idiom in Photography as the Truth in Painting,” The South Atlantic Quarterly 101 (3) 2002: 553. Accordingly, 
is it possible to say that within landscape painting the citation of collage idiom is able to represent constructed-
ness, as per collage, but also more generally is able to point to the constructed-ness in both media, all media? 
375 Mitchell, “Introduction,” 2. 
376 Sally Molloy, “Tobacco Rose/Cow Itch,” Wreckers Art Space, 2018. 
377 Sally Molloy, “Backyard Worlds,” Innerspace Contemporary Art, 2019.  
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within my house, organic matter from my backyard, and recent travel photographs.378 Moving 

away from scenic depictions of landscape, these paintings take heed of Ian Burn’s assertion 

that landscape images are particular visual constructions that reveal particular social 

relationships to land.379 In Swagperson and Swagdog at Rest (2019, figure 103), a lump of 

found pink spray-painted bitumen rests on a pile of dry bamboo leaf-litter atop a folded 

souvenir tea towel featuring wild flowers of Aotearoa/New Zealand. Next to this 

conglomeration sits a headless ‘swaggie’380 and a working dog sampled from an old Bushels 

tea tin, and beyond the hard edge of the neon yellow background sprouts an array of flowers 

and seedpods from the African Tulip tree in my backyard near Mt Coot-tha. This picture is 

awash with intrusion: invasive toxic flowers; leaves from introduced species; a souvenir tea 

towel from elsewhere;381 the solid residue of petroleum distillation; and a symbol of white 

Australian folk heroism (the itinerant labourer wandering the bush looking for work). These 

references highlight an absent presence within the picture, of the land marked by these 

intruders, but do not insist on a didactic understanding in relation to it. Rather, the visual 

proposition—loaded, like Johnson’s paintings and Ross’s animations, with just-familiar 

signifiers “held together under an umbrella of critical ambiguity”382—establishes contextual 

specificity (a non-Indigenous social relationship to land) through the incorporation of 

exclusively non-Indigenous motifs.   

                                                
378 These travel photographs derive from a 2017 ‘pilgrimage’ I conducted to ancestral lands in Ireland and 
Scotland. During this trip, I visited Kilmainham Gaol (where my ancestor Benjamin Molloy was incarcerated 
prior to transportation to New South Wales in 1837), history museums, and ancestral lands and burial sites.  
379 Ian Burn, “Landscape Is Not Something You Look At, But Something You Look Through,” Australian 
Journal of Art 12, no. 1 (In Memoriam: Ian Burn) 1994: 30. 
380 The term ‘swaggie’ is a shortened form of the word ‘swagman’, which refers to a labourer who carries their 
personal possessions in a pack or swag while travelling about in search of work, or a vagrant worker (see 
“Definition of Swagman” Collins Dictionary 2020, 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/swagman). 
381 While the tea towels used in experimental works from this research can be seen as references to the broader 
‘Australiana’ category explained in Chapter 1, references to tea towels in these paintings might be seen to 
function, as Susan Stewart explains, more as objects of desire, gateways to the past, that speak “to a context of 
origin through a language of longing”. See Susan Stewart, “Objects of Desire,” in On Longing: Narratives of 
the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), 135. 
382 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 65. 
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In Beyond the Tartan Curtain There Is a Whole World of Blue (2019, figure 104), upturned 

watering cans, shadows cast on weatherboards, backyard succulents, the monster of 

Dunseverick,383 half a bagpiper from another souvenir tea towel, and lichen-covered rocks vie 

for attention on the surface of this picture that is full of openings too shallow to enter. It is a 

flat chilly image dominated by visual bits and pieces that—while seemingly pointing toward 

other climates, other topologies, and other cultures—are derived from the here and now of my 

subjective and historical situatedness on stolen Jagera and Turrbal lands. I consider these visual 

manifestations of what Haraway terms “relentless historical relational contingency”.384 Several 

images of sheep in this series (see figures 105 and 107) function as metaphors for unsuitability 

and unease;385 temporary viewing platforms relate to colonial processes of surveying land (see 

figures 105 and 106); a wooden crocodile toy highlights the pervasiveness of cultural 

appropriation and racism in white Australian identity formations386 (see figure 108); and the 

broken-down cartoon car motifs (see figure 105 and 107) function as a metaphor for a broken 

system and also an example of the ‘humorous’ aspect of my work (which I will discuss below).  

Through the inclusion of personal references, the collage-paintings for Backyard Worlds reveal 

aspects of my social relation to land. But depicting (and privileging) my social relationship to 

land was not my research aim, nor was it my aim to reveal that landscape images are 

                                                
383 This rudimentary monster’s face is derived from a photograph I took in 2017 of a handmade hand-painted 
monster guarding the way from Dunseverick to Giant’s Causeway along the coast of Northern Ireland. 
384 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 15. 
385 Gilchrist, “Helen Johnson,” 10. Gilchrist states: “a sheep is represented, anticipating the agricultural wealth 
of the colony. In contrast to the soft-padded marsupials that are uniquely adapted to Australia’s habitat, hard-
hoofed animals such as sheep, cattle and horses contribute much to soil erosion and accelerate the degradation 
of the environment. This unsuitability becomes a metaphor for the feelings of unease that dominated much 
nineteenth-century Australian painting and literature”. 
386 See for example Liz Conor, “The ‘Piccaninny’: Racialized Childhood, Disinheritance, Acquisition, and Child 
Beauty,” Postcolonial Studies 15 (1) 2012: 45–68; Meredith Jelbart, “Memoir: Three Bunyips,” Griffith Review 
42: Once Upon a Time in Oz, 2013, accessed May 22, 2020, https://www.griffithreview.com/articles/8759/; 
Helen Adam and Caroline Barratt-Pugh, “The Challenge of Monoculturalism: What Books are Educators 
Sharing with Children and what Messages do they Send?” The Australian Educational Researcher, February 5, 
2020, accessed March 22, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13384-019-00375-7. 
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underpinned by such relations—or not entirely. Rather, through this research, I have come to 

ask how landscape painting’s intimate relationship with colonisation might be harnessed to 

produce a contemporary landscape painting in response to colonisation. I have come to ask 

how exaggerating landscape’s tendency to privilege white non-Indigenous relationships to land 

might reveal not colonisation’s legacy or leftovers, but rather its active presence, its 

“rhizomes”.387  

 

Personal, White, Non-Indigenous Visual Responses 

Motivated by the omission of personal references I detected in historical and contemporary 

white non-Indigenous responses to colonisation, my final visual responses for this research are 

anchored to my own surroundings and everyday life. This series is also characterised by a 

critically ambiguous engagement with the Australian landscape painting tradition through the 

quotations from specific Australian art historical works, the use of collage methods in painting, 

and strategies loosely called ‘humour’. The personal references underpinning these works are 

drawn from a photographic archive gathered via my smartphone camera over the course of this 

research, which includes but is not limited to images of my belongings, documentation of my 

domestic space and backyard, and observations from daily walks with my child and dog. It is 

an archive of “details”:388 specifically, it includes images of objects, surfaces, patterns, 

structures, vegetation, animals, minerals, procedures, or habits (for example) that suggest (to 

me) white ideologies, white ontologies, or processes of ongoing colonisation specific to my 

everyday life. 

 

                                                
387 Robert J.C. Young, “Postcolonial Remains,” New Literary History 43 no. 1 (2012): 21. 
388 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 29. 
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In Croc Skids, Infinite Reverberations, Bluey’s Mum (2020, figure 113), a three-tailed almost-

crocodile (from my child’s storybook Saggy Baggy Elephant389) clings to and jostles with an 

expanse of red and white stripes (from a cardboard packing box) while a tangle of orange 

barrier mesh (from my local football field) directs attention to a cartoon red Cattle Dog 

(‘Mum/Chilli’ from the children’s animation Bluey390) leering from the right-hand edge. To 

reiterate, these references to evidence of colonisation including cultural appropriation, high-

vis fencing, and anodyne narratives of white suburbia are derived from the site of my everyday 

life.  

 

The resting cow in the bottom left corner is cut from a copy of John Glover’s Patterdale 

Landscape with Cattle (1833, figure 7), while the glitchy striped legs in the bottom right corner 

are sampled from Sidney Nolan’s Convict and Landscape (1966, figure 115). This 

conglomeration of varied elements, as Monica Kjellman-Chapin suggests in relation to 

collage’s effect on a viewer, 

impels the beholder [like an archaeologist], to excavate the aggregate in order to 
come to terms with how that accumulation of stuffs signifies, how the bits and 
pieces have been altered into a new totality that speaks distinctly from that which 
comprises it.391  

 

One such excavation might relate to the “ease and idleness … the loneliness experienced by 

Australian pastoral workers”392 expressed in Patterdale Landscape. A trace of this pioneer’s 

adversity is transferred to Croc Skids through appropriation of the resting cow, but this plight 

cannot be dwelt upon, as signs of threat and warning encroach from all sides in the forms of 

muscular crocodile tails, a garish barricade of stripes, and the wide-eyed focus of the cattle 

                                                
389 Kathryn Jackson, Byron Jackson, and Gustaf Tenggren, Saggy Baggy Elephant (New York: Simon Schuster, 
1947). 
390 Bluey, created by Joe Brumm, directed by Richard Jeffery, Ludo Studio Brisbane, 2018, ABC Kids. 
391 Kjellman-Chapin, “Traces, Layers, and Palimpsests,” 91.  
392 Bonyhady, “A Pastoral Arcadia,” in Images in Opposition, 48–49. 
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dog’s eye. Nolan’s convict legs, which in their original context relate to an outsider’s presence 

in a hostile environment,393 transcribe and multiply this hostility in Croc Skids. Line markings 

echo from the crocodile tails through the red-and-white candy stripe to the convict legs and 

back to the crocodile tails. This cyclic motion keeps the viewing eye active, alert, moving from 

one place to another within the heightened core of the picture, preventing repose in cow’s 

corner: a motion which could be understood as acknowledging the tendency among white 

people toward “white solipsism”,394 but moving away from it toward a new way of addressing 

white experiences on stolen lands. 

 

In Wayward Way-Finding and Exiting Emu (2020, figures 115), a glitch of felt hat and blue 

sky—sampled from my copy of Patrick White’s Voss395 featuring Sidney Nolan’s cover art 

(1957, figure 116)—invite the eye to enter a passage of cartographic line work taken from my 

copy of O.G. Sutton’s Understanding Weather (1961, figure 117).396 The all-knowing forearm 

of the weathercaster is sutured to the upper arm of a ghostly pink figure with thick black stripes, 

excerpted from Sidney Nolan’s Convict, Mrs. Fraser, and Bird (1958, figure 118), whose head 

is truncated by a tangle of pink Leptospermum scoparium (New Zealand Tea Bush blossoms), 

taken from Lesley Dodd’s Hairy Maclary Scattercat.397 Portions of magenta snake—body 

discombobulated thanks to smart lasso—wind through this shrubbery, embroidering the 

surface of the picture toward a vase of sequestered native flowers. This work gathers together 

                                                
393 “Sidney Nolan: Mrs Fraser and Convict 1962-64,” Queensland Art Gallery/ Gallery of Modern Art, accessed 
June 5, 2020 https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/mrs-fraser-and-convict/. 
394 This term was originally used by Adrienne Rich to describe how white women centre their own experiences 
as normal and universal and cannot see how non-white women may experience the world differently. See 
Adrienne Rich, “Disloyal to Civilization: Feminism, Racism, Gynephobia,” in On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: 
Selected Prose 1966–1978, ed. Adrienne Rich (New York: W. W.  Norton & Company, 1979) 275–310. Since 
then, white solipsism has come to be understood more broadly as the centring of white experiences as normal 
and universal at the expense of non-white people. 
395 Patrick White, Voss (London: Eyre and Spottiswood, 1957).  
396 O.G. Sutton, Understanding Weather (London: Pelican Books, 1967). 
397 Lesley Dodd, Hairy MacLary Scattercat (London: Puffin Books, 1985). 
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everyday references to non-Indigenous ways-of-knowing weather patterns;398 territorial 

possessiveness; narratives of spirituality and wayfinding;399 and systems of law, order, and 

punishment (that also doubles as a reference to convict narratives in my ancestry). These 

specific signifiers offer a specifically non-Indigenous context for the work, but disoriented or 

disjointed relations between them (established through accentuated collage seams and diverse 

paint applications such as sponging, cross hatching, gestural passages, and line work) maintain 

a sense of open-ness, of critical ambiguity. The tail end of an emu (sampled from my oven 

mitt) can be seen exiting the picture on the right-hand side. This theatrical emu motif suggests 

an evolving narrative in which this visual proposition is but one scene, not a final act. 

Moreover, this exiting emu bottom could be seen to hint at the fact that the non-Indigenous 

critical self-reflection underpinning this composition is not the responsibility of Indigenous 

community members. 

 

This emu motif is one example of the humour that operates in these paintings. Rather than 

being directly funny, the humour manifests in the following ways: naïve aesthetic tendencies, 

such as depicting heather on a hillside with rudimentary violet dots (see figure 104); dollops 

of whimsy, such as the lilac greyhound/‘long boi’400 among the clovers (see figure 119); 

exaggerated vulnerability, such as the plush crocodile suit stuffed into a pink toy pram (see 

figures 120); and narrative or theatrical gestures, such as the aforementioned emu bottom. Like 

                                                
398 Ben Deacon and Kate Doyle, “Changing Weather: Understanding Australia Through Ancient Indigenous 
Knowledge of Seasons,” ABC Regional Weather Unit, ABC News, September 12, 2017, accessed June 10, 
2020, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-09-01/indigenous-knowledge-helping-to-understand-changing-
weather/8861124; “Indigenous Weather Knowledge” Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology 2016, 
accessed June 10, 2020, http://www.bom.gov.au/iwk/index.shtml. 
399 See for example Shirley Paolini, “Desert Metaphors and Self-Enlightenment in Patrick White's ‘Voss’,” 
Antipodes 4, no. 2 (1990): 87–91; John Beston and Rose Marie Beston, “The Theme of Spiritual Progression in 
Voss” Ariel 5, no. 3 (1974): 99–114; and John Coates, “’Voss’ and Jacob Boehme: A Notes on the Spirituality 
of Patrick White,” Australian Literary Studies 9, no. 1 (1979). 
400 Jessica Boddy, “Dogs Are Doggos: An Internet Language Built Around Love for the Puppers” Social Web, 
National Public Radio 2017, accessed September 3, 2020, 
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/04/23/524514526/dogs-are-doggos-an-internet-language-
built-around-love-for-the-puppers. 
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Johnson, Ross, and Shorter, I utilise these humourous strategies to disarm,401 to relax the 

defensive posture of a potential viewer, and to encourage engagement with the subject of 

colonisation. In Pilfering, Protection, Possession, and Play (2020, figures 121), the figure of a 

tiny Kylie Kangaroo character (from Peppa Pig402) in the top left corner is positioned so as to 

appear to cheer alongside the cartoon boxing match occurring in Costumes and Circusry (2020, 

figure 120)). This compositional tactic—inspired by an earlier painting called black-throated-

finch-adani-coal-mine-toxic-water (2019, figure 122)—utilises repetitive motifs, and 

diptych/triptych formats to visualise and critique forms of non-optional company. In terms of 

the kangaroos, the incongruous juxtaposition of their illustrative codes is wittily navigated even 

while the erasure of Indigenous identity inherent in the production of the Kylie Kangaroo 

character renders both kangaroos sinister.403 What initially seems like a playful juxtaposition 

actually mimics the clandestine nature of colonising processes ‘hiding in plain sight’, so to 

speak. 

 

The central greyhound and clover motifs in Pride of Place and Haunted Hills (2020, figure 

119) are taken from a photograph I took of Stephen Stokes’s The Stokes Tapestry (1833–53, 

figure 123),404 a textile featuring personal observations of seemingly contradictory but 

                                                
401 Vincent Namatjira, “Conversation: Vincent Namatjira,” Ocula Magazine 2018, accessed September 3, 2020, 
https://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/vincent-namatjira/. 
402 Peppa Pig, created by Neville Astley and Mark Baker, Astley Baker Davies Ltd, 2004–present. 
403 The character of Kylie Kangaroo is based on the image of an Indigenous Australian animal but is paired with 
the voice of a middle-class white child. See Robyn Ironside, “Gold Coasters Add Authentic Twang to Peppa 
Pig’s Tale,” Gold Coast Bulletin, December 1 2016, accessed June 15, 2020, 
https://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/entertainment/gold-coasters-add-authentic-twang-to-peppa-pigs-
tale/news-story/b875c804c0ba1c121edce2079ae85aea). This decision erases Indigenous identity. Kylie 
Kangaroo leads a white middle-class Australian life mirroring white middle-class values shown through such 
things as style of dress, housing, daily activities, and food (see Adam and Barratt-Pugh, “The Challenge of 
Monoculturalism”). Lastly, Kylie Kangaroo’s narrative purpose is to introduce the protagonist Peppa Pig to 
Aboriginal culture. See Candice Jackson, “Time to Squeal! Peppa Pig Takes an Australian Holiday to Learn to 
Surf and Throw a Boomerang in her First Big Screen Adventure,” Daily Mail, December 1, 2016, accessed June 
15, 2020, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3986452/Peppa-Pig-takes-Australian-holiday-learn-
surf-throw-boomerang-big-screen-adventure html.  
404 This large textile work was made by Stephen Stokes between 1833 and 1853. It illustrates Stokes’s personal 
experiences in the British Army in Ireland and subsequently in the Dublin Metropolitan Police, historical events 
during his lifetime, and popular personalities and characters of the early Victorian period. I encountered and 
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entangled narratives of Irish resistance to British colonial occupation and Irish involvement in 

British colonial operations abroad. Like a chalice, the clover holds a decoratively patterned 

expanse of fish-scale plaster ceiling design405 in its outstretched stems while a cluster of 

speckled orange Chamaedorea seifrizii (bamboo plant) seedpods, gathered from my backyard, 

hover to the side. Bracketing this like a viewfinder are murky green weatherboards at the top 

left and a small dam encircled by ghostly fence posts (from my brother-in-law’s cattle farm on 

Wakka Wakka and Wulli Wulli406 lands at Blackbutt) at the bottom right. Beside this, my 

residential gas meter rendered in fairy-floss tones gestures toward the tail end of a horse 

abutting a portion of distant mountains sampled from John Glover’s Patterdale Farm (1840, 

figure 1).  

 

Glover’s Patterdale presents a view of the artist’s ‘private property’ through “views of 

domesticated, cultivated landscapes sited within the context of the Tasmanian wilderness”,407 

a wilderness which, as established previously, Ian McLean identifies as the ethereal presence 

of Aboriginal ghosts (or the denial of Indigenous sovereignty) haunting the landscape. Like 

Shorter, who evokes this haunting and the impossibility of redemption through reference to 

                                                
photographed a portion of this work at Ard-Mhúsaem na hÉireann (National Museum of Ireland) in 2017 at 
Soldiers and Chiefs - The Irish at War at Home and Abroad from 1550 to the Present Day. This exhibition 
documented both Irish resistance to British colonial rule and Irish involvement in British colonisation around 
the world. I found this tapestry appealing to my research inquiry due to its inclusion of seemingly contradictory 
ideologies (resistance to colonisation and involvement in colonisation) in a single picture plane. I also felt drawn 
to it because it was made during the time when my ancestor was transported to Australia: an event that 
intimately relates to my existence on stolen Indigenous lands. 
405 This appropriation of Wunderlich Company pressed metal ceiling design relates to the advent of the 
incorporation of Indigenous Australian flora and fauna in a “‘national style’ of decoration” 
during the early twentieth century. See for example Michael Lech, “George Taylor’s Improved Fibrous Plaster,” 
Sydney Living Museum, accessed September 3, 2020, https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/stories/george-
taylors-improved-fibrous-plaster; “Wunderlich Metal Ceilings,” State Library of New South Wales 2020, 
accessed September 3, 2020 https://www.sl nsw.gov.au/collection-items/waratah-motifs-wunderlich-pressed-
metal-panels; Photograph of Wunderlich Fish-scale Roof Tiles no. 190 of Zinc or Galvanised Iron,” Museum of 
Applied Arts and Sciences 2020, accessed September 3, 2020, https://collection.maas museum/object/393223. 
406 Desmond Crump, “2019 International Year of Indigenous Languages: Word of the Week - Week Thirty-
Nine,” State Library of Queensland, 2019, accessed September 3, 2020, https://www.slq.qld.gov.au/blog/2019-
international-year-indigenous-languages-word-week-week-thirty-nine. 
407 Howell, “Views from Van Diemen’s Land,” 209. 
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Glover’s Mount Wellington in Song for Glover, I attempt to evoke the same through the 

incorporation of a sample of the wooded ranges that tower over Glover’s homestead in 

Patterdale Farm. Although a strong sense of homeliness is established through the muted 

colour palette, signs of docility, and references to my domestic in Pride of Place, the denial of 

Indigenous sovereignty latent in the incorporations of Glover’s mountains destabilises this 

veneer of homeliness. The expanse of fish-scales morph from a sheltering gable into a wall of 

battle shields, an impasse obstructing access and holding the eye at the precipice of entry. 

Likewise, the hound, clover, weatherboards, and fence posts stand guard: their collective 

presence is both protective and relenting. This subtle shifting mimics the sensations that arise 

when an awareness of Indigenous sovereignty begins to unsettle inherited assumptions of white 

sovereignty. Fiona Nicoll describes this as a process of unlearning that comes about when a 

white person is knocked off their perch and hits the ground with a thud.408 I think of this as 

cultivating a sense of ‘belonging in un-belonging’ through the productive potential of 

discomfort. 

 

In Costumes and Circusry (2020, figure 120), the yellow eye of my toddler’s crocodile 

costume—the last glimmer of threat left in a body seized, folded, and stuffed into a toy pram—

watches hungrily over my neighbours’ ducks swimming in a green plastic clam. A belt of 

overlapping “fussy cut”409 green and gold curtains (from Margaret Wise Brown and Clement 

Hurd’s Goodnight Moon410) ricochets towards a sinking moon. Below the neon pink window 

                                                
408 Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 30. See also Aileen Moreton-Robinson, “I Still Call 
Australia Home: Indigenous Belonging and Place in a White Postcolonising Society,” in 
Uprootings/Regroundings: Questions of Home and Migration, eds. Sara Ahmed, Claudia Castaneda, and Anne-
Marie Fortier, 23–40. New York: Berg Publishing, 2003. 
409 See Ruby Hoppen, “Fussy Cut,” 2018, accessed September 3, 2020 http://ruby-hoppen.squarespace.com/. 
Hoppen explains: “made popular in the mid-1800s, fussy cutting is a patchworking gimmick where patterned 
fabric is cut intentionally to display a specific area of print and repeated to create a kaleidoscopic or reoccurring 
image”. 
410 Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd, Goodnight Moon (New York: Harper Collins, 1947). The presence 
of a small ‘golliwog’-esque doll visible on the protagonist’s bookshelf in this story raises questions about 
embodied racism in children’s popular culture. See Donna Varga and Rhoda Zuk, “Golliwogs and Teddy Bears: 
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frame, a cartoon circus rolls along, led by a frenzied yellow Australian flag-wielding bear on 

horseback (from my child’s doona cover). Underneath, truncated spearmint fronds of a local 

Agave Cactus weed411 align with a border of frills, buttons, seams, crotches, and sweaty armpits 

from Edward Charles Close’s Costume of the Australasians (1825, figure 124), considered to 

be “a primary source for the history of clothing in Australia”.412 In Costumes and Circusry, 

Close’s long yellow convict legs are flipped upside down and rendered in the same mustardy 

yellows as the stuffed crocodile motif. This gesture turns the historical archive dominant in 

Johnson’s approach on its head through transferring Australia’s fantasies, hypocrisies, and self-

styling413 to the image of my own child’s crocodile costume.  

 

During the process of making these works, details of the original digital collages were 

exaggerated, subdued, or completely abandoned because, as Justin Paton notes, in painting: 

The surface in front of you [begins] to develop needs … it is responding to the 
attention you are paying to it by telling you what kind of picture it wants to be … 
every stroke demands a counterstroke, every colour requires an adjustment of 
another, and because the medium is fluid, viscous, sticky, volatile, a quiet urgency 
also enters the equation.414 

 

The agency possessed by both painter and paint415 creates a dynamic exchange in the studio 

whereby neither is in complete control; a wrestle ensues, the product of which can be seen as 

                                                
Embodied Racism in Children’s Popular Culture,” The Journal of Popular Culture 46, no. 3 (2013): 647–671. 
For how the use of the ‘golliwog’ doll in an Australian context symbolises and perpetuates histories of racism 
against Indigenous Australians, see Donna Leslie, “Loved and Despised: Imaging the Golliwog Doll in the 
Australian Context,” Journal of Australian Indigenous Issues 21, no. 1–2 (2018): 61–79. 
411 “Century Plant,” Brisbane City Council Weed Identification Tool, accessed June 5, 2020, 
https://weeds.brisbane.qld.gov.au/weeds/century-plant. 
412 David Hansen cited in “Edward Charles Close - New South Wales Sketchbook: Sea Voyage, Sydney, 
Illawarra, Newcastle, Morpeth, c. 1817-1840,” Mitchell Library State Library of New South Wales, accessed 
August 10, 2020, http://archival.sl.nsw.gov.au/Details/archive/110339254. 
413 Hughes, “Unsettling,” 22. 
414 Justin Paton, “Necessity and Glut: Notes on Painting,” in Painting. More Painting ex. cat., ed. Max Delany, 
Annika Kristensen, and Hannah Mathews (Melbourne: Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2016), 19. 
415 Graw, “The Value of Painting,” 57. See also: Graw, “The Knowledge of Painting,” 48–58; Mathews, 
“Painting. More Painting”; Megan Walch, “The Suspension of Pictorial Equilibrium: Materialising Mutability 
in the Medium of Paint” (PhD thesis, University of Tasmania, 2017), 91, 
https://eprints.utas.edu.au/23933/1/Walch whole thesis.pdf. 
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a record of both yielding and resisting. And while the original meanings of the personal 

references amalgamated in these works form an essential part of their function as personal 

responses to ongoing colonisation excavated from the site of my everyday life, these references 

are also necessarily open to other associations, free to become other things. As Butler observes:  

underlying appropriation is the idea that the meaning of an artwork is always open 
to these kinds of displacements, that it is to be found not in some original intention 
by its author but in the way it is received by its spectator.416 

 

Consequently, while Imagining Belonging, a Double Defacement, and Our Jacaranda (2020, 

figure 125) recontextualises everyday references to the theft of Indigenous resources, symbols 

of white conservative reactiveness against anti-racist activism,417 and childhood fantasies of 

exoticised encounters against a backdrop of “Queensland’s most popular painting”418 (R. 

Godfrey Rivers’s Under the Jacaranda (1903, figure 126), these references may not register 

in such specific terms. Likewise, in Pilfering, Protection, Possession, and Play (2020, figure 

121), local storm water drains, cane-cutting,419 the fetishisation of Indigenous plant and animal 

motifs in white Australian home-making,420 and the white thighs of Sidney Nolan’s Footballer 

(1946, figure 127) may dissolve into other associations.  

 

                                                
416 Butler, “Introduction,” 7. 
417 Steve Martin and Sian Johnson, “Abbott, Howard Bust Vandalism in Ballarat Draws Plea for an 
Understanding of History, 'Not Take It Down’,” ABC Ballarat June 15, 2020, accessed September 3, 2020, 
 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-15/busts-of-tony-abbott-john-howard-vandalised/12355190. The image 
featured in this article (evidencing a city council’s decision to respond to anti-racist activism by instead 
suffocating a former prime minister’s bronze bust in a garbage bag, wrapping it in electrical tape, and then 
erecting a fence around it) seemed to me emblematic of the kind of absurd and counter-productive gestures that 
white people often perform when their ideas, histories, and powers are questioned. 
418 Kerry Gillett, “Under the Jacaranda: Queensland’s Favourite Painting,” Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of 
Modern Art, June 2016, accessed August 10, 2020, https://blog.qagoma.qld.gov.au/under-the-jacaranda-
queenslands-favourite-painting. Rivers’s jacaranda is believed to be the first jacaranda grown in Australia. 
The tree was blown over by a cyclone in 1979, but many jacarandas now growing in Brisbane are from the 
seeds and cuttings of this first jacaranda. 
419 Anthony Groves-Raines and John Langstaff, On Christmas Day in the Morning (New York: Harcourt Brace, 
1959).  
420 Bluey: Big Backyard Colouring Book (Scoresby, Vic: Random House Australia, 2020). 
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Perhaps these surfaces—loaded with visual ricochets, echoes, and repetitions—may evoke a 

sense of other reverberations: those of colonisation reverberating through history, re-emerging 

anew in the present moment. Perhaps these dynamic disjointed surfaces that glitch and jolt, 

start and stop, coax and repel, yield and resist—refusing to settle into either a cohesive visual 

field or a neat idea—may reflect visually the intimate, irresolvable, uncomfortable, non-

innocent, dilemma-ridden business of “staying with the trouble” of whiteness. Barricades, 

barriers, and fences appear throughout as visual reminders that these responses are limited, 

bound by my subjective situated-ness as a white, non-Indigenous person. These fences reflect 

the bordered and bounded nature of the spaces from which these responses grew: fenced and 

reformulated portions of Jagera and Turrbal lands within which colonisation persists, even 

now, in my own time and place.  

 

These collage-paintings perpetuate colonial processes of representation latent in Australian 

landscape painting, including the following: the denial of Indigenous sovereignty through the 

omission of Indigenous figures; the inclusion of re-presentations of cultural appropriation; and 

the privileging of non-Indigenous perceptions and observations of stolen lands. This is 

intentional to the degree that the opposite in each case would serve to respectively essentialise 

Indigenous peoples, ignore cultural appropriation in my everyday life, and attempt to 

circumvent the fact that I can only respond from my perspective. Consequently, these collage-

paintings focus on visual references derived from the site of my everyday life as a means to 

underscore the relatedness between ongoing colonisation and the world I construct as ‘my 

personal world’. The studio process of documenting and archiving photographic evidence of 

colonisation in my surroundings has illuminated the ways in which colonisation is “emergent 
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in everyday life”.421 Piecing together visual responses using predominantly elements drawn 

from this personal archive can be understood as a process of intensely inhabiting my specific 

body and place422 as a means to respond. The critically ambiguous, fragmented, and 

irresolvable nature of these personal responses offers the potential for contemplating various 

aspects of the critical dialogue outlined in this exegesis, for example issues surrounding white 

solipsism; appropriately assigning the burden of responsibility for non-Indigenous critical self-

reflection; monitoring processes of white image preservation; and the ontological sensation of 

“‘falling out of perspective’ into an embodied awareness of ‘being in Indigenous 

sovereignty’”.423 I believe that these revelations would not have been possible through the use 

of predominantly historical, archival, popular, or theoretical references alone.  

 
  

                                                
421 I borrow this phrase from Tim Edensor and Shanti Sumartojo, who recently used it in relation to nationhood; 
see Tim Edensor and Shanti Sumartojo, “Geographies of Everyday Nationhood: Experiencing Multiculturalism 
in Melbourne,” Nations and Nationalism 24, no. 3 (2018): 553–54. They state: “this is not to claim that 
nationhood is fully formed or coherent, a separate substratum waiting to be tapped into or closely defined by an 
identifiable symbolic repertoire, if only we pay attention. Instead, we demonstrate that nationhood is emergent 
in everyday life, is reproduced continuously and is intimately entangled with the sensations, routines, material 
environments, public encounters, everyday competencies, memories, aspirations and a range of other affective 
and embodied qualities that comprise how we understand and inhabit our worlds” (emphasis in original). I 
believe colonisation ought to be considered in similar terms. 
422 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7. 
423 Nicoll, “Reconciliation in and out of Perspective,” 17. 
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Figure 72 Sally Molloy, Collage 1, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 

 
Figure 73 Sally Molloy, Collage 2, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 74 Sally Molloy, Collage 3, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 

 
Figure 75 Sally Molloy, Unlimited Useful Sorghum on Stolen Land, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 76 Sally Molloy, Collage 4, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 77 Sally Molloy, Collage 5, 2016, digital collage. Image by Author. 

 

 
Figure 78 Sally Molloy, Collage 6, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 79 Sally Molloy, Collage 7, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 

 
Figure 80 Sally Molloy, Feral Cats Emerge from the Prickly Pear to Greet Me, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 81 Sally Molloy, Collage 8, 2016, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 82 Sally Molloy, Somewhere Between the Tin Hut and the Native Succulents, 2016, oil on board, 60 x 60cm. Image by 
author. 

 
Figure 83 Sally Molloy, Crouching Under Monstera Delicioza on Stolen Land (Bardon), 2016, oil on board, 60 x 60cm. Image 
by author. 
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Figure 84 Sally Molloy, Romping Amongst the Monstera on Stolen Land (Bardon), oil on board, 60 x 60cm. Image by author. 

 
Figure 85 Sally Molloy Presiding Over A Creature on Stolen Land in the Presence of Witnesses (Prickly Pear and Lillypilly), 
2016, oil on board, 60cm x 60cm. Image by author. 
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Figure 86 Sally Molloy, Feral Cats Emerge from the Prickly Pear to Greet me on Stolen Land, 2017, oil on canvas, 135 x 
175cm. Image by Sarah Poulgrain. 
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Figure 87 Sally Molloy, Playing Frisbee Golf on Starry Sky with Native Orchid, 2017, digital print and acrylic on canvas, 43 x 
71cm. Image by Llewellyn Millhouse. 

 
Figure 88 Sally Molloy, Presiding over a Creature on Stolen Land as Prickly Pear and Lilly Pilly witness, 2017, digital print and 
acrylic on canvas, 45 x 50cm. Image by Llewellyn Millhouse. 
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Figure 89 Sally Molloy, I Lay on Stolen Land long enough that Lavender Scallops Grew Over me, 2017, digital print and 
acrylic on canvas, 50 x 50cm. Image by Llewellyn Millhouse. 
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Figure 97 Sally Molloy, Croc Person Riding Horse on Sand Dunes, 2017, oil on canvas, 135 x 175cm. Image by Toby Scott.
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Figure 98 Sally Molloy, Croc Person Riding Horse on Sand Dunes, 2017, digital collage. Image by author. 

 
Figure 99 Sally Molloy, Tobacco Rose/Cow Itch, 2018, installation view, Wreckers Artspace, February 14–16, 2018. Image by 
Sarah Poulgrain. 
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Figure 100 Sally Molloy, Through A Veil of Jacarandas and Glowing Trunks, 2018, oil on canvas, 65 cm x 65 cm. Image by 
Sarah Poulgrain. 

 
Figure 101 Sally Molloy, Croc Tail: The Object of my Desire, 2018, oil on board, 42 x 50cm and 42 x 61cm. Image by Sarah 
Poulgrain. 
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Figure 102 Sally Molloy, Yellow Frond, 2018, oil on board, 11 x 14cm. Image by Sarah Poulgrain. 
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Figure 103 Sally Molloy, Swagperson and Swagdog at Rest, 2019, acrylic and pencil on canvas, 135 x 175cm. Image by 
Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 104 Sally Molloy, Beyond the Tartan Curtain There is a Whole World of Blue, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 198 x 152cm. 
Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 105 Sally Molloy, When the car breaks down you just have to wait for the tow truck, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 135 x 
175cm. Image by Rachel Hatch.
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Figure 106 Sally Molloy, Directions and Ways of Looking, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 135 x 175. Image by Rachel Hatch.
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Figure 107 Sally Molloy, Staying with the Trouble/Putting it Together Again, 2019, acrylic and pencil on board, 23 x 30.5cm. 
Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 108 Sally Molloy, Strong and Special Things Rendered Different, 2019, acrylic and pencil on board, 23 x 30.5cm. 
Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 109 Sally Molloy, Swagperson and Swagdog at Rest, 2019, digital collage. Image by author. 
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Figure 110 Sally Molloy, Beyond the tartan curtain there is a whole world of blue, 2019, digital collage. Image by author.
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Figure 111 Sally Molloy, When the Car Breaks Down you just have to Wait for the Tow Truck, 2019, digital collage. Image by 
author.
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Figure 112 Sally Molloy, Directions and Ways of Looking, 2019, digital collage. Image by author
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Figure 113 Sally Molloy, Croc Skids, Infinite Reverberations, Bluey’s Mum, 2020, acrylic, gouache, pencil, and vinyl emulsion 
on canvas, 198 x 152cm. Image by Rachel Hatch.
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Figure 115 Sally Molloy, Wayward Way-Finding and Exiting Emu, 2020, acrylic, gouache, pencil, vinyl emulsion on canvas, 
111 x 111cm. Image by Rachel Hatch.
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Figure 119 Sally Molloy, Pride of Place and Haunted Hills, 2020, acrylic, gouache, pencil, and vinyl emulsion on canvas, 
101.5 x 152.5 cm. Image by Rachel Hatch.  
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Figure 120 Sally Molloy, Costumes and Circusry, 2020, acrylic, gouache, pencil, and vinyl emulsion on canvas, 101.5 x 
152.5cm. Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 121 Sally Molloy, Pilfering, Possession, Protection, and Play, 2020, acrylic, pencil, gouache, vinyl emulsion on canvas, 
111.5 x 152.5. Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 122 Sally Molloy, black-throated-finch-adani-coal-mine-toxic-water, 2019, acrylic on board, 11.5 x 14cm. Image by 
author. 
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Figure 124 Edward Charles Close, The Costume of the Australiasians, NSW, 1825, watercolour on paper, State 
Library of New South Wales, 
https://www2.sl.nsw.gov.au/archive/events/exhibitions/2012/macquarie/12 emancipists/image08.html 
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Figure 125 Sally Molloy, Imagining Belonging, a Double Defacement, and Our Jacaranda, 2020, acrylic, pencil, 
gouache, vinyl emulsion on canvas, 111.5 x 152.5cm. Image by Rachel Hatch. 
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Figure 126 R. Godfrey Rivers Under the Jacaranda, 1903, oil on canvas, 143.4 x 107.2cm, Queensland Art 
Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art, https://learning.qagoma.qld.gov.au/artworks/under-the-jacaranda/ 
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Conclusion: Living with 

 

This research was stimulated by my awareness that I live on stolen Indigenous lands, that 

sovereignty of these lands was never ceded, and that colonisation is ongoing in contemporary 

Australia. Contemporaneously, my own actions, decisions, and expressions are part of the 

colonising process. When this critical awareness was coupled with a strong desire to take 

place/space/landscape as a subject matter in my art practice, I embarked on an arts-based 

research inquiry exploring colonisation from a personalised, white non-Indigenous perspective. 

In Chapter 1, I explained that while Indigenous sovereignty persists in terms of the conditions 

under which it is understood to exist—that is, through Indigenous ‘life-worldings’—it is 

denied, dismissed, and overridden by, for example, the legal fiction of terra nullius 

underwriting the original invasion, the existence of the Australian government, the occupation 

and ‘ownership’ of stolen lands by non-Indigenous ‘settlers’, and the appropriation and re-

presentation of stolen lands through non-Indigenous cultural expressions. I outline how the 

traditional genre/medium of landscape is bound up in narratives of conquest, dispossession, 

genocide, and racism, and describe how landscape is “intimately bound up with the discourses 

of imperialism”.424 The chapter also provided various examples of white non-Indigenous 

responsiveness to colonisation in the history of Australian landscape painting and argued that 

a thread of uncertainty, discomfort, doubt, and disquiet I trace in these works could be 

considered a legacy of white non-Indigenous visual responsiveness to colonisation within 

which to situate my own visual responses. Significantly, however, I also detected in this legacy 

a tendency to distance and depersonalise colonisation in temporal, spatial, and corporeal ways: 

colonisation is positioned in the past tense, elsewhere, and perpetrated by others. But 

                                                
424 Mitchell, “Introduction,” 5–9. 
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colonisation is an ongoing process practiced in the current era by everyday people living their 

everyday lives. In response to this lacuna, my visual research embarked on a process where 

‘the politics of the personal’ was used to explore the intimate nature of my own relationship to 

ongoing colonisation. 

 

Chapter 2 traced the critical dialogue around whiteness and white anti-racism that laid 

foundations for my understanding of some of the dilemmas associated with centering the 

personal and the everyday in my visual responses to colonisation. This discourse positions the 

exercising or reproduction of whiteness—that is, racial invisibility, assumed normality or 

trustworthiness, and the inheritance of racially derived wealth and privilege—in anti/post/de-

colonising pursuits as both counter-productive and unavoidable. Rejecting the paralysing 

anxiety that this theoretical schism can produce, scholars such as Martín Alcoff, Land, and 

Haraway offer alternative understandings of whiteness as: an “historically emergent lived 

experience, variegated, changing, and changeable”;425 a lived social reality the interests of 

which can be reconstructed;426 and a kind of “trouble”.427 Through these ideas, I positioned 

whiteness as a detail of my specific bodily, locational, and historical situatedness that actually 

compels, constrains, shapes, informs, binds and limits the nature of my own responses to 

colonisation. I suggested that whiteness makes me response-able in particular ways, to 

particular beings, to particular histories in present moments.428 Chapter 2 concluded with 

details surrounding the claim that my existence (as a white non-Indigenous person) here (on 

stolen Jagera and Turrbal lands) embodies the colonial processes that originally denied 

Indigenous sovereignty, and continue to do so. I further argued that a personal white non-

Indigenous response to colonisation has the capacity to address how colonisation facilitated 

                                                
425 Martín Alcoff, The Future of Whiteness, 8–21. 
426 Land, Decolonizing Solidarity, 214. 
427 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 7. 
428 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble, 1. 
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my existence on stolen Indigenous lands. The work alludes to the plethora of ways in which I 

sustain colonisation while living my everyday life and suggests how colonisation manifests in 

the shape and appearance of my life. 

 

Analysis of works by white non-Indigenous artists Mark Shorter, Joan Ross, and Helen 

Johnson in Chapter 3 identified four common strategies for responding to colonisation from a 

white non-Indigenous perspective. These include critical ambiguity in relation to the Australian 

landscape painting tradition (or the colonial archive in Johnson’s case); the use of collage 

methods; attendance to issues of subjectivity; and the use of humour as a strategy for ‘critical 

disarmament’. These strategies were found to be effective in facilitating prolonged and open-

ended contemplations (what Johnson terms “critique”429) of the subject of colonisation. This 

notwithstanding, I noted that while both Ross and Shorter attempt to address the contemporary 

nature of colonisation (through the incorporation of contemporary references and use of 

contemporary installation techniques), Johnson’s paintings are characterised by an 

overwhelming focus on re-contextualised archival and historical imagery. While issues of 

subjectivity are raised by all three artists (through Shorter’s embodiment of a European ‘Other’, 

Ross’s appropriation of Indigenous Australian and white figures from art history, and 

Johnson’s use of formal gestures and recurring white body parts) the personal and everyday 

nature of colonisation is obscured respectively through the deferral of complicity to an alter-

ego character, the deployment of art historical figures as archetypes, and the treatment of 

whiteness as a symbol rather than an individual lived contemporary social reality. I contended 

that these contemporary white non-Indigenous artists continue the depersonalisation of 

colonisation outlined in Chapter 1.  

 

                                                
429 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 32. 
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Chapter 4 featured a discussion of the visual responses that are the outcomes of this research. 

Digital collage and painting were identified as enduring and essential studio methods during 

this research, the combination of which was established as being able to variously: destabilise 

a given subject matter; delineate context while maintaining ambiguity; harness personal 

references; facilitate contemplation; and highlight the intimate relationship between landscape 

and colonisation. In response to the lack of personal references I detected in both historical and 

contemporary white non-Indigenous responses to ongoing colonisation, the visual responses 

that are the outcomes of this research focus on my own life: that is, they derive from a personal 

photographic archive of “details” relating to colonisation as it is evident in my own backyard, 

habits, and possessions. Both the process of gathering this archive and the process of making 

collage-paintings from it can be understood in relation to “staying with the trouble”;430 that is, 

I have chosen the awkwardness of “intensely inhabiting” and documenting the specificities of 

my own body, time, and place in order to respond. Such specificities (such troubles), as I came 

to understand through the research process, are essential components that both inhibit and 

enable my ability to respond in ways that implicate my own agency in the ongoing process of 

colonisation. 

 

My final exhibition features a collection of collage-paintings—glitching, lurching, coaxing, 

comforting, and repelling—that willingly harness invitingly playful and disconcertingly 

disjointed qualities. Visual clues of comfort, care, cosiness, and childhood rub up against 

jarring jolts in allusions to captivity, beastliness, control, theft, and signs of trespass. These 

surfaces are teeming with just-familiar imagery in unfamiliar combinations. They are, as 

Johnson might suggest, loaded with signifiers that maintain a disoriented and ambiguous 

                                                
430 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble. 
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relationship with one another.431 In this sense, they could be spoken of in Johnson’s terms of 

critical ambiguity, that is: operating in a space between coherence and incoherence to produce 

meaning;432 utilising strategies of “slippage and suggestiveness in order to question agreed 

meanings in matters beyond painting”;433 and falling short, failing to resolve, or representing 

the impossibility of a conclusion.434 The matters concerned remain open. This critical 

ambiguity, as Johnson suggests, invites the viewer’s critical and self-reflexive contemplation 

of colonisation in its everyday manifestations.  

 

These collage-paintings also possess an unresolved-ness that speaks to the unresolved nature 

of colonisation in Australia. They gesture towards the ongoing denial of Indigenous 

sovereignty on stolen lands, to how, in Stan Grant’s words: “time folds into itself and history 

isn’t history at all. It is not something past – it is present”.435 The inherent ambiguity of these 

collage-paintings mirrors the fact that “ABR outcomes … exceed the ascribed certainty in any 

explanation, also expressing the as-yet-unexplainable and reinterpreting the too-easily-

explained”.436 These visual responses are intentionally visually discursive or open-ended 

because: 

an artwork which is orientated towards ramming home some specific political 
message will simply reproduce and consolidate the coercive mentality of a 
repressive society. Its oppositional significance will be merely formal.437  

 

They locate and visualise everyday manifestations of colonisation in order to acknowledge that 

colonisation is an everyday process perpetrated by everyday people living their everyday lives. 

They are visual manifestations of my personal situatedness in relation to, or rather my white 

                                                
431 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 65. 
432 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 66. 
433 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 66. 
434 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 49–66. 
435 Grant, Talking to my Country, 77. 
436 Rolling Jr., Arts-Based Research, 45. 
437 Crowther cited in Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 70. 
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non-Indigenous relationship with, colonisation. These collage-paintings do not claim to resolve 

tensions, answer questions, offer solutions, nor ameliorate disputes. They do not exist in the 

interests of overcoming Australia’s colonial past and present so as to sweep it under the 

proverbial rug “thus rendering its horrors invisible”.438 Rather, these visual responses to the 

personal and everyday nature of colonisation might be apprehended in terms of living with this 

colonial past and present. Through focussing on the fact that I do indeed live with colonisation 

in material and symbolic terms, the pain and contradiction of how place/space/landscape can 

be apprehended flits between and beneath the familiar Western reference points. Importantly, 

through conducting this research I grasp the pervasiveness of ongoing colonisation and the 

denial of Indigenous sovereignty more clearly. I feel it more intimately. I do not have the 

answers, but through my ongoing written and visual research, I want to keep opening and 

reopening the questions. 

 

 

 

  

                                                
438 Johnson, Painting Is a Critical Form, 69. 
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Appendix 1 

‘Dog Day Afternoon’ by Felicity Scarce. A review of Sally Molloy’s Memorial to All the 
Animals We've Ever Had to Kill, curated by Clutch Collective. Riverside Drive, West 
End, Brisbane, July 15–16, 2017. 

 

I spent a mid-July weekend skirting around participating in Sally Molloy's show 'Memorial 
To All The Animals We've Ever Had To Kill'. For two days Molloy took up residence in the 
back of a two-tonne truck, parked alongside Davies Park in West End, doors open, 
welcoming viewers inside. The truck is the physical gallery run by Clutch Collective ARI;  
the fixed but transient space cracks open the possibility of what an exhibition space can do. It 
feels perfect for Molloy's show, a transformative and rolling collaboration. 

 

The back of the truck was walled roughly with old cardboard packing boxes; at the end of the 
space was a fridge box cubby, painted bright green and patterned with different animals. 
Replete with a cardboard grille, this was the confessional box that held Molloy on the ground 
inside. Viewers were invited to sit on the other side and confess their tales of animal murder; 
as they did she painted their story; an offering that was pinned on the truck walls.  

 

Molloy's interdisciplinary painting practice investigates the Australian landscape and 
examines colonial histories. A departure from her current research as a PhD Candidate at 
Queensland College of Art, Molloy suggests the theme of 'misadventure on the land' is what 
connects this show to her larger practice. The concurrent expressions of death, humour, and 
care sum up the show's success: it was tongue in cheek and earnestly respectful at the same 
time.  

 

The small acrylic paintings Molloy produced on the same crude cardboard as the walls were 
roughly the size of a coaster. They were tender and affecting in their naïvete; they were 
compositionally distinct and engaging; dynamic in colour. Many acted as vignettes for the 
viewer to decode. A fish bowl with a clawed hand dipping into it. The face connected to the 
hand is cut off but we see a collared body; get a sense of a cat's defiant personality from the 
way the hand hangs with casual boldness. Some paintings were simple icons – a dog 
hovering in space on a white background. It was these paintings of dogs that punctured me. I 
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visited the show on Sunday afternoon for the event publicised as a 'memorial viewing'; 
Molloy was still taking confessions. I wrestled with confessing, but was somewhat relieved 
when the sun begin to sink, and the truck began being packed up. I was crushed with guilt 
over the accidental death of a beloved dog I lived with. Some participatory shows can impact 
just as effectively when we choose not to participate; the reason behind our decision lingers. I 
thought about my dog all night. I woke up the next morning with the show still on my mind 
to read a text message from my ex, sent just before midnight on that Sunday; I had forgotten - 
atleast consciously - that the 16th of July was the anniversary of our dog's death.  

 

The spectrum of fauna depicted in the paintings exposed the audience's desire for this kind of 
participation. We saw steak on a plate; swarms of mosquitos; ants crawling up a bed post. 
The range of movement between play and grief was bridged perfectly by the show's essay, 
written by Molloy. It was her confession, simultaneously cool and warm; a lyrical and 
eloquent retelling of her experience of finishing off a ringtail joey that her dog had leapt on. 
Molloy is the ultimate absolver, riffing on tropes we know so well with a smile and genuine, 
complete care for our vulnerability.  

 

The ephemeral nature of the paintings produced throughout the show, and the site of their 
construction, belie the reverberation of the show’s affect. I posted a selection of paintings that 
struck me on Instagram. One was an image of a dog; black and white and grinning against 
greenery and a blue sky, it almost looked like it was going off a cliff -  transitioning 
somewhere, happily.  A week later a friend told me that painting was of her dog who had 
very recently been put down. My friend was moved by Molloy's tender offering of 
forgiveness; creating a painting to hold the burden of guilt so that participants can let it go. 
I'm left with an image of Molly as high priestess, on the ground, in her cardboard church, 
intuitively giving, and taking, embodying the quiet power of art that is both collaboratory and 
self reflective.  
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Appendix 2 

‘Backyard Reckoning’ by Clare O’Callaghan. A personal reflection on Sally Molloy’s 
Backyard Reckoning, co-produced by people+artist+place, Metro Arts, and Brisbane City 
Council for Brisbane City Council’s Temporary Public Art Program. West Village Common, 
West End, July 12–14, 2019. 
 
 
On a crisp winter’s evening in Meanjin/Brisbane I went along to artist Sally Molloy’s 
Backyard Reckoning, a sound artwork located outside in a manicured, yet friendly, nook in 
West End. I was drawn to the everydayness of the work’s title and concept, nostalgic perhaps 
for the recent absence of a backyard in my life since moving into an apartment. The artwork 
was hosted by West Village, produced by Metro Arts and people+artist+place (affectionately 
known as ‘pap’) and was delivered as part of Brisbane City Council’s Temporary Art 
Program 2019.  
 
Recently I have become aware of the corporeality evoked by artworks using sound as their 
medium. I had been seduced by the deep listening and momentary relief from the art of 
looking in a world saturated by visual culture. I found a kindred affect in Molloy’s work, a 
turning inward (that was also a turning outward) to the sound of her voice gently guiding the 
listener into a layered terrain of sentimental habits, personal anecdotes, privilege, local 
ecologies, de/colonisation and Indigenous sovereignty. 
 
The experience was akin to relaxing into discomfort, a subtle but powerful state of mind-
body in which to absorb Molloy’s gentle prose, which wove theories of de/colonisation with 
personal narrative. This story-telling quality was purposeful in situating the artist in relation 
to the position of privilege and power she carries as a white woman in the unsettled, 
unfinished business of de/colonisation. It allowed listeners to follow Molloy’s lead, situating 
themselves, sensitising rather than shutting down. Sitting on a rug, listening to the work, the 
sentence ‘we are always in Indigenous sovereignty’ moved through my body as both hope 
and despair. 
 
‘Re/orientation’ is a word that comes to mind to describe the artwork for several reasons. The 
work began as an almost guided meditation of the actual West Village architecture, it was a 
spatial orientation that did not limit itself to the literal. With a pair of portable headphones 
listeners could move around, cuddle up, lie down or simply sit in a collective solitude. 
Molloy situated herself in relation to Indigenous sovereignty, arguably one of the most 
important re/orientations of the work. This was more than a gesture or passing 
acknowledgement, it was modelled and reflected on by the artist by taking heed from 
prominent Indigenous theorists, spokespeople and elders.  
 
The ambient or environmental sounds layered behind Molloy’s voice were arranged spatially 
and more than once I felt the sounds were coming from far behind my shoulder, which was at 
once unsettling and sensual. These non-linguistic sounds conjured the senses imaginatively, I 
felt I could be inside a landscape painting, an ‘insideness’ reiterated again and again through 
topic and medium. It shows what is possible when artists collaborate across professions, in 
this case Molloy’s talented sound technician Joseph Burgess.  
 
As a queer person, orientation also suggests sexuality, a spectrum (another landscape) of 
struggle that too frequently erases its relationship to colonisation. ‘Orientation’ is also a word 
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used by Indian scholar and feminist critic, Gayatri Spivak, in an article I read years ago that 
forever stuck. Spivak spoke about the work of ‘reorienting desires’ and the significance of 
this subtle cultural labour. Molloy’s piece echoed this approach, it made the work of 
decolonisation not just imperative but also viscerally desirable. 
 
Backyard Reckoning made me ponder my own relationship to de/colonisation and Indigenous 
sovereignty, its continuation and evolution: the importance of remembering it is never 
finished no matter how much I have learned over time. I felt the familiar pang of the 
impossibility of belonging alongside the hope-speckled remembering that I belong through 
my unbelonging. I also noticed shame but what I appreciated most was that Molloy took a 
risk in creating a gentle, sensual, reparative work that was also provocative and challenging. 
Perhaps it was more challenging than being shamed into the work of decolonisation because 
it was so hard to turn away, to not listen. 
 
Molloy’s work shows how art has a role to play in the ongoing, transformative work of 
decolonisation. In particular, it demonstrates what scholar Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni calls 
‘epistemic disobedience’ or deviating from ‘ways of knowing’ passed down through 
European Imperialism. But more importantly it offers a way for non-Indigenous people, in 
particular white folks, to reckon with themselves. This is not work that Aboriginal & Torres 
Strait Islander, First Nations or Sovereign people’s should feel the burden of doing (a call I 
have repeatedly heard over the years to redistribute the enormity of such labour), and yet 
their voices and wisdom must always be front and centre. This is a paradox that is by no 
means beyond us to hold, and one that Molloy embraces with sensitivity and skill. 
 
Finally, the artwork brought up memories of attending Clare Land’s book launch of 
‘Decolonising Solidarity’ and the voice of a friend of colour who after the event, wondered 
aloud how it would have been helpful to hear about mistakes Land had made, grappled with 
and learned from. As a white person this resonates with me. White people, even (or 
especially) the well intentioned, will make mistakes. It is hard to imagine a movement 
addressing colonisation that does not reproduce colonial oppression in some form. What 
matters is how we hold ourselves and each other through these moments. Molloy models and 
reminds us of the importance of humility in this process. 
 
I am also interested in the line between humility and humiliation, something comedian 
Hannah Gadsby recently brought to my attention. How do we reside in our own (and respect 
others) dignity whilst also speaking truth to power? The work of decolonisation carries no 
guarantee of pleasure, that said, nor is there some prohibition that precludes this work from 
being deeply satisfying. Lila Watson ever comes to mind as I remind myself that 
decolonisation, far from being a niche activity that only benefits some, is in fact about all of 
us. More importantly, we must always remember that for many the work of de/colonisation is 
a question of life and death, not degrees of discomfort. There is a level of unrepresentability 
to this suffering and our relationship to it that calls for tenderness and respect, which reminds 
me of the lull of silence in Molloy’s recital.  
 
In the ethic and aesthetic of Molloy’s unsettling prose, I want to know ‘how will you make 
mistakes in a way you can be proud of?’  
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Appendix 3 

Words by Nayuka Gorrie to accompany Donnas on the Run: Exhuming the Australian 
Badlands by Lu Forsberg and Sally Molloy, curated by Amy-Clare McCarthy. Metro 
Arts Brisbane, October 18–November 4, 2017. 
 
I’m sitting at a park in Brooklyn. There is something about being so far away from home that 
you can see home clearer. I left in the midst of discourse in my own country triggered by 
events happening in this country that I’m sitting in right now. Not long before I left home 
Australia started debating whether or not it should keep particular statues erect. This was 
after a statue of Robert E. Lee, a racist slave trader and Virginia icon got torn down in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. A woman was killed by a white supremacist while protesting white 
supremacists. Debate and protest ripped through this country and soon spread around the 
world. This of course wasn’t new, ripping down statues or changing memorials has happened 
throughout history.  
 
 
My family recently suffered the loss of our grandmother - my mother’s Mum. Our family on 
that side has always been a bit disjointed. That family has been made up of myths. I didn’t 
know my grandmother. I didn’t know her favourite song or what perfume she wore. I only 
know what I’ve been told and like anyone fill in the gaps and extrapolate. I only had a 
handful of stories and had developed my own version of events. Doing this across your 
lifetime about a person you barely know is not exactly scientific or even remotely accurate. It 
becomes a weird chicken and egg situation, did I already have my own idea of what she was 
and then heard stories that confirmed it or was it the other way around? Once we have a 
belief about something it can become this position we don’t realise we defend. When that 
person is dying it can become easy to want to hold on to that position particularly if the 
alternative is grief.  
 
 
Often because you have invested in particular beliefs or have acted according to those beliefs 
you have a vested interest in maintaining them. I imagine this is perhaps one of the reasons it 
is hard for people to tear down those statues back at home. The country has built its myths 
that sustain an identity. In Australia those myths are frequently about certain historical 
figures. These are people like Lachlan Macquarie who ordered the massacres of hundreds of 
black people in New South Wales. He also founded Westpac Bank and pioneered many early 
projects in New South Wales. He has statues, a lake, a bank, a university and streets names 
after him. He is remembered fondly. How is it that we have been able to hold on to these 
beliefs about men like that? It is no accident.  
 
 
If a people can be proud of Macquarie then they can be proud of themselves. They don’t have 
to look at the past in shame. However when confronted with painful truths people have 
particular options. You can stay in denial or you can accept the truth. Although no doubt my 
subconscious was arranging information about my grandmother in a way that told myself a 
story about her at some point that arrangement had to be a decision. The same can be said for 
the myths and beliefs we have about our own country. These stories are arranged through 
media, the academy, public figures and ourselves. When I was confronted with new 
information about my grandmother, I had to let go or at least shift what I thought of her. To 
remain steadfast in what I thought would have been making a decision to be ignorant. It has 
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been a painful week or so. I know though that if I can let go and allow truths to affect me 
even though it is painful - then Australians can too.  
 
I think honouring the truth would fundamentally change the way Australians relate to each 
other and relate to country. There is only so long you can ignore a stain on the soul. I think 
Australians and Australia would be better off for changing the myths and stories we tell 
ourselves.  
 
Nayuka Gorrie 
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Appendix 4 

 
‘Empathy Towards Plants’ by Marisa Georgiou. Exhibition essay for Empathy Toward 
Plants by Sally Molloy, Susan Gourley, Cosima Scales. Griffith University Project 
Gallery, February 28–March 11, 2017. 

By Marisa Georgiou 

Salient Definitions 

To empathise is to have the ability to understand; to share feelings. It is the capacity to be 
sensitive and aware enough to vicariously experience the experience of another.  

This perspective lies in opposition to romanticising, which is to hold onto unrealistic or 
idealised notions, without meaningful interaction and the option of change.   

The Desire to Connect 

Australians are often guilty of romanticising nature in its conception of the Wilderness, in 
which we desire the opposite of what the myth of modernity promised. It is a longing to 
connect with untouched nature not yet dissected.  

This romanticisation could only stem from the long-standing Othering and backgrounding of 
nature, and its consequent destruction, conversion and interruption: its colonisation. 
Nevertheless, our situation in a post-colonial urban environment means that in the face of that 
history, such desires are often inescapable.  

In Empathy Towards Plants, Sally Molloy, Cosima Scales and Susan Gourley eschew 
romanticised landscape aesthetics. Instead they work to represent the reality of landscape 
within postcolonial urban context; an experience of nature that is fractured and mediated. In 
this way, to empathise with nature in its everyday manifestations without expectation is 
necessary to embark on a journey for connectedness from a place of sincere openness and 
honesty.  

Nostalgia for Childhood 

Evident in this exhibition is a desire for childhood understandings of space: a sense of 
metaphysical and whole-body (intuitive) connection to something bigger than oneself.  

Author Richard Louv intensely advocates for the importance of playing in nature as a child, 
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propagating the notion that most of us suffer “nature deficit disorder”. An integral part of 
playing in the garden, the park, the clump of trees at the end of the cul-de-sac, is cultivating 
one’s intuition by “demanding visualization and the full use of the senses”439. Engulfed in 
nature, children also have greater capacity to experience without socialised boundaries, 
observing that, in such environments, children are much more likely to make up their own 
games. One thinks of an Enid Blyton story where children have freedom to explore, build, 
and contemplate life’s big questions through imaginative experience.  

This nostalgia for childhood is precisely described by Ecofeminist activist Maria Mies as 
“seeking for a simple, spontaneous, open and confidential relationship with our surroundings, 
with the natural world ... the experiencing of love, tenderness, care, warmth as gifts, without 
the need of prior achievement for reward.” 440 

This sense of unaffected play permeates the works. Molloy plays Frisbee Golf with an orchid 
in an upside down landscape, surfing on starry skies. Gourley arranges spindly flowers to 
stick out of an upturned bucket, like a tiny castle, utilising both random and deliberate acts to 
subvert capitalist notions of value in the monumental. Scales depicts leaves as they appear 
right in front of and around her, rather than surveying from afar, and paints miniature illusive 
landscapes in luminous watercolour.  

Agency through Contemplation 

Feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray focuses on the need to modify our conception of 
subjectivity in order to give birth to a new way of existing in the world, with intimate 
relations to vegetal life. Having grown up close to nature herself, it was the main source of 
recreational activity and refuge. She describes being in a complete state of openness towards 
the natural environment, breathing not only with her lungs but through her whole body, 
through her skin’441, and contemplating its selfhood:  

In the woods, in the garden, I was contemplating the forms that a tree adopted, 
how it was able to change while remaining itself, a change in which it did not risk 
losing its devices as it amounts to the appearing of a living being. And I 
wondered why we, as humans, have ignored such an aptitude and thus resort to 

                                                
439 Richard Louv, Last Child in the Woods (London: Atlantic Books, 2010) 7. 
440 Maria Mies, White Man’s Dilemma: His Search for What He Has Destroyed (London: Zed Books, 1993) 
140. 
441 Michael Marder, “Afterword – Cultivating Natural Belonging: Luce Irigaray’s Water Lily,” in Building A 
New World Luce Irigaray: Teaching II, ed. Luce Irigaray and Michael Marder (London: Palgrave McMillan, 
2015) 297. 
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constructed forms to become acculturated.442 

Examples of such contemplation are littered though Empathy Towards Plants. In Lying on 
Stolen Land Until Lavender Scallops Begin to Grow Over Me (2016), Molloy depicts herself 
in stillness and contemplation as a sign of deference towards the plants around her, 
attempting to give them agency in a gentle interaction. Across Scales’ practice, the activity of 
painting is used as a contemplative activity, letting intuitive conclusions about her feelings 
towards the environment emerge from her work, and thus allowing a mutual exchange with 
the environment she depicts. Gourley integrates recycled and waste materials into her work, 
speculating on the possibilities of such “artefacts” to interrupt anthropocentric viewpoints of 
the environment.  

Concluding Thoughts 

As Michael Marder puts it, “at the extreme, to empathize with plants is to recognize in 
ourselves certain features of vegetal life, rather than to project the metaphysical image of 
human existence onto other life-worlds.”443 Playful and contemplative, Susan Gourley, 
Cosima Scales and Sally Molloy leave room for nature to be itself, and enough, in a form of 
subtle and sensitive activism.  

Empathy Towards Plants occurs in the realm of intuition, and is cultivated in nature.  

  

                                                
442 Luce Irigaray and Michael Marder, Through Vegetal Being: Two Philosophical Perspectives (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2016) 24. 
443 Michael Marder, “The Life of Plants and the Limits of Empathy” Dialogue 51, 2012: 265. 
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Appendix 5 

‘Tobacco Rose/Cow Itch’ by Sally Molloy. Exhibition essay for Tobacco Rose/Cow Itch 
by Sally Molloy at Wreckers Artspace, Woolloongabba, February 14, 2018. 

In Patrick White’s The Tree Of Man (1965) Stan and Amy Parker attempt to carve out a life 
in rural Australia at the turn of the twentieth century. It’s an epic tale of monumental 
simplicity full of the poetry of boredom and the secrets of nature, woven around everyday 
dramas and disappointments. Chief among these is Stan and Amy’s ongoing struggle to 
‘belong’, which is expressed through various attempts to make the place ‘theirs’. They light 
fires and lamps, erect fences, and plant a tobacco rose by the back door (it is inevitably 
overgrown by a dank yellow-green cow itch vine). Their attempts to ‘possess’ the land – and 
each other – naturally fail, nevertheless they carry on; they are alive, and their failures, 
frustrations, and dislocations become meat to the sandwich of their story.  

Perhaps these paintings could be read as attempts at similar, or index similar urges – to 
belong, to possess – but then again also the opposite; to disconnect, to release. They are 
heavy with dreamlike reverie, full of imaginary but curiously familiar scenery and 
incongruous symbols. A deflated tail (crocodile? Bunyip?) sits suspiciously inert alongside a 
destruction of floating feral cats and that most noxious of beauties, the prickly pear.  A horse 
floating/trotting along musky sand dunes carries the body of a person wearing a fold-up 
cardboard crocodile head. While a beady-eyed almost-galah with simplified colours, 
contours, and plumage watches over all, aghast, as dragon fruit tumble down in its 
underworld. 

The stuck-on, glued-togetherness of these images partly derives from an initial image making 
process of crummy digital collaging, but also reflects an awkward uneasy at-home-ness; a 
private world in which the boundaries between the real and the imagined, the precious and 
the pestilent, what belongs and what doesn’t, are blurred. In her essay ‘Collage As An 
Artist’s Method’, Kathleen Vaughan suggests that collage enables a type of “...trompe 
l’esprit – a kind of ontological strangeness...where the displaced object has entered a universe 
for which it was not made and where it retains, in a measure, its strangeness”.444 Ontological 
strangeness – a beautiful notion in any event – seems a particularly useful wrapper for the 
fondness, failures, frustrations, and fantasies oozing in and out of these pictures, underwriting 
Stan and Amy’s state of being, and indeed my own. 

                                                
444 Vaughan, “Pieced Together,” 5.  
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